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A North Head companion 

 

These are my personal thoughts and footnotes, circling around a lovely place, North 

Head, at the entrance to Sydney Harbour. Less than 10 km from the central business 

district of a city of 5 million people, we have an island of wilderness with animals and 

plants that reflect what the area was before my mob invaded it in 1788. 

This work exists (1) as a print book in expensive full colour), (2) a Kindle e-book 

version with high resolution images, and (3) this format, optimised for use on phones, 

with the same resolution images. 

 

Why I did this 

I work on North Head as a volunteer, weeding, planting and doing other stuff to help 

maintain a fragile system, but I am also a lifelong educator, and wearing that hat, I 

decided to generate a web site about the place, and host it myself. It was to show the 

casual visitor just how much more was there to be seen. 

Because I always travel with at least a phone and a camera, the web site was soon 

bloated with pics, so during one of our escape-from-lockdown rambles, I decided to 

do an e-book version that people could carry around. I have also added a great deal of 

extra information, even more images, and some internal navigation in the form of 

jump links. I did the print versions, before I did this one. 

The Trust has three special requests: 

* Please leave your dogs and cats at home; 

* Please stay on the tracks; and 

* Please don’t pick the flowers. 

All three requests are there for good reasons. North Head is a sanctuary, and we need 

to protect rare plants and small animals. That aside, we have paralysis ticks, fox baits 

and fox traps, so your pet would be at risk, as would our plants and animals, because 



 

the average pet’s deposit of pee or poo probably contains as much nitrate and 

phosphate as 100 square metres of our sandy soil, giving weeds an entry point. That 

aside, there are also HUGE fines for bringing pets in. Staying on the tracks is to 

protect the animals and the plants, and to protect the soil from erosion. We don’t 

need new tracks, because we do need our sandy soil to stay put. 

Some of our plants are rare and endangered, but even picking a posy of weeds can 

cost you a hefty fine. This is because we need to preserve a critically endangered 

habitat, so please just take photos! If you see people in light blue shirts, cutting out or 

trimming plants, those will be trained staff, targeting weeds. If you think you see a 

weed, please report it, don’t pull it! (You will also see contractors lopping trees as a 

safe way of managing fire risks.) The main thing is to take your time, stop and 

examine, and enjoy. You need a slow stroll, and a quiet, keen eye to spot the small 

things. 

About words and spellings: 
The world is changing, and while I was planning to clean out all the “big words”, just as I was 
about to release this, I was doing microscopy with Year 3 and 4 students in a local primary school. 
These were true digital natives who photograph with one app, crop with another, caption with a 
third, and then load the result onto the school network to show their families, that night. 

I realised that these kids could Google anything if they had the right words, so the big words stayed, 
and the curious/weird spellings in some of the quotes have all been verified. That lets you track 
down the quotes if you need to. 
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Introduction 
I am mainly known for talking about science or writing books, usually about some mix of 

science, technology, mathematics, nature or Australian history or some mix of those, but for 

about 70 years, I have been visiting North Head, and since 2013, I have been working there 

as a volunteer, doing things. During 2020, in the 

lockdown, I put in 1½ to 2 hours wandering 

each day, noticing the changes. You may even 

have seen me: that’s me, either side. 

Anyhow, this explains how I know that tourists 

often miss the best sights, flowers and wildlife. 

This personal and unauthorised collection is designed to offer a proper taste of what is there. 

You don’t need to go off the beaten track (and because we have ticks, venomous spiders and 

snakes, this may not be a good idea!), but you may need help to find some of the lesser-

known beaten tracks, and to recognise some of the less obvious plants, animals and rocks. 

Think of this as basically a study of what goes on in a small wild refuge, close to the heart 

of a city of 5 million people. It’s personal, so you’ll keep running into stuff about my 



 

favourite curiosities, like the sundews, the spiders, the echidnas, the ant lions. Move on past 

those, if you wish… 

Acknowledgements 
While I have been encouraged and aided by (in alphabetical order) Ian Evans, Toni 

Stevenson and Jenny Wilson, any blame goes to Peter Macinnis. Geoff Lambert provided 

some interesting scientific sidelights. 

I also acknowledge Australia’s Indigenous peoples, as the traditional custodians of our land, Australia. As a 
Sydneysider, I acknowledge the Gadigal of the Eora Nation as the traditional custodians of this place we 
now call Sydney. Where I work now to care for the land, I acknowledge the Guringai people as the 
traditional custodians, and seek to honour them by retaining their hard-won ecological status quo. 

Refreshments, help and things 

You can get food and drink in Manly, and at kiosks at Little Manly and Shelly Beach. On 

North Head, there is food and drink to be had at Bella Vista (east of the Third Cemetery), 

and at the Q Station. 

Water is available in some places like the information centre (see below). Some of our 

water is recycled or rain water: check for warning signs first! It is a good idea to travel with a 

couple of litres of water in summer and a litre in winter. 

Maps are available in certain locations, including a 

post on the Scenic Drive, and at the black obelisk 

where the Ferny Track begins. You can get more 

biological information on weekends from Bandicoot 

Heaven (also near the start of the Ferny track), and at 

the main information centre near North Fort. If you 

look carefully at some of the photos, you can see one of 

the volunteers in a distinctive sky-blue shirt. (In cold or wet weather, their clothing usually 

says “Sydney Harbour Federation Trust”, when they are on official duty.) 

We are all eminently approachable, now we have got going again in the post-pandemic 

world. After all, chatting is an excuse to take a breather! 

 
  



 

And watch out for our lovely egg-laying mammals, the echidnas! 

 

Egg-laying mammals? No, this is no leg-pull, and I explain this oddity, almost at the end of 

the book. People know about the platypus, and echidnas have evolved from platypuses in 

New Guinea, we think, but most people don’t know about the animal that appears on the 

Australian five-cent coin. 

All the same, echidnas are all over Australia, and we have a healthy population of them on 

North Head. As far back as 1804, Sir Joseph Banks was asking one of his ‘collectors’ in 

Australia to ask “natives”, meaning indigenous people, if the platypus laid eggs. Why? Well, 

try as they might, anatomists could find no trace of a uterus in platypuses or echidnas. 

  



 

Getting to North Head 
There are a number of ways to get to North Head, and also a number of routes. Your choice 

will depend on your fitness and haste. You can choose between catching a 161 bus from 

Manly Wharf (or even from Warringah Mall), driving, cycling or walking, and there are three 

walking routes. 

The 161 bus leaves at about a quarter to the hour (check it!) 

from Stand D, across the road from the ferry wharf in 

Manly (see right). As you walk off the ferry wharf, veer 

slightly left, past a metallic sculpture resembling a cowpat 

(below), and cross at the lights. You have reached the bus 

stop. Note the inset, above. 

The cowpat once had a fine mist of water coming out, 

hence the local name, “Steaming Great Turd” (or SGT). If you hear somebody saying this, 

they are probably not insulting or threatening you. 

The SGT, steaming. 

If you are driving, follow the 

walking instructions for the 

Darley Road route. Most healthy 

people can walk, one way or 

another, and as mentioned, there 

are three main walking routes, 

but Darley Road is the only one 

suited to cars or bicycles. 

For that reason, if no other, 

walkers are wise to follow any 

other route. 

  



 

Walk 1, part 1: along the Corso to Shelly Beach 

 

This is written mainly for people travelling by public transport and wanting to stretch their 

legs and see some pleasant views while getting there. You walk out of the ferry wharf (or 

alight from a bus) and head directly away from the ferry wharf, to the right of the SGT (node 

a in the map above), down the main street, known as the Corso, until you reach the ocean 

beach, called either Manly Beach, or more correctly, “South Steyne”, a name it was given in 

the 1850s, when a wannabe rich man promoted Manly as “the new Brighton”. 

You can still see a hotel of that name on the Corso, but the 

sand on our new version of Brighton is much better, and also 

nicer to lie on than the “sand” at the old Brighton in England, 

which is made of cobbles. The hotel would be on your left, if 

you were the photographer in the photo on the right. 

If you stop at this establishment, the balcony on the first floor offers a good view of the 

surf beach, and you may meet a self-described “Council official” there, who says his task is to 

supervise the waves, because if somebody doesn’t keep an eye on them, the waves will start 

running out to sea, carting some of our unwary tourists off to New Zealand. [Look, if said 

official resembles me, take it up with the Council.] 

As will be explained in the geology background below, in historic times, waves are said to 

have run the full length of the Corso and into the harbour. The bed of sand beneath the 

Corso goes a long way down past sea level, so North Head and South Head are both sand-

tied islands that may one, day, be cut off again. 

 

No matter: when you reach the surf beach, turn right, and follow the coast: your reference 

marker is the yellowish timber railing near the water. Along the way, there is a pleasant rock 

pool to swim in (but not during storms!), and you can also swim at Shelly Beach, if you wish. 



 

The area is an aquatic reserve (NO fishing, collecting, or doing anything that harms 

marine life), and the path and its surrounds are home to a number of Eastern Water Dragons 

(Intellagama lesueurii lesueurii) which can be 60 cm long. These dragons are harmless fruit eaters, 

and they do not breathe fire. Like all wildlife, 

they are protected. 

The more-or-less wheelchair-friendly 

walkway follows the coast all the way to Shelly 

Beach, where you can find food, drink, water 

and toilets. Get ready: things are about to get 

rougher, and past there, wheelchairs can’t go! 

On the far side of the beach (the eastern or 

ocean side), you will find stairs leading up to a 

car park, and you need to head up there. To 

your left, there are paths around the small 

headland that offer pleasant views along the 

coast, with board riders close at hand. 

Having walked the area again while 

checking this text, you really should go out to 

the headland 

for a look. Then 

turn back and 

walk up through the car park, and find the track that leads up 

the slope. You will need sensible footwear for this clamber, 

which is a gentle wander at worst. At ambling pace, it will take 

you 30 minutes to get to Bluefish Road. 

Go quietly: there are flowers to enjoy (including orchids, if 

you look), there are more water dragons (some a long way 

from water), and in the end, you will come to a literal hole in the wall (right-hand picture, 

below). 

   

At this point, you go from Council land where dogs appear to be allowed, to National Parks 

land, where taking a dog might cost you $5500. A fine of $5500 also applies on the Harbour 

Trust lands you will be on after this, and National Parks also ban cats and bikes. 

You are now on fairly level land: at the moment (2022) there is a 

recovering burnt patch on your left, and you will come to an old quarry 



 

that was probably used for the sandstone walls in the area (nobody seems to be sure!), and 

this is now a wetland (see right), often with a heron or two. 

Keep going, and after passing a couple of old gun pits, you reach 

Bluefish Road. 

Before the road, watch out for pebbly sandstone: back in the 

Triassic, there were some turbulent flows! 

Returning to Manly, this path is the route via Shelly Beach. 

For now, though, let’s move on towards North Head, and you 

now have a choice. You can either cross Bluefish Road and 

follow the steel track into the bush to node H near the Parade Ground, or cross the road and 

turn left to follow a new track on the western side of Bluefish 

Road to node I. This has bush on both sides, and it is easy 

walking. 

There is quite a lot of vehicle traffic on Bluefish Road, so 

one or the other of these choices is a Good Idea. Don’t walk on 

the road, because there is an excellent track for walkers, on the 

southern side. You have now reached North Head, and is time 

to think about the walk you will do. 

Most of them are fairly level, but if you are worn out, cross the road, turn right, and 

follow the safe path down to where Bluefish Road ends and Darley Road begins. It is an easy 

and quiet walk back to Manly, or you can catch a 161 bus down the hill. 

Walk 2: Going up Darley Road 

 

  



 

To follow this route, begin by heading down the 

Corso toward the ocean beach. Of course, if you 

look at the map, you will see that there are less 

commercial streets that you can navigate. If you are 

still with us, Darley Road is the end of road traffic 

on the Corso. Swing right and head along the flat, 

then up the hill. As the road levels out at the top of 

the hill, after you have seen stone walls on both 

sides, you will see a fork in the road. Take the right 

fork and go through, under the stone arch that you 

see here. There is a safe path on the left side of the arch. 

Follow this road, known as North Head Scenic Drive: you will see a road to and from 

Collins Flat on the right, then a road slanting off to the left. Ignore that first uphill road, and 

take the second uphill side road, just a bit further on. Congratulations, you are now on North 

Fort road. 

Important safety note: beyond here, the North Head Scenic Drive can potentially be 

hazardous to pedestrians. As a walker, you are wiser to get off Scenic Drive. If you stay on 

the main road, walk on the right hand side, so you can see the oncoming traffic. In places, 

this is hard to do, which is why you should go another way. 

Even on North Fort Road, bicycle and motor traffic often exceeds the speed limit of 20 

km/hr, so stay on the footpath, or if you aren’t able to use that, walk on the right, facing the 

oncoming traffic, and stay alert! 

Walk 3: through Little Manly and Collins Flat 
Little Manly (node f on the map below) is a pleasant and laid-back beach that can be 

crowded at holiday times. There is a shark-proof net, a kiosk that does good coffee and 

delicious hamburgers, change rooms and toilets. In November 2022, work was completed to 

upgrade the kiosk, and there is now classier dining to be had there, from part of the Ripples 

chain. 



 

 

There is also a nice picnic area, up the steps just to the east of the pool, where the old 

gasworks used to be. To reach North Head, go southeast up Stuart Street, and turn left to 

follow the Manly Scenic Walkway. 

Then follow the track, down the steps, along the beach to the far end and find the 

indistinct and often slippery sandy track that ends up at a road. From there, walk up the road, 

watching out for fast vehicles and much faster (and quieter) bicycles, hurtling down the hill. 

This is quite a good route to follow when you are heading home after walking around the 

headland, because it allows a swim, food and refreshment. 

November 2022: work has started on a footpath up from Collins Flat to North Head. It will 

be a while coming… 

        



 

  

Two notes: 

In the 19th century, ships might draw on this as a water supply, but the water should not be 

used for drinking today! 

In late 2022, the track down from Stuart Street to Collins Beach (Collins Flat to old 

residents) was still being upgraded. Walk with care. 

Driving and biking 
This is the same as Going up Darley Road. Cyclists: in parts, there is a bicycle lane that is 

sometimes shared with cars, and sometimes shared with pedestrians. Be careful! 

Some North Head history 
North Head and South Head are two sandstone islands, now tied to the mainland by sand, 

and they mark the entrance to Sydney Harbour. The nearest suburb to North Head is Manly. 

Control of the headland is a mess, created by historical happenstance. Much of the area is 

part of the Sydney Harbour National Park, controlled by the New South Wales National 

Parks and Wildlife Service. The old Quarantine Station is leased out and run as a commercial 

hotel. Some parts of the access routes are under the control of the Northern Beaches 

Council, a local government body. 

The remainder of the headland, and the main concern here, is the area controlled by the 

Commonwealth of Australia, through the Sydney Harbour Federation Trust, though another 

Commonwealth body, the Australian Wildlife Conservancy, also plays an important role, as 

shown in their pygmy possum and antechinus work, described at 

https://www.australianwildlife.org/where-we-work/north-head/ 

(That article also mentions their other success, getting a breeding population of Australian 

bush rats into the area.) 

https://www.australianwildlife.org/where-we-work/north-head/


 

The origins of the geology 
I have revised the geological information, after listening to Emeritus Professor Peter Mitchell. 

Some of the shots were taken from places which are no longer accessible, thanks to the 

nervous nellies of the NPWS, reacting to The Great North Head Calamity (see below). The 

visit to Old Man’s Hat is still possible (by another route), but not recommended, due to the 

high tick populations. 

In the early 20th century, one of the major intellectual influences in my life, Griffith 

Taylor, proposed that there was once a river, flowing parallel to the present coast. Some 60 

years ago, his Sydneyside Scenery was my 

reliable friend, and this image comes 

from that work: 

The river entered the present Sydney 

harbour near Bondi, and from there, 

it wound its way up the coast of the northern beaches, before feeding into Broken Bay at 

Pittwater. Sadly, Peter Mitchell says the river 

never came through Bondi, so I suggest that the 

river went like this: 

Near North Head, the river passed out into what 

is now the ocean, running along the line of Manly’s main shopping street, The Corso, and 

one of my geology lecturers told us that “in historic times, ocean waves had rolled all the way 

along the line of the Corso, and into the harbour”. As a writer of history, I have been unable 

to confirm this, but there is at least 68 metres of sand above bedrock, so given a good storm, 

North Head may one day become again the island it probably was at some previous time, if it 

ever was an island. 

 
Two views of  the North Head cl if fs,  with a rough Newport  format ion boundary.  

Then again, if you look at the pictures of the cliffs above, the headland won’t be there 

forever. The top is composed of Triassic Hawkesbury sandstone, and below that, the shales 

and laminites of the Upper Newport Formation. sandstone typically has joints, and these 

make the cliff fall in slabs when the softer Newport rocks weather out. For more, see The 

Great North Head Calamity, which follows and was lifted from my blog, Old Writer on the 

Block. (https://oldblockwriter.blogspot.com/) 

https://oldblockwriter.blogspot.com/


 

The Great North Head Calamity 
Philosophers who argue about trees falling in a forest where nobody hears them fall, now 

have a new conundrum, this one involving a rock falling and nobody hearing it. At some 

point, one Wednesday in August 2016, some rock came down off the North Head cliff, 

between the Hole in the Wall track and Fairfax Lookout. Perhaps somebody heard a bang, or 

two bangs, but that was it. Nobody seems to be sure about anything, and I don’t report 

rumours, even if I react to them. 

  

You see, I picked up a rumour of the fall on the web, and hurried off to gather photographs. 

I was just in time, because the panic-merchants were already reacting wildly, fearing that 

Armageddon was upon us, we were all doomed, all of those frightening things that flailing 

mismanagers love to shout to make sure that everybody else starts to panic. (This is a cunning 

ploy to hide the fact that these mismanagers were the first to panic.) 

Some years later, the best access points were still blocked off. 

The shots here came from those two points, because I beat the 

authorities to it, assessed the safety, and went in to record an unusual 

event. 

The panic was based on the squeal that “the whole cliff might 

come down”. True, it will fall, one day, but not right now, and they blocked off unrelated bits 

of coast in any case. I gave up a promising career as a management consultant in 1990 to 

avoid dealing with flailing knee-jerk managers like these. To manage risks, you need to 

understand the facts and the principles. 

These joints are near Fairlight. 

Rocks are peculiar solids, filled with flaws, planes of weakness 

called joints, and geologists have a bit of trouble accounting 

for them. The best explanation is that when the sediment 

becoming rock is buried deep enough to become rock, it is 

under pressure, and later, as it rises to the surface when 

erosion uncovers it, the rock expands and planes of weakness develop. 

All rocks have joints in them, so there is something 

missing in that explanation. Anyhow, the joints are there, 

and rock falls off when a joint is sufficiently undermined. 

The joints shape our cliffs, keeping them vertical, but you 

can often see joints in sandstone shelves, like the one 



 

above, at Fairlight, a mere tornado’s jump away from North Head (I may get to our tornado 

in a later edition). Hawkesbury sandstone usually has two sets of joints, more or less at right 

angles to each other. (You could write a book about rocks, and indeed, I have done one for 

youngsters, Australian Backyard Earth Scientist and I’ve just done another one for adults, called 

Mistaken for Granite). Google them… 

Some of the sandstone beds are less resistant to weathering, the way that rocks “rot”, 

some of the beds in the sandstone are more like shale, and erode out, undercutting the beds 

above it. Inner North Head has two clear undercuts, as you can see more clearly in the 

composite shot on the next page. When the undercutting goes fully under a joint, the 

situation is set for a block to fall, and that is what happened. 

It wasn’t the whole cliff, just a block weighing perhaps 600 tons (my first, and wildly 

inaccurate guesstimate): not nice to have land on you, but not Armageddon, either. My 

neighbour Geoff Lambert suspected that it was bigger, and he did the research, using aerial 

photos, and reported this: 

“It was much bigger than I imagined. The surface area of the rock that fell was about 950m2 and the height 
(if no overhang), was an average of 33m. Thus a volume of 31000m3 and, at an assumed specific gravity of 
2.5, a mass of about 75,000 tonnes.” 

That’s still not a record. We saw a comparable fall was in January 1931, and that was called a 

landslide. The process was slower and better observed, beginning with a fissure or cleft near 

Dog Face Rock. Near Katoomba. This opening went from 2 metres to 4.5 metres over a 

couple of days, and already, “hundreds of tons” had fallen by 27 January. Within 24 hours, an 

alleged 100,000 tonnes had fallen. That puts our fall in perspective, just a bit. 

  

How beds get undercut. 

I am keeping a watching brief on Inner North Head, hoping that some rock comes off the 

cliff before I fall off my perch. Because I am an Old Scientist (albeit one who has 

occasionally featured in the pages of New Scientist), I keep lots of hopeful time-series shots like 

that. These events are rare, but inevitable, and for the past few years, I have been 

photographing likely future fall areas, in the hope of getting a before and after. In geological 

time scales, they are frequent, but on our scale, such falls are rare. The sky is not falling, 

Chicken Little! Some years later, the area is still off-limits. I note that July 6 is International 

Fried Chicken Day… 

It is in the nature of sedimentary rock like sandstone that the beds are flat and horizontal, 

but the Hawkesbury sandstone has a trick up its sleeve: cross bedding. This is explained when 



 

I get around to discussing ant lions. The main point is that you will often find tilted beds as 

you walk around: these beds are best thought of as fossil sandbanks, but if you want more, 

look at the links, then search in cross bedding and/or current bedding (these terms are 

synonyms, and I have a picture of this a few pages down). Then again, you could always buy 

or borrow my Australian Backyard Earth Scientist. This last one was written for younger readers, 

which means adults should be able to understand it :-) 

Sand and erosion 
People often ask about why we have the steel tracks on North Head, and the answer in one 

word is “erosion”. Scientists tell us that the sand on North Head is largely aeolian sand, 

meaning it was blown in. 

The date for this sand delivery is set at “during the last Ice Age”, and that means there 

won’t be another delivery until we get another ice age. On current climate trends, that’s a 

long way off. We need to conserve our sand. 

 

Some of the sand also comes from sandstone breaking down (weathering), but that’s a slow 

process. The steel tracks keep feet away from the fragile ground. When erosion does happen, 

like the example near the entry to the Third Cemetery seen above (the left shot was taken in 

2015), we need to act. The Third Cemetery entry was professionally and beautifully paved, 

but the right-hand picture shows a simple variant of the bush remedy known as Chuck a log in 

it. This was on one of our service roads. 

In simple terms, a log in a gully slows the water down, so that instead of washing sand 

and silt away, it drops it. Some of the people in blue shirts could show you where the gully 

site was, but it is now rendered invisible by washed-in silt. If you see stones arranged in a 

gully like the ones you see here, please leave them where they are. 

Our other erosion control is on the steeper sandy slopes, where we use dead tree trunks 

to hold the sand in place. This allows plants to take a firm grip, so when the logs rot out. we 

have a stable slope. I’ll say more about sand at the end of this book. 

Weathering 
You can see weathering best along the cliffs, meaning 

you will now miss most of this fascinating aspect of 

geology, but if you are walking in past Collins Flat, 

you will see some examples of weathered sandstone 

near the beach. 



 

The cliff on the right shows one of the east-facing portions, near the Fairfax loop. In this 

photograph, you can see cross-bedding, honeycomb weathering and other effects, though 

honeycomb weathering is clearer in the inset, taken at Cape Banks on Botany Bay. Now here 

is some more on the science of sandstone, once again filched from a blog that I wrote a few 

years back. 

The science behind sandstone 
Sydney is a sandstone city. We have cappings of shale here and there, and if you dig deep 

enough, you will find coal under the sandstone, but looking at the surface, looking at the hills 

and the headlands, Sydney is undoubtedly a quartz-rich sandstone city. Quartz is silica, silicon 

dioxide to the chemists. Silica is a very common mineral, dirt common, even. By itself or in 

combination, silica makes up more than 50% of the planet earth. Sand is silica, flint is silica, 

even granite is mainly silica or silicates. Sandstone makes delightful cliffs, for those knowing a 

bit of geology. 

Yet quartz is also a most uncommon mineral. You can scratch the toughest steel with a 

piece of ordinary glass, you can scratch the toughest glass with quartz, but very few things 

will scratch quartz. Quartz is uncommonly hard. This combination of the common and the 

uncommon explains why sandstone is so easy to find, all over the world. As sun, wind, frost, 

snow and water all worry away at the rocks, some minerals break down to clays and salts, but 

quartz grains stay as they are. As the other minerals fall apart under the stress of the weather, 

quartz grains just fall to the ground and join the soil. Here are two views of South Head: 

  

As the soils blow and wash around, softer minerals are crushed to dust, but silica grains just 

get less angular as they rattle against each other. Acids in the soil destroy other minerals, but 

the quartz grains just lie there, inert and uncaring. When a flood washes soil in a raging 

torrent down to the sea, the quartz grains may crack until they are too small to be affected by 

any further pounding. After that, they just roll along, getting a little bit rounder, still silicon 

dioxide, unchanged and unchanging. 

Sand travels till it reaches the sea, where some grains wash up on the seashore. They get 

rounder still, as they roll and pound along our beaches, but still they do not change. 

Chemically the sand is still quartz, uncommonly tough, and incredibly common. 



 

Bury these sand grains under a kilometre of sediment, and they 

will settle a bit closer together. Give the buried sand long enough, 

and a few atoms will wander and fall into a new place, linking two 

grains together, bridging the gaps. If water soaks through the sand, 

crystals of dissolved minerals may form in the crevices, locking 

grains together. In time, the sand becomes sandstone, waiting deep 

within the earth for erosion to uncover the beds once more, as we can see here on the right 

on Lion Island, at the mouth of Broken Bay. 

But sandstone is not as tough as pure quartz. The fragile bonds between the grains can be 

broken, the minerals in between can dissolve out, and the grains can be wedged off, one by 

one, just as soon as the weather reaches the stone, within a few metres of the surface. In time, 

weathering will shape the sandstone into new and marvellous shapes. 

Pure silicon means big money to the techno-whizz kids in Silicon Valley. They ‘dope’ 

their pure silicon with a few impurities, tiny amounts of other elements, just enough to make 

their valuable pure silicon truly wonderful. Traces of impurities are just as important in the 

sandstone. A few bits of plant stems or leaves, or a tiny dead animal, are all the impurities you 

need to get started, along with a bit of rust. In some simple chemistry, the rust is reduced to 

soluble ferrous iron which drifts slowly through the rock until it is oxidised again to ferric 

iron. This chemistry makes spheres of tough iron-rich stone, waiting deep inside the 

sandstone. Uncovered, they make fantastic patterns in the stone, for the spheres will 

eventually be revealed as complex rings and ovals of tougher rock, etched and ridged and 

sculpted into the surface of the stone. See the sawn stone on the Memorial Walk for this. 

Diagrams explaining sedimentary rocks show beautiful neat layers of sand, laid out 

horizontally, but more sandstone is laid down in river deltas where the sand is moved, sorted, 

shoved and pushed before it is buried, and there are few neat horizontal layers. Our stone’s 

sand may have come from Broken Hill originally, it may well have made a stop or two along 

the way, but it has been around Sydney for 245 million years. 

Roadside cuttings around Sydney like the one below reveal all sorts of sand banks and 

washouts in the ancient deltas, where a wandering river has passed through the sand, leaching 

and sifting and sorting. The sand left in the old stream beds is purer than usual, lower in clays 

and iron. 

Washout, West Head Road, Ku-Ring-Gai Chase N. P 

This gives us a sandstone which is more strongly 

bonded, with less clay to weaken and give way. A filled 

river bed of pure sand makes a fine hard rock, smooth 

on the surface, free of the ironstone contortions that 

may be seen in rocks close by. The Eora people of the 

Sydney region knew this good sandstone when they saw 

it, just as a modern artist recognises superior canvas. 

They made good use of it for their rock engravings, all over Sydney. 



 

Sedimentary rock is full of joints, vertical splits that cleave the large beds into smaller 

blocks, often running for hundreds of metres, slicing down through the geological millennia. 

These joints, combined with softer and tougher beds, help shape the scenery in sandstone 

country. On a small scale, joints let water into the stone, carrying minerals in, and carrying 

minerals out. On a large scale, the effects of the joints can be quite breath-taking, for most of 

our valleys started as trickles of water following a jointing pattern. 

A thin layer of resistant sandstone stands up to the forces of the weather. Further down, 

softer beds may fret and wear away, undercutting the resistant bed and leaving a vertical drop 

for a waterfall. When the decay reaches in under a joint, the blocks above will come crashing 

down, leaving vertical cliffs, and fresh rock for the weathering process to start on, all over 

again. 

When there are several long-lasting beds at different levels, each one may act like a small 

waterfall, producing a tumbling cascade of toughened terraces and gentle spray-covered 

slopes. In this case, the horizontal toughening has more influence than the vertical weakening 

of the joints. 

Cross bedding and honeycomb weathering, Broken Bay. 

Honeycomb weathering used to be blamed on sea 

spray soaking into rocks. People thought that when the 

spray dried, salt crystals formed, and sand grains were 

wedged off, one by one. Yet we find honeycomb 

weathering many kilometres away from the sea, and the 

salt spray would be less likely to get into the deepest hollows where the rock is most actively 

breaking down. The shot above is for rock-hounds to enjoy: it shows honeycomb weathering 

in cross-bedded sandstone: two for the price of one. 

A better explanation of honeycomb weathering sees moisture gathering in the hollows, 

and drawing soluble salts out of the rock, carrying them to the surface inside the hollows, 

where salt crystals fret the grains away. But however it is caused, honeycomb weathering 

offers us patterns of delicate stone filigree, dancing over the surface of sandstone under 

sheltered overhangs, either of durable and resistant iron-rich sandstone, or the equally 

durable pure-sand form of the stone. 

Plants, mosses and lichens dig into the surface of even the toughest sandstone, ripping 

the sand grains away, one by one. The roots of gum trees and the related Angophora trees 

infiltrate the joints and burst the stone asunder, tumbling boulders down into gullies where 

floods can rush over them, wearing the stone back to sand again. 

Through it all, the silica grains, those tiny rounded pieces of quartz, roll through the eons. 

They are chemically unchanged and physically constant, shuttling their way between sand and 

sandstone. 

Sooner or later, those sand grains that have fretted away will settle in water somewhere. If 

these sand beds are buried deeply enough, the sand may melt and form granite, or it may 

form sandstone again. Either way, it ensures that the intelligent beings of the planet earth, a 



 

hundred million years from now, will be able to enjoy the same wild sandstone shapes we 

find today. 

 

Looking north on the outside of North Head, early morning, and again in full sunlight. 

  



 

Before the invasion of 1788 
I call it an invasion. Consider an invasion we all know about, the Norman invasion of 1066. That invasion 
wasn’t like the Normandy landings in 1944, which involved an armed attack on prepared defences. Instead, 
William’s Normans slipped quietly ashore and met some opposition later. No trumpets or drums, no flags, and 
no guns. What made the Normans’ arrival an invasion was the way they said, “This is nice land: it’s ours now. 
Oh and those laws and customs of yours: you can forget about them, because we’ll be using our laws and 
customs from now on.” 

That’s what an invasion is all about, and that’s what happened in Australia. For the story of the first 63,000+ 
years of Australia’s history, we have no written records to rely on. More to the point, when there were written 
records, they could be carefully vetted, filleted and sanitised when it came to clashes between the old culture 
and the new. 

The first fleet was really carrying an invasion force to a country with a long but unwritten history, and the 
invaders behaved just like the Normans, as Sir Walter Scott described them in Ivanhoe. Now, we are trying to 
find that lost wisdom. 

North Head was cared for and maintained for possibly more than 40,000 years, and definitely 

for the 10,000 years or so since the coast was reshaped as the last Ice Age ended, and the seas 

moved in onto what was previously land. The Australians who were here before 1788 

managed the land well, keeping the place young, clear and productive. 

The white invaders interpreted what we now call firestick farming as “Native 

carelessness” or “Native aggression”, thinking the Indigenous people wanted to chase the 

invaders away, and perhaps there was a bit of that in it, but anybody knowing a bit about 

ecology can see what was going on. Today, we simulate firestick farming, to maintain a sort 

of balance in the ecosystem we wish to maintain, the Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub. 

A short history of firestick farming 
The practice was first seen and described in July 1788, when Captain John Hunter saw it 

being applied on North Head, in an area covered by what we now call ESBS. The area today 

has some 500 species of plant growing on it, excluding weeds, so clearly the burning did no 

harm to the biodiversity. Fires, Hunter said, seemed to be common, but having gone to 

North Head to establish its latitude, he, William Bradley, his first lieutenant, and surgeon 

George Worgan, decided to investigate a large fire. Hunter said: 

… as we thought it might probably be some funeral ceremony, which we were very desirous of seeing, we 
took our guns, and intended getting up amongst them unperceived; but when we arrived at the place, to our 
very great disappointment, not a person was to be seen: I believe there were not less than three or four 
acres of ground all in a blaze; we then conjectured that these fires were made for the purpose of clearing the 
ground of the shrubs and underwood, by which means they might with greater ease get at those roots 
which appear to be a great part of their subsistence during the winter. We had observed that they generally 
took the advantage of windy weather for making such fires, which would of course occasion their spreading 
over a greater extent of ground. 

George Worgan offered his own account, revealing that he had not “got it” at all: 

… we observed a great Fire, we found it to be the burning of a Heathy brush-Wood, which we supposed 
the Natives had set on Fire for some Purpose, but what, we could not Conjecture … I have been induced 
to impute them to accident, from the Natives carrying lighted touch-wood about the Country with them; By 
the Bye, does not this Circumstance of their being so careful of preserving Fire as long as they can seem to 



 

imply, that the producing of it is a Work of great Labour to them? for they even carry the lighted Sticks in 
the Bottom of their Canoes. 

Around 1840, John Lort Stokes was on shore near Albany, when he also saw firestick farming 

being used. Like Worgan, he failed to understand the process. 

On our way we met a party of natives engaged in burning the bush, which they do in sections every year. 
The dexterity with which they manage so proverbially a dangerous agent as fire is indeed astonishing. Those 
to whom this duty is especially entrusted, and who guide or stop the running flame, are armed with large 
green boughs, with which, if it moves in a wrong direction, they beat it out. Their only object in these 
periodical conflagrations seems to be the destruction of the various snakes, lizards, and small kangaroos, 
called wallaby, which with shouts and yells they thus force from their covert, to be despatched by the spears 
or throwing-sticks of the hunting division. 

In reality, firestick farming had a far more important role. Certainly, it provided a harvest of 

fleeing animals, but it also provided food for future animal harvests. On North Head today, 

without fires, the scrub becomes senescent, with Leptospermum laevigatum and Kunzea ambigua 

dominating and shading out many of the other plants. 

Without Aborigines to care for the land, the balance was lost, but it was by no means a 

matter of simple military superiority. Until the invention of the repeating rifle, the fastest-

firing weapon in the world was the woomera-thrown spear. That said, there were two 

problems for any Aborigines battling the invaders: it was hard to carry more than a dozen 

spears; and the land’s owners had no past experience of fighting for their land on any large 

scale. 

The Aboriginal populations were destroyed by multiple attacks, the worst probably being 

disease. Even simple European infections like measles could be deadly to a population with 

no earlier exposure, and there was also something the white people thought was smallpox. All 

we can really say is that many of the land’s custodians were wiped out by an illness. 

Some of those who survived fell to the lure of alcohol; others were murdered or killed in 

self-defence (real or imagined); others probably starved when they were driven off their land. 

This was more devastating than what some might call a few deaths, though the evidence is 

that “few” would be an understatement. It need not have been deliberate murder: the real 

harm came when Aboriginal culture was destroyed. 

In a society which did not use the written word, culture was passed down from the older 

to the younger, in sequences that were well understood. When older people died without 

passing on a piece of knowledge, that set of beliefs, those rich traditions, a part of the culture 

and traditional wisdom, was lost forever, both to blacks and to whites. 

Firestick farming was a lost tradition, now regained. It used mosaic burning to clear small 

patches, one after another, to encourage new growth that would support the animals that the 

farmers wanted to hunt. Without fences, without ploughs, they looked after their stock. And 

without fences, they knew their boundaries, but they talked with their neighbours. 



 

  

If you visit the Third Quarantine Cemetery, compare the senescent growth outside the fence, 

dominated by two plants: above on the left, ti-tree (Leptospermum laevigatum) and on the right, 

Kunzea ambigua. These are removed by hand from the managed land inside (because of the 

grave markers, fire is not an option). The Indigenous form of land management has been 

used, all over Australia for something like 50,000 years, and the plants of the bush have been 

selected to favour those able to recover from burning. The plants are what scientists call 

pyrophytes. 

  

Gum trees and Banksias are pyrophytes with lignotubers, swellings at the base of the stem. 

The lignotubers lie just beneath the soil surface and they contain dormant buds, insulated by 

the soil, helped by the fact that heat rises. Once the fire has passed, these burst into life to 

replace the top growth that died in the fire. Other plants have thick bark that insulates buds 

that can pop out as epicormic shoots. Others again have heavy and thick woody fruits that 

open after a fire to drop seeds in the hot ash. On the left above, you can see a Hakea fruit 

that has dropped its seed, on the right, a Banksia, both taken on the site of a hot burn in the 

Royal National Park. 

(I often go to a burnt area, after a fire is sorted, to record the evidence: those shots were 

taken without stepping off the road.) 

In the 1960s, scientists began to understand the nature of firestick farming, which 

involves careful burning in a mosaic pattern that we often call control burning these days. 

There are several plots on North Head that have been burned in this way in the past two 

years. Now here, I will diverge to look at the science of fire, because you can’t look at nature 

without taking in the science. The nature of North Head was shaped by fire and geology. 

Diversion: the science of fire 
This could have gone in the notes, but it belongs here. As a young man, I used to light 

bushfires. Note that I did this for research, under very tightly controlled conditions. (To be accurate, 

I was a junior research assistant with senior scientists, we had tankers, up to 30 crew, 

knapsack sprays and tools, and the work we did gave rise to the five-point precursor of the 



 

old six-point bushfire danger scale, shown above in an 

inset, along with the more modern four-point version.) 

Pay attention to the signs! 

Air humidity, the amount of water vapour in the air, 

plays an important role during the bushfire season. The 

risk of bushfires in summer depends on the amount of 

fuel—wood, twigs and leaves—in an area and the wind 

strength and direction, as well as air humidity. 

When the humidity is high, the fuel has more water in it, so any fire will be less intense 

and it will spread more slowly. When the fire authorities estimate the bushfire danger, they 

measure fuel moisture and the humidity of the air. 

Bushfires are a part of high summer in Australia. In winter each year, Australians carry 

out control burns, small fires aimed at reducing the amount of standing fuel. These may help 

to contain the fires or stop them, but given the wrong weather, no amount of control burning 

can stop fires happening somewhere. The science is against any other outcome. 

A note first about terms for foreign readers: in Australian English, ‘bush’ is what others 

might call forest, heath or scrub. The term was brought to Australia by early settlers who had 

previously lived and worked in North America, so this quintessentially Australian term is in 

fact an early American import! A ‘bushfire’ is a fire running wild in the bush. 

Many botanists in the past have been forced to change their research to ‘bushfire 

regeneration’ after their plots were burned out, and the cost of fires has meant that there has 

been a great deal of research on the topic. 

First, let us consider the biology of bushfire in Australia. Fire is a natural part of the bush 

cycle, so the natural environment should survive fairly well, just so long as there is no heavy 

rain, too soon afterwards. That is why the fire fighters will concentrate on saving property 

and lives. They will fight fire with fire, knowing that what they burn deliberately will grow 

back again, refreshed by the flames. Australia’s bush, after all, lived with fire for many 

millions of years, long before humans came here. 

The bush will grow back after the fires have done their worst. This picture on the left 

above shows recovering Xanthorrhoea plants, two days after a control 

burn in May 2018. On the right, the woody 

fruit of a Banksia aemula has dropped its 

seeds in September 2020. 

Now consider the geology and 

geography of urban Sydney bushfires. When 

the first Europeans reached Australia in 1788, they settled in what is 

now Sydney, either on flat land near the sea or on the ridges. Sydney sits on a bed of 

sandstone, two to three hundred metres thick, with joints running north-south and east-west. 

It was laid down in a Triassic delta, rather like Bangladesh today, with a huge river braiding 



 

back and forth, washing out the finest minerals, the clay and other mineral-rich sediments, 

and leaving just the quartz grains behind. 

The grains were rounded, and had probably been in an earlier sandstone somewhere else, 

but they settled where Sydney is now, some 245 million years ago, waiting to play their part in 

shaping modern Sydney. Some of the sandstone beds are better bonded than the others 

within this ‘Hawkesbury sandstone’, but they are otherwise pretty much the same, all through 

the deposit. (Hawkesbury, in case you are wondering, was a minor 18th century English 

politician who had a local river named after him. The stone was later named after the river.) 

In the last Ice Age, the sea level around Australia was much lower, due to all the water 

tied up in the northern glaciers. Then, today’s Sydney Harbour was a river valley, shaped by 

the jointing pattern in the sandstone. Joints, planes of weakness in the stone, were eroded 

into crevices which became valleys, with the more resistant sandstone forming ridges. 

Later, the sea level rose, creating a ‘drowned river valley’ with a characteristic fern leaf 

shape, the modern Sydney Harbour. A few of the higher ridges have a shale capping which 

offered rather better soil than the sand which derives from sandstone. North Head was 

capped with wind-blown (aeolian) sandhills. 

The first whites settled on the coast, then headed for the flat land of the ridges, where 

roads were easier to build, and also for the richer soil on the shale-capped ridges. First, they 

built small farms and market gardens, then roads were built to service these, and soon the 

residences followed, as a young city emerged. Down in the valleys, close to the sea, the bush 

was left alone. It was too hard to build roads down to the bottom, and so people didn’t 

bother. Even today, much of the valley bush is preserved, with homes sitting on the ridges 

above: a sure recipe for trouble, because heat and flames rise. 

Fuel builds up in the bush over a period of years. Gum trees shed their bark, branches 

and leaves, smaller shrubs in the under-

storey die and are replaced by others, 

and after a few years of recovery, the 

lowest three metres or so is a closely 

packed mass of dead and drying twigs. 

The photo on the right shows a heavy 

fuel load in Sydney’s Royal National 

Park. 

Until they break and fall, these pieces of 

finely divided wood rot very little in the 

dry bush, and even on the forest floor, 

rotting is a slow business, because the 

sandy soil drains quickly after rain. 

Heath regenerates fast. Some heath communities can be ready to burn again, just six 

months after a major fire. Other areas can take ten to twenty years to be ready for a major 



 

burn. As a general rule, after 40 or 50 years, any area at all will be ready to sustain a ‘blow-up 

fire’. 

   

From the left, a crowning fire at Dobroyd Head in about 1990, a distant major blow-up, seen in 2017 from Mount 
Tomah in the Blue Mountains, and right, the aftermath of a careful control burn in 2018. 

Now for the physics of bushfires in Australia. When any fire starts, it begins very slowly. It 

takes time to develop from a maker of smoke wisps into a maker of misery. The dangerous 

fire is one that roars and gusts through the tree tops, the crowns of the trees, a firestorm 

traveling at 50 kilometres an hour or more, leaping ahead of itself, and destroying all in its 

path. Crowning fires can cross 400 metres of open water, as the sparks and burning rubbish 

fly up in the roaring flames, and then tumble down on the other side. 

Most of the TV footage you see will show these crowning wildfires. You will see flames 

gouting 30 metres or more into the air, searing the upper branches of gum trees, leaping 

across the fire breaks, and almost impossible to control until the weather improves. 

Now let us look at the question of weather and bushfires. The weather is the last factor in 

the bushfire equation. We can get hot dry nor-westers, gusting at up to 50 knots, pushing the 

fires downhill as well as up. Usually, a fire front can be beaten as it crests a ridge. Fires go fast 

uphill and slower downhill. On the forward side of any advancing fire, you will find a wind 

blowing in towards the flames at the front of the fire. If you can set small fires on the far side 

of a ridge, they will gather strength and rush up, sucked in by the fire wind from the blaze on 

the other side, until the small fires meet the major fire coming the other way. This is called 

back-burning. (Ill-informed journalists often wrongly call control burns by this term.) 

In this style of fire-fighting, the major fire limps over the ridge, only to find that most of 

the fuel in its path has already been burned. Starved, it falters like a wounded beast, and puny 

men and women rush in to attack it with sprays and hoses. But in high winds, this ploy is too 

dangerous to attempt, because the fire managers in its path could easily be over-run, as it 

leaps over the fire break they have just made. 

Within hours of the fire, the seeds will be dropping from the woody fruits of the she-

oaks, hakeas and banksias, and the trunks and underground stems of other plants will already 

be starting to shoot. In three weeks, there will be green all over the bush. In time, the bush 

will recover, and so will the animals. The homes can be rebuilt, and lives, so long as they have 

not been lost, will go on. It is all part of the natural cycle. The animals will take longer, but 

some will survive, and others will move in from unburnt areas, though recovery is a slow 

process. 

We do know, however, that North Head was used for ceremonial purposes. Around 

1845, Cora Gooseberry, the widow of Bungaree was persuaded to take artist George French 



 

Angas to North Head to view some of the engravings there, and draw them. The lines, he 

said, were “…nearly an inch deep into the hard rock…” 

The image below is Plate I from Angas’ Australia and New Zealand, volume II, second 

edition, published in 1847. Sadly, very few of those engravings survive to this day. 

 

In the time before the white invasion, the invaders had no idea of this. They saw ground that 

wasn’t fenced, to which there was no written legal title, so they took it. Because it doesn’t 

really relate to nature, the next part is History Light. 

  



 

Post-invasion North Head 

A quarantine station 
Ocean currents push water past most parts of any coast, and they can be warm or cold. The 

East Australian Current, which became famous in the film Finding Nemo, brings warm water 

and tropical species into Sydney Harbour, where the best hunting place for you to see them is 

the small beach in front of the Quarantine Station, but the Q station wasn’t created as an 

aquarium. In 1839, Louisa Meredith wrote: 

The entrance to Port Jackson is grand in the extreme. The high, dark cliffs we had been coasting along all 
morning, suddenly terminate in an abrupt precipice, called the South Head, on which stand the lighthouse 
and the signal-station. The North Head is a similar cliff, a bare bluff promontory of dark horizontal rocks; 
and between these grand stupendous pillars, as through a colossal gate, we entered Port Jackson… Near the 
North Head is the quarantine-ground, off which one unlucky vessel was moored when we passed; and on 
the brow of the cliff a few tombstones indicate the burial-place of those unhappy exiles who die during the 
time of ordeal, and those whose golden dreams of the far-sought land of promise lead but to a lone and 
desolate grave on its storm-beaten shore. 
—Louisa Meredith (Mrs Charles Meredith), Notes and Sketches of New South Wales. London: John Murray, 
1844, 34. 

The most detailed specification of the Quarantine Station can be read in The Shipping Gazette 

and Sydney General Trade List (NSW), 29 January 1855, 28, and the determined reader can track 

this down on the web at this URL: http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/161108871 

One thing is important here, and 

that is that many of the inmates 

held there clambered up to ‘Old 

Man’s Hat’ and made engravings 

of their own, like the ones on the 

left. I visited this in 2014, and 

blogged the route that we used. I 

believe that the area is now off 

limits, and it is quite arduous, so it 

is not recommended. The link that 

follows is provided to allow the 

reader to view the route using 

Google Earth or NearMap. 

https://oldblockwriter.blogspot.com/2014/05/a-visit-to-old-mans-hat_6.html. It is not an 

invitation to follow it in person. 

  

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/161108871
https://oldblockwriter.blogspot.com/2014/05/a-visit-to-old-mans-hat_6.html


 

The Third Quarantine Cemetery 

The Quarantine Station operated in some form from 1832 to 1984, and the Third Cemetery, 

well away from the survivors, was in use from 1881 to 1925, first as the last resting place of 

victims of a smallpox epidemic, and it is on Australia’s National Heritage List as a significant 

example of the nation’s evolving quarantine practices. It later accepted victims of scarlet 

fever, the bubonic plague around 1900, and influenza around 1918-19. 

The site is sloping, and there is no soil, just sand. To cope with washaways, we have been 

installing logs to divert run-off into the surrounding vegetation. Please, watch your step! 

More to the point, please leave your bicycle at the gate, and walk around the perimeter track, 

and stay on the track. There are usually eight or more species of wildflower to be found there 

(including the flying duck orchid and donkey orchid in mid-to-late spring: here, but you need 

to be shown where to look), and the site has some curious insects and spiders. 

  

Scale: this duck flower is about 8 mm high, the donkey ~25 mm. 

Thanks to the work of the volunteers, the cemetery is a treasure trove of unusual plants. If 

you see people there on the first Wednesday of the month, wearing light blue shirts, ask them 

to share the treasures. 

A defence base 
English novelist Anthony Trollope was in Sydney in the 1870s: 

I was much surprised at the fortifications of Sydney Harbour. Fortifications, unless specially inspected, 
escape even a vigilant seer of sights, but I, luckily for myself, was enabled specially to inspect them. I had 
previously no idea that the people of New South Wales were either so suspicious of enemies, or so 
pugnacious in their nature. I found five separate fortresses, armed, or to be armed, to the teeth with 
numerous guns, — four, five, or six at each point; — Armstrong guns, rifled guns, guns of eighteen tons 
weight, with loopholed walls, and pits for riflemen as though Sydney were to become another Sebastopol. 
—Anthony Trollope, Australia and New Zealand, 1873, 232 - 233 

Trollope’s “five separate fortresses” would have been North, South, Middle and Bradley’s 

Heads, and Fort Denison. North Head later became the School of Artillery, and in times of 

good health, when the pandemic is under control, the tunnels of the headland make a 

fascinating tour. Not much nature there, though. There are a few mysteries that only army 

people can unravel, like the row of houses in St Barbara’s Avenue, a name that is easily 

explained if you know that gunners have a patron saint, St Barbara. 



 

Equally, the sanctuary buildings all bear numbers like “R of A 20”. Perhaps the letters 

refer to a “Regiment of Artillery”? The true answer is more prosaic: it’s their number in some 

ancient “Register of Assets”. There’s a bit more about the fortifications under the Eastern 

Wall Track, and a lot of curious detail in the Notes about North Head and afterthoughts.  
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The North Head environment 
The headland is one of the few places where bandicoots are found in the Sydney harbour 

catchment, and the coast from Fairlight to the Quarantine Station is the only site on mainland 

Australia where Little Penguins nest. (There are more nesting penguins found on assorted 

islands.) The area is largely covered with Eastern Suburbs Banksia scrub, a critically 

endangered ecological community. 

The Office of Environment and Heritage defines the ESBS ecosystem as mainly a 

sclerophyllous heath or scrub community. They say that, depending on site topography and 

hydrology, some remnants may contain small patches of woodland, low forest or limited 

wetter areas. Common species are listed as Banksia aemula, Banksia ericifolia, Banksia serrata, 

Eriostemon australasius (‘pink wax flower’), Lepidosperma laterale (“sword-sedge”), Leptospermum 

laevigatum, Monotoca elliptica and Xanthorrhoea resinifera. The community is found on nutrient-

poor wind-blown (aeolian) sand from dunes blown in during the last Ice Age, across a 

number of sites, but 47% of all the ESBS that remains in the world is to be found on North 

Head. 

The sand is about 10,000 years old (estimates vary widely), but the underlying sandstone is 

Triassic, so call it 245 million years old. The environment you walk over and through is 

shaped by geological history, climatic history and Indigenous history. In more recent times, 

roads, tracks and buildings made after 1788 have shaped the land, but it is likely that the 

roads and tracks followed millennia of bare, tough Indigenous feet. 

Walk gently, with respect, and with an eye out for surprises. 

  



 

Walks around North Head 
Use these hot links to jump. 

The Ferny Track 

The Inside Track 

East side and Hanging Swamp Track 

West side fire trail 

North Fort road 

Memorial walk 

The Eastern Wall Track 

The Perimeter Track 

 

The Ferny Track 
You can always go up North Fort road, if you are in a hurry, but this track offers better 

views, chances to see wildlife, birds and wildflowers. The map shows you where to find the 

start: it gives you the reference points you will need. It goes from node 1 to node 3 in this 

map: 

  

A map of the main inner walks, and evidence of volunteers at work: there are rabbits on the headland, and they eat 
new plants, if they can see them, so we ‘cover’ them. 

This gem of a walk starts just across the road from Bandicoot Heaven on North Fort Road, 

and the nursery, at node 1. It begins as a rough and sandy pathway that seems to have little to 

offer, but don’t be fooled, because 80 metres along, you are on a steel pathway. If you don’t 

have a paper map, there is a small box holding some maps in the side of the black obelisk at 

the entry. Please, get a map and set off down the track. 

  



 

About the name 

Don’t blame me for the name. A slightly lost infrequent visitor called it the “ferny track” 

while seeking directions. We knew exactly what she meant and adopted the name. There are 

three main ferns on this short walk. First, you will see the dark green bracken fern, Pteridium 

esculentum. 

There used to be a suspicion that bracken was introduced by the white invaders, but the 

Tjapwurong word for bracken is moo-laa, suggesting that like the Indigenous Australians, 

bracken is an “always was”. 

There appear to be a few records of Indigenous uses of bracken, so readers should be 

wary: the plant contains a known carcinogen (cancer-causing compound), ptaquiloside. Don’t 

eat it, and don’t chew the fiddleheads, which are rich in this nasty norsesquiterpene glucoside! 

(I put those terms in there so you can look them up.) 

  

There may also be a very similar fern I used to know as Culcita, which is now called 

Calochlaena. The easiest way of telling it apart from bracken is to run a frond gently through 

your hand, as shown in the left-hand shot above: Calochlaena feels much softer. 

One of the first tasks given to me when I joined the nursery gang came after I had 

foolishly boasted of my skill in getting ferns to grow from spores, but this fern refuses to 

behave, even though it takes off like a weed in damp conditions. You will also see several tree 

ferns in the area. Another fairly good swamp marker is the sedge Gahnia, seen here near the 

Hanging Swamp, though some of the Gahnia can be found with dry feet as well. The pictures 

below show Gahnia on the left, then the sandy pathway at the start of the walk, and two shots 

of the steel track, not far from node 3. It’s worth noting that in about 2011, the bush on 

either side of the sandy track portion was just lawn, and now it is home to a wide range of 

animals, including water dragons, echidnas, possums and bandicoots. 

  



 

Just before the track changes to steel, if you keep your eyes skinned, there are five different 

species of Banksia within a few metres of each other. There may also be eastern water 

dragons around, and there are three species of frog to hear, as well as birds. 

The track takes you close to a car park, but stay with the track. You will pass a branch 

track going off on the right (at node 2), and there are often orchids at the far end, just before 

you reach the western fire trail. If you go right at the fire trail, you will come to a second steel 

track that comes out near the bus stop at the Q station entry. This is a stop for the 161 bus 

route to Manly, which may be a handy thing to know at the end of a tiring day. You haven’t 

gone very far yet. You can retrace your steps, or go on. In the third picture above, you can 

see where to make a right turn at node 3. Your path from here follows the rest of the Inside 

Track which will take you to the Third Quarantine Cemetery. Let’s go there now! 

  



 

The Inside Track 

Xanthorrhoea Hill. 

This description starts at node 3 on the map a few pages back. In 

front of you (or on your left, depending on how you got there, either 

from the Ferny Track or through the car park behind the Crossfit 

Gym), there are a few remnants of a rabbit-proof fence, installed after 

controlled burns on the southern side of the track. Compare the growth here, and just up the 

hill, when you pass an unfenced section. 

First, you go up “Xanthorrhoea Hill”. The area on the left between node 3 and node 4 

was largely dominated by trees killed in the controlled burn, but grass-trees were able to 

spring back, immediately after the fire, and other plants have come in since. You may hear 

wattlebirds here, or see honeyeaters. After a fire, the Australian bush springs back, either 

from seeds dropped in the ashes, or from underground sections that waited out the fire. The 

grass-trees are usually the first green shoots to burst out. There is usually a good supply of 

seeds in the soil, another reason to avoid erosion. 

We have a major problem with feral rabbits on North Head, and while our endangered 

Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub depends on fire to maintain its balance, the rabbits move in 

and create havoc, so around the headland, you may see low wire-netting fences that give 

plants the chance to get established. 

You will see quite few birds (see the bird mugshots later) on Xanthorrhoea Hill, including 

wattle birds, New Holland honeyeaters, rainbow lorikeets, currawongs and assorted others. 

Listen for cockatoos flying by. 

Part-way up the hill, the rabbit fence ended, and now the ground has much poorer cover 

(guess why!). Past the top of the hill, it dips down into “Soggy Bottom” between node 4 and 

node 5, a low area which is often wet, and the home to several sundews, (Drosera sp., left, 

below) which catch insects that get stuck in their sticky hairs. 

  

You will also see the coral fern, Gleichenia here, and other water-loving plants, because in just 

a few paces, the game has changed. The shot on the right above was taken in July 2020 in wet 

times. At times, frogs have been calling there, mainly Crinia signifera and Limnodynastes peronii, 

the Green and Brown Striped Marsh Frog, which goes pock! 



 

Move on now out of Soggy Bottom, up “Flannel 

flower Hill”, between node 5 and node 6, which has been 

(in spring 2022) a major show of flannel flowers that will 

hang on into summer. The whole sandy hill carries flowers 

of one sort or another, all through the year. 

Actinotus helianthi, flannel flower. 

At the top, the track to the left takes you to North Fort 

road and a quick way back to where you started if you turn left again, or to coffee and food if 

you go along and then right at North Fort Road, but you will miss the best bit. 

If you go right at the top of Flannel flower Hill, you will be on “Lookout Hill” which is 

much nicer, and you will end up at the coffee and food soon enough. 

At the two points on the Ferny Track map marked V (for view), there are excellent views, 

first to the north, and the second looks west and south. 

In the first shot below, you can see Long Reef and other headlands to the north. The 

second one shows the city, as seen from the second viewing point. 

 

 

Carry on down the steel track and as you reach the fire trail, stop and admire the Third 

Quarantine Cemetery at node 7 on the map. There will be more about the cemetery when we 

look at the west side fire trail. You are now free to go where you will, though come to think 

of it, you always were. If you get lost, don’t worry, because it’s a nice place to get lost in. 

  



 

East side and Hanging Swamp Track 
This walk can be seen as part of the perimeter track, but it is also a 

pleasant extension to the Memorial walk as well. 

While there are many ways of taking in this section, I have treated it as 

running from node e to node z (or even node w). There are no rules 

about the order for following tracks. The starting point, then, is the 

carpark off Bluefish Road. You can either walk along Bluefish Road 

(node i), watching out for traffic, and after you pass the second gate, 

take the dirt fire trail in front of you. Make sure that you are to the east 

of the wire fence, and mooch along. 

You can, of course, rush along, and this service road is popular with 

joggers and cyclists: please keep left, and everybody will be happy. One 

of the gems, from time to time, is the ‘Hanging Swamp’ on the eastern 

side. That track (like all the steel) is NOT a good place for bikes! 

An ordinary swamp is a low point to which waters drain, a hanging 

swamp is one where some barrier holds the water in place. This hanging 

swamp can be accessed by a steel track on the eastern side, which winds 

out into the wetlands and returns to the track again. On the map, its ends 

are node o and node p, on the ground, three vertical posts mark each 

end (left, below). 

  

Even though we had good coastal rains during 2019, the swamp seemed not to be holding 

water for any length of time, but in the big wet of 2022, the ‘Hanging Swamp’ came back. 

Still, when the water is in, listen for frogs calling and look for swamp plants like the Drosera, a 

plant which gets its minerals by “eating” insects. Look on the western side of the track, half-

way along. 

The frogs there include the Sydney Red-crowned Toadlet, Pseudophryne australis (sounds 

like a creaking door), Crinia signifera (I think: the call is “giddy-giddy-giddy) and the Green and 

Brown Striped Marsh Frog, Limnodynastes peronii, with a call like timber being hit with a mallet. 

You will find the fern Gleichenia and the sedge 

Gahnia, both met on the Ferny Track, but there’s more: 

between May and July 2020, the swamp was home to 

one or two Black Ducks (Anas superciliosa). In more 



 

recent times, there has only been one, and I suspected that a hawk, a fox or our diamond 

python may have got a feed. In late August 2020, there were four ducks one day… 

In 2022, the ducks have been sporadic, but they were also seen on the new frog habitat 

that is being installed near the Gunners Road car park, at least as long as the Big Wet lasted. 

  



 

West side fire trail 

 

As implied earlier, the steel tracks of the Inside Track are distinctly unsafe for bicycles: they 

include steps and can be quite slippery, and bicycles are a danger to walkers and wildlife. Still, 

there are designated bike tracks through the bush, and the west side fire trail, suitable for off-

road vehicles in times of fire, is also a cycle track. 

Inexperienced riders need to know that there is a steep and rough section at the southern 

end, between node u and node x. To quote an experienced rider, “riding down here, people 

often lose their water bottles on the bumps”. That is why there a sign now says to dismount. 

Just a note about Australian English: where Americans say “trail”, we usually say “track” 

for anything we walk along, yet we say “fire trail”. Don’t ask, because nobody knows why! 

This walk can be accessed by a short steel track from the Q Station roundabout, where 

the 161 bus sets down and picks up (node J). 
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If you are approaching by car, take the entrance after the North Fort road and turn right at 

the top. Go to the southern end of the road (St Barbara’s Avenue), and where the road stops, 

and there is limited parking. The fire trail starts at node K. 

A bit of local knowledge: many of the volunteers prefer to leave the area through the St 

Barbara’s Avenue entry gate onto and off Scenic Drive, because it comes in at right angles, 

making it easier to check for traffic on the left, but the turn is blind on the right side because 

of a picket fence. Cars and cyclists can be hidden, so exit slowly. 

  



 

North Fort road 

  

If you are in a hurry to get coffee at Bella Vista, going along North Fort Road makes good 

sense. You will definitely see a few of the many wildflowers that we have, though there are 

many more on the Inside trail. 

You need to be aware that there are some service vehicles on the road, but these usually 

move at a sedate pace, though the same cannot be said for some of the bicycles using the 

road. 

On North Fort Road, as you head up the hill through the traffic control bollards, you may 

be able to see several experimental patches hidden in the bush on the right, where rabbits are 

blocked from access. As part of long-term scientific studies, these plots were some years ago 

cut back, to see what will happen if we use harsh pruning as fire protection to keep wild fires 

away from buildings. 

It hurt to do it, but the Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub bounced back, and we now know 

that we can grow it close to buildings and trim it. Further away from the road, a large burnt 

patch has been fenced against rabbits, and this also is part of an experiment: please stay 

outside all of the rabbit fences. From the highest point, there’s a steel track leading to nicer 

places, but if food, coffee and the Fairfax Loop are your targets, just head on downhill. 

Memorial walk 

  



 

Because, in my other life, I write a lot of Australian history, this memorial paver on the right 

above means a lot to me, because I once wrote a history of the Kokoda campaign (Kokoda 

Track: 101 Days), and nobody knowing the story can fail to hold the 39th battalion in high 

regard. 

The American General MacArthur, an infamous coward known to his own troops as 

‘Dugout Doug’, said of the 39th and 51st battalions that they could not be fighting hard 

enough, because not enough of them were being killed. The simple fact of the matter was 

that by staying alive, and wearing the Japanese down, the militia held back a much larger 

force. In the end, Australia’s trained and battle-hardened troops returned to Australia, and 

moved in to relieve the survivors. 

As a side note, that supposed military genius, Winston Churchill, tried to divert those AIF 

battalions, so they could defend India, Britain’s Imperial “Jewel in the Crown”. Churchill 

ordered the troop ships to turn, and they did so, leaving Australia defenceless. Prime Minister 

John Curtin had a word with President Roosevelt, and Churchill caved in, sulkily. The story 

could have been very different. 

Australia’s answer to MacArthur in the cowardice stakes, later accused the AIF of running 

like rabbits. No further comment. The soldiers who faced enemy fire are recorded here, so he 

is not. The abbreviation KIA means ‘Killed in Action’. 

There are many hundreds of names along the walk. If you are looking for a family 

member’s paver, this link will tell you where to look, but you need to scroll down to the 

bottom: http://artilleryhistory.org/memorial_walk.html 

This is brick-paved and wheelchair friendly, taking you past some excellent wildflowers, 

and even a rare and endangered tree, good views through the trees. It is a war memorial, and 

as such, should be entirely free of bicycles at all times. It is not at all unusual to see an 

echidna along there. 

    

The track begins where you see on the left above, just near the information centre and the 

Bella Vista cafe (node x on the map, one page back). There are two disabled parking spots 

closest to the walkway, and more parking close by. You don’t really need instructions: just 

head east and follow the (non-yellow) brick road. You may even see a scrub turkey. 

Close to where I snapped the turkey, there’s a specimen of an endangered gum tree on 

the northern side, Eucalyptus camfieldii. Because of its status, no further detail is offered, but 

ask the people in light blue shirts, and you may get to see it. There are a few of these trees on 

North Head: we are caring for them, and trying to establish more. 

http://artilleryhistory.org/memorial_walk.html


 

There are bays featuring the different campaigns in which Australian armed forces have 

been. The stone work is sawn sandstone, usually referred to as “Gosford Stone”. Geologists 

call the patterns of streaks Liesegang. 

  



 

The Eastern Wall Track 

  

This is a pleasant, easy walk along one of the original stone walls. It begins at the small oval 

(node n), an open playing area known as ‘the hockey field’, east of Bandicoot Heaven, and it 

ends up at North Fort. 

Before you set off, though, go through the hole in the wall on the eastern side, and walk 

down and back up the short steel track that runs down the hill. Throughout autumn and 

winter 2020, there were consistently been nine or more species in flower here. After a major 

fire, they are returning. 

Visitors need to realise that, apart from its later role as the army’s School of Artillery, 

North Head was also a major part of the port of Sydney’s defences. In the 19th century, any 

attack on Sydney would be by sea, and would involve an entry into one of the natural 

harbours of Sydney, Broken Bay and Botany Bay, but in fact none of these defences ever 

fired a shot in anger. 

  



 

For most of the way, you are close to a wall, which in places still has the original 

defensive capping of broken glass, designed to make life difficult for any enemy attack 

intended to capture the guns and allow an enemy fleet to sail into Sydney Harbour without 

being minced up. 

The mincing up, by the way, appears to have been a thought introduced to Sydney by 

Charles Wilkes, who sailed in, unnoticed, one night in 1839. See the Notes about North 

Head and afterthoughts at the end. This is another fire trail walk, and it is also a designated 

bicycle path, but if you are riding a bicycle along it, there is a treacherous sandy patch at the 

bottom of the main slope, which can be seen in the second photo of the trio on the previous 

page. 

As you move up the slope, past the sandy patch, you can begin to see a weather reporting 

tower, complete with solar panels. Use this as a landmark, and when you get there, look for a 

track on the eastern side, and shown below. The mast is clearly in view in the third photo on 

the previous page. 

 

The track on that side leads to a gap in the wall, that takes you to an observation post, and a 

track that goes down to the eastern side walk and the hanging swamp. The pictures above 

show you where it is hidden. The observation post is fenced off while it is fixed, mainly for 

your safety. Please stay out! This walk is well worth doing, but if you are in need of food, 

drink, shelter or toilets, press on to North Fort (node x). 



 

The Perimeter Track 

 

Why not circumnavigate the sanctuary? This probably isn’t such a good idea for your first 

walk, but the eastern half is definitely the quickest way to the Fairfax loop. 

The safest starting point is at the top of Darley Road, going 

along Bluefish Road. In this photo, go just to the left of the 

power pole, watching out for cars, then pick up the new plastic 

track (they say it’s made of recycled wheelie bins) that runs 

along the right-hand side of the road. 

You go past the track up from Shelly Beach on the left 



 

(there’s a hint for finding a walk of your own!) and follow on to a car park at node I. Walk 

on through that, and pick up the track on the eastern side of the fence, and follow your nose. 

Where you go from here is up to you, though the steel tracks can be a little slippery if it is 

wet and you have the wrong shoes. Runners are advised to use the dirt tracks, and cyclists are 

warned against following the steel, because of the risk of slipping and also the steps that loom 

up! 

Cyclists please note also: 

The brick-paved memorial walkway is a war memorial. Please respect this, and wheel your bike 

along it. You are likely to come across wheelchairs, small children and other vulnerable folk if 

you ride through. Non-cyclists: if you have vulnerable people with you, beware of idiots! 

  



 

North Head animals with bones 
Use these hot links to jump. 

A quick gallery of North Head birds 

North Head reptiles and amphibians 

North Head Mammals 

A quick gallery of North Head birds 

These crows are not for stoning 
For that matter, they aren’t actually crows at all, because 

while it’s all technical, birders love technicalities, and what 

zoologists call Corvus coronoides, the amateur birders tell us 

that we see is really the Australian Raven. Not just ‘the 

raven’, because the amateurs get upset if we give two birds 

the same common name, and ‘the raven’ is European. 

Some birds are rare, but Australian Ravens are dead 

common, though they have been less so in the past couple 

of years. They make a noise like a man falling out of a 

tree. 

Tawny frogmouth 
You will be very lucky to see a Tawny Frogmouth (which birders insist is not an owl, even if it 

looks like one). They are very hard to see because they are expert at hiding in plain view. I got 

to know the Hyde Park gardeners quite well during the 1990s, when I was working nearby, 

and needed leaf litter for a project. A couple of them even came in to see what we were 

doing. 

Some months later, a colleague (he was a birder) showed me where two tawny 

frogmouths perched on a branch in Sydney’s Hyde Park, and I calculated that the branch 

would be in the sun at 9.30 am. 

The next day, I took my camera with a 500 mm lens and a tripod over into the park to 

take some shots, and one of my gardener friends wandered over to see what I was doing. 

Tawny frogmouths sit very still, and when he saw what I was photographing, he assumed it 

was a stuffed bird. He sighted along the young artillery barrel that was my lens and asked 

“How’d you get them birds up there, without a ladder?” 

I told him to watch, and eventually, the birds moved: they weren’t stuffed at all, but my 

friends found it hard to believe the birds were always there. Once they knew where to look, 

they saw them every day. 



 

I am neither a twitcher, nor a birder, but I like looking at birds, and I listen to the birders, 

so I cringe a bit when people call frogmouths owls. I don’t care one way or the other, but I 

know there are people who do care. Still, according to Simpson and Day, the nightjars and the 

frogmouths are the closest relatives to the owls. 

So we can say frogmouths are like owls. Family Podargidae, and our tawnies are Podargus 

strigoides. (The owls are Family Strigidae, suggesting they are very similar, if you know a bit of 

Latin!). 

 

(1) See the indistinct dark lump? That’s a possible, so move around; 

(2) See the tail beneath the branch? Bingo! Now move around for a better angle. 

(3) See the chest feathers? Settle in to wait for a proper view… 

(4) With luck, you may get this: I found this one in SHFT territory on Middle Head. 

Once you have found one, you’ll never miss seeing them. 

Eagles and hawks 

   

One occasional visitor is the Australian kestrel, though the one you see here was found on a 

day of heavy fog near Maroubra, when it obviously feared flying away. It prefers open 

grasslands, and as we have little of that, it would probably only be passing through. 

 

The other giveaway comes from the behaviour of other birds. You may be alerted by the 

alarm calls made by the ducks in the hanging swamp make as a sea eagle flies along the coast. 

On occasions, they fly northwest across North Head, usually harried by magpies or crows. 

(Or Australian Ravens.) 



 

Magpie 

  

Gymnorhina tibicen, by the naming rules, has to be called the Australian Magpie, but these birds 

are colloquially called ‘maggies’. They are intelligent birds, though some birds, mainly males, 

engage in a ‘swooping’ attack on humans who get too close to their nests. 

The birds got their colonial name because of their rough similarity to the European 

magpie, but those birds are corvids, while ours are part of a related tribe, the Artamidae. Just 

call them maggies, stay away from their nesting areas in spring, and be aware that they can be 

a bit aggressive in their attempts to cadge or steal food. The bird on the right above was after 

the volunteers’ morning tea biscuits. The one on the left was staring down another aggressive 

bird, a noisy miner, at Bella Vista in pre-pandemic times. In the end, the two birds took turns 

to clean up the not-quite-emptied plate. Immature maggies have partly-grey plumage, and 

tend to follow adult birds around, making ‘feed-me’ noises. The adults have pleasant songs. 

Grey butcher bird 
These are a close relative of the Australian magpie, having split off in 

the past 4 to 8 million years. In zoology, they are Cracticus sp., though 

the black butcher bird is known as Melloria quoyi, or Cracticus quoyi. In 

my experience, they are hard to photograph, but they sing nicely. 

Currawong 

  

I think their call sounds more like coq au vin than currawong. For this reason, I class them as 

foolish birds, asking for trouble. Currawongs are much the same size as Australian ravens, 

and they have a black beak, while Australian magpies have a white beak and more white 

showing in their bodies. There are three species of Strepera: grey, pied and black. 



 

Black cockatoo 
One of Australia’s most admired birds, there are five black cockatoos all Calyptorhynchus, but 

only two are seen near Sydney, and we get 

yellow-tailed black cockatoos, which tend to 

show up in flocks. They have a loud whistling, 

wailing call of keeyow. They are over North 

Head several times a week. The bird on the left 

was one of a pair, the one on the right was also 

in a pair, both were close to the Third 

Cemetery. Probably the best place to see them is on the old oval, 70 metres east of the parade 

ground. 

Sulphur-crested cockatoo 
Cacatua galerita. These birds are completely 

urbanised, and you can expect to see them 

anywhere. They are larrikin clowns and quite 

destructive to timberwork, electrical cables 

and even buildings. The spelling is confirmed: 

Australian chemists write ‘sulfur’, but birders like their traditions. The 

bird on the right here has a virus which causes ‘beak and feather disease’. 

Scrub turkey 

   

Alectura lathami, also known as brush or bush turkeys, these have only moved in during the 

last decade, and they build mounds, in which their eggs are incubated. 

As you enter North Fort from the Scenic Drive, there is a short steel track running into 

the bush on your left as you walk in, quite close to the road. If you follow that and go over a 

small stile that takes you over a stone wall, you will see a mound of leaves and twigs on the 

left at the top of the rise. We watched the male working on the mound over several months, 

and the right shot shows a hen laying, we think. 

You can find the same track on your right as you walk downhill from the Third Cemetery, 

and this is also a good area to look out for echidnas. 



 

Kookaburra 

  

Dacelo novaeguineae. You are more likely to hear the kookaburras than see them, unless they 

decide to occupy a tree, light fitting, power pole or roof near you, while calling their territory. 

As their appearance implies, these birds are kingfishers. Their favourite spot for hunting 

is likely to be your barbecue. You Have Been Warned. See the Notes about North Head 

and afterthoughts for more on kookaburras. 

Rainbow lorikeet 
Trichoglossus moluccanus. Cheeky urban beasts who like sweet things, like 

nectar flowers or those little paper sugar packets at your local coffee 

shop. Ludwig Leichhardt found them edible, though he called them 

‘Blue Mountainers’ on 31 August, 1845: “Our shots amused themselves 

by shooting Blue Mountainers for the pot; and a strange mess was 

made of cockatoo, Blue Mountainers, an eagle hawk, and dried emu.” 

Wattlebird 
A wattlebird, is less seen than heard as a harsh cry. They aren’t found 

in wattle trees: some of the species of this genus have dangly bits 

called wattles. They are one of the most common birds from 

Xanthorrhoea Hill to Soggy Bottom, though you will hear them more 

than you see them (their call sounds like “yikes!”). They are nice, neat 

birds that cause terrible anguish to photographers by darting off, just 

as you get the focus right. Anthochaera sp. 

New Holland honeyeater 

   



 

Phylidonyris novaehollandiae. As the name implies, they seek out high-energy foods. In late 

winter, the New Holland honeyeaters hurtle around in large twittering gangs. They will be 

laying eggs soon after, so this may be a mating display. They are monogamous and may raise 

three broods in one season. 

Wagtail 
Rhipidura leucophrys, often colloquially referred to as a Willie Wagtail, their 

call is usually described as “sweet pretty creature”. They eat insects and 

often hunt on lawns and other open habitats, and will happily harass 

kookaburras, which presumably prey on their fledglings. 

 

Masked lapwings 

    

A masked lapwing (old-timers call it a plover) pair: one on the nest, one on guard. A clutch of 

four eggs, and on the right, a chick, with the adults nearby. 

They always nest in open spaces, and they prefer lawns are. 

If you see two lapwings just walking around, there may be a 

nest nearby. We usually mark the nests with sticks or 

“witches’ hats”. If you see markers on a lawn, please stay 

away. In August 2022, we had our first chicks of the year. 

Vanellus miles. 

They get very cranky when their nest is approached. 

This parent shouted and posed when I was placing markers 

around their nest to warn off walkers and lawnmowers. As 

he/she was carrying on, the partner was swooping low over 

me, but it was all show… 

  



 

Ibis 

  

Australian White Ibis (a.k.a. ‘bin chicken’). These birds are completely urbanised, and you can 

expect to see them anywhere. The most likely place to see an ibis on North Head is on the 

foreshore near the Q Station. As the right-hand shot indicates, the long bill is good for 

probing deep to win a tasty morsel. Their table manners are appalling. Threskiornis molucca, but 

also called Threskiornis aethiopica. 

Pacific black duck 

   

Anas superciliosa. John Macgillivray, a 19th century naturalist called this bird “the richest and 

best flavoured of all the Australian waterfowl”. In August 2020, there were four ducks on the 

Hanging Swamp, and later in August, a mother with nine or ten ducklings was reported 

rather indirectly, but I was unable to identify the species. They have been rare in 2022, but 

may be seen in the new frog habitat. 

Noisy miners 
The noisy miners are large honeyeaters, and they have a piercing 

cry of (usually) three piping notes (‘pwee-pwee-pwee’), to warn of 

predators nearby. You may see them chasing away currawongs, Australian ravens, the rare 

hawk, or brush turkeys. We met this one earlier, facing off against a magpie: unless they are 

distracted, they are somewhat camera-shy. Manorina melanocephala. 

  



 

North Head reptiles and amphibians 
This group includes snakes, lizards, turtles, tuataras, crocodilians and the turtles and tortoises. 

There has to be some doubt about “reptiles” as a natural grouping, because some birds are 

genetically closer to the core group of reptiles than some of the official members of the 

group just named, and some people (not me!) there is a case to be made for including the 

monotremes in with the reptiles as a special case of warm-blooded reptiles! 

On the other hand, the official members all have a number of key features in common, so 

there is no easy answer. The writer has seen four species of snake, two very small with tiny 

fangs and not much venom, and we have green tree snakes and pythons, as well as legless 

lizards. We also have quite a few lizards, but these are hard to spot. 

  



 

Reptiles 
The author has seen each of these animals: 

Diamond python (Morelia spilota). 

   

Those of us who work as volunteers get all sorts of useful training on things like snakes. The 

left picture was a lecturer’s tame ‘carpet snake’ or diamond python, the right-hand shot was 

taken half-way along the hanging swamp track. The snake was lying there in the wan June 

2020 sunlight, digesting its meal, as I paced it out at 3 metres long (reference books say they 

only get to 2.5 metres, but I stand by my measure). 

Yellow-faced whip snake (Demansia psammophis). 

This snake was about 60 cm long, on the road-side, south-east of the parade ground. The 

writer, knowing a bit about such things, and thinking its bite wouldn’t be much, moved it to a 

safer place, but it returned to the road again, so I gave up, which was lucky. Apparently, their 

bite won’t kill, but it can cause quite a bit of discomfort. 

The snake, the brick, and me 

Obligatory disclosure: no snakes were 

harmed in the making of this article. As 

a known thistle-obsessive, I always 

have a pair of echidna-rated gauntlets 

in my pocket, but being male, and a bit 

thick, I often don’t put them on until I 

have to. Pulling the heads off Paspalum? 

Bare hands will do, mate! Shifting 

bricks? Gloves not definitely needed. 

Well, that was the case: maybe now, I’ll 

change it. 

With the ditch diggers moving through near the Nursery in 2018, some of the Tuesday 

Mob got in ahead of them to rescue as many plants as we could. These went into pots, and 

later went back in the ground, but that’s another story. 



 

The bricks would be a good starting place. I started 

moving loose bricks, to access some Lomandra plants that 

would otherwise be lost. I was 

careful, of course, just in case of 

redbacks, but I saw none, just what 

looked like a legless lizard, the 

right size for the ones I used to see 

as a boy in Balgowlah, but those 

“swim” through sand, and this was under a rock. More to the 

point, legless lizards don’t have a forked flickering tongue, so I stepped gingerly back, took 

three photos, and threw them to the interwebs. My son passed the query on via Facebook to 

a friend, who reminded me that snakes don’t have external ears, but legless lizards do. For 

scale, the snake is sitting on a house brick. 

What I had was my first yellow-faced whip snake, Demansia psammophis, and the coloration 

around the eye is diagnostic. According to the Australian Museum and Wilson and Swan’s 

Reptiles of Australia, the bite would be painful but not deadly. Mine was small, less than 20 cm, 

about a quarter of the full size, so with gloves, I would probably have been fully safe: without 

gloves, maybe not. So no more bare hands for me… 

Golden-crowned snake (Cacophis squamulosus) 

The one shown here was road-kill, found near Bandicoot Heaven. 

 

 

Green tree snake (Dendrelaphis punctulatus). 

These are non-venomous, but should not be handled, because 

they still have teeth. They are, sadly, often road-kill as well 

(right). This is one of the reasons why North Head has low 

speed limits. 

Green tree snakes occur from Sydney to the Kimberley in 

W. A., close to the coast. 

They may also be found on some of 

our stone walls. Designed to keep 

people out (or in), the walls often 

have broken bottles cemented on 

their tops. The green tree snake 

images were kindly provided by 

Roger Wier. 

Legless Common Scalyfoot 

(Pygopus lepipodus) 



 

We also have at least one ‘legless lizard’, the Common scalyfoot and the image shows one of 

these near Soggy Bottom. Completely harmless and fairly fearless. I suspect that the reports I 

hear of “brown snakes” may be these harmless characters. 

Take a close look at the inset at the top in the picture 

on the left, and you can see the vestigial leg. The lower 

inset reveals an ear opening, which snakes don’t have. 

The legless lizards are, as you can see, not entirely 

legless, but the ones I have seen over the years seem 

to live in sandy conditions, and almost swim through 

the sand. Make sure you know what you are doing 

before you identify a reptile as a legless lizard, because 

you may regret the error. 

Definitely lizardish 

There has been one questionable report of a lace 

monitor (I don’t believe it), and we have lots of 

bluetongue lizards and eastern water dragons. 

   

Left, bluetongue, right, water dragon. 

There is at least one gecko and an unidentified skink which recently took up residence in one 

of our experimental “bee hotels”.   



 

Frogs 
We have at least three frog species: Crinia signifera, 

Limnodynastes peronii and Pseudophryne australis, but 

there may be others. These shots show a Crinia 

that was in our plant nursery: dorsal (back) on the 

left, ventral (belly) on the right above. 

The characteristic foamy spawn of Limnodynastes peronii. 

In the autumn rain of 2022, we had tadpoles, even on the 

roads in the Trust’s area, near the new frog habitat that we 

started up in late 2021, near the Bluefish car park, where we 

are planting suitable plants and placing rocks for frogs to 

shelter among. 

The tadpoles were probably Limnodynastes peronii, and the rangers had to discourage children 

who were catching them as pets. It is against 

the law to do so, because it can threaten the 

species as a whole.  

The one you see here on the right was 

never touched by 

human hands, and it 

was moved to near 

but not in the water. 

Frogs don’t live in water, they drown in it! 

From my observations, even dying 

tadpoles are important, as they are eaten by 

the survivors, and this seems to give them enough thyroxin to trigger 

them to metamorphose into frogs. 

Photo courtesy Juanita Roberts. 

Note: the thyroxin explanation is unproven theory, but an old friend and I think it is true. 

Frogs can be seen and heard in many other parts of the Trust area, and also in the National 

Parks area. They call when the atmospheric pressure drops, because this usually indicates that 

rain is coming. In this respect, they are more reliable than BOM! 

  



 

North Head Mammals 
Getting technical, mammals are warm-blooded vertebrates which have mammary glands, 

epidermal hair, red blood cells which lack nuclei, a muscular diaphragm, three middle ear 

bones, a single pair of bones (the dentary bones) forming a lower jaw which articulates 

directly with the cranium, left aortic arch only present in adults; they used to be divided into 

two sub-classes, the Prototheria (the egg-laying mammals or monotremes) and Theria 

(viviparous mammals: marsupials and placentals). We have both sub-classes on North Head, 

whether the names are passé or not. There won’t be an exam… 

Echidnas 

 

 

 

 

What to look for, and how to do it. (Thanks to Tsai, for the photographer shot.) 

The Prototheria are the modern duck-billed platypus or Ornithorhynchidae, and spiny 

anteater (Tachyglossidae). They are now only found in Australia and New Guinea, but fossil 

monotremes are known also from South America. A few radicals (including the author, once, 



 

who does not now believe it) have been known to argue that the monotremes aren’t egg-

laying mammals but warm-blooded reptiles. Hint words: locomotion, coracoid, 

poikilothermy. (Yes, that’s true, they aren’t easy hints!) 

OK, I’ll be kind. Locomotion: their gait as they walk looks more reptilian, if you are the 

sort of person who looks at that. Coracoid: the bone in their bodies which plays the role of 

our clavicle or collarbone has a different origin. Poikilothermy: their body temperature is 

more variable than ours is. Humans are homoeothermic, keeping a fixed temperature (except 

when they have a fever), but the monotremes are cooler on cold days and warmer on hot 

days. Those same radicals can sometimes be heard muttering that on strict criteria, dinosaurs 

aren’t reptiles either. Don’t let it worry you, as I explain in the note at the end on Taxonomy, 

they’re just like that. Some of them even say that, looked at the correct way, there may be a 

dozen species of platypus in Australia. Luckily, there are no platypodes on North Head, so 

we can move on. 

Hang about: platypodes? Yes, the name is from Greek, and scholars will have a hissy fit if 

you say platypi (or octopi), because those plurals are from Latin. The correct plurals are 

platypodes and octopodes, though around the dinner table, platypuses and octopuses will 

generally be accepted. 

I used to work with a biologist who would say he liked working with me, because it made 

him look normal. I said the same about him, but we are straying from the matter in hand. 

Although they are now found only in Australia (one species of echidna, Tachyglossus, the only 

platypus, Ornithorhynchus) and New Guinea (two echidnas, Tachyglossus and Zaglossus), 

monotremes were once much more widespread, and good fossil material has now been found 

in South America, including teeth from adult specimens which existed at a time when adult 

monotremes still had teeth. 

While the electrical sense of the platypus has been known since 1986, the similar sense of 

the echidna remains less well-known. Before the platypus sense was reported to the world, a 

sensory structure had been seen and investigated in the animal, and a few years later, a similar 

structure was noticed and tested in the echidna. 

Trained echidnas can select a water trough and press a lever to obtain food, but only if 

the trough carried a small electric field. A field as low as 1.8 millivolts per centimetre can be 

detected. This measure was confirmed when direct tests of the receptors in the echidna’s 

snout were made. 

Apart from anything else, this discovery seems to give us an explanation for echidnas 

always having runny noses: the “run” is probably a way of providing better electrical contact. 

It also raises a question though, as ants and termites do not seem to generate any electrical 

activity, but it is possible that worms and insect larvae, also eaten by the echidna, may 

generate such signals. 

There: now you know the background. On most days, a few visitors and/or volunteers 

will see an echidna. Echidnas may all look the same to lay people, but we have a resident 



 

expert, and Geoff says there are at least 19 distinct individuals on North Head, based on 

careful comparisons of photos taken by enthusiasts. 

Here are two shots: the first shows a young adult, across the road from Bandicoot 

Heaven, while the second was a young Tasmanian echidna on a road that was about to be 

moved to safety. Notice the defensive rolled-up posture, because that will be relevant shortly. 

  

Apparently, echidnas carry nasty bacteria on their spines, so they are best left untouched. 

Occasionally though, one needs handling, and this is a case study of such an event. 

    

The trapped and rescued echidna. 

In March 2019 we were faced with an emergency. I had walked down with a new volunteer to 

see what the rains of the night before had done to the drainage system. The army left behind 

a large set of drains, feeding into a pit near Scenic Drive, and this can only be accessed 

through a locked grid. 

We were looking at overflows, and saw that the grid was covered in leaves, suggesting 

that the pit had overflowed during the previous night. When we looked, an echidna was 

trapped under the locked grid. Hoping the rangers would have keys, we called them, and two 

of them came. They and we were unsure of the law on this sort of wildlife handling, but I had 

heavy gauntlets, and we agreed the animal had to be taken out, because a heavy downpour 

was expected that night. 

They unlocked the grid and I took a grip. Echidnas are incredibly strong, and it was 

hanging on grimly to a steel ladder in the pit. Luckily, from moving one of these beasts off 

busy roads, I knew that they will curl up into a ball if their belly is touched. I slid two fingers 

under, the beast let go and became a spiky 5 kg soccer ball. I lifted it out, put it down, and it 

dug into the sandy soil. 

The next day, there were leaves covering the grid again, showing that the whole area had 

been under water that night, confirming that I had made the correct call in pulling it out. I 



 

suspect that I broke the law, but I would do it again. Knowing that echidnas can swim, but 

that there was no way for the animal to climb out the rangers did a good job of working out 

where the animal probably got in, and shifted a slab of rock to stop any repeat entry. After 

she (?) was out, the drain was locked again. 

Possums 
I once worked at a National Parks sanctuary that was invaded each Sunday by American 

soldiers on “R & R” (Rest & Recreation) from Vietnam. These men had all had a good 

serving of Australian beer, and all wanted to “cuddle the bears”, meaning our koalas. 

I have often wondered whether any of them got Purple Hearts for the scratches they got 

from the “bears”. No, we don’t have koalas on North Head, but we do have other arboreal 

mammals, tree climbers, and those all have sharp claws as well.  

We have ring-tailed, brush-tailed, and as noted later, the AWC have reintroduced pygmy 

possums, which play an important role in pollination. Possums may be mainly vegetarians, 

but they have sharp teeth and sharp claws for tree-climbing. The writer occasionally has to 

rescue them from rubbish bins and other 

unsuitable places, and needs heavy “bricky” 

gloves to do so, because they are very good at 

scratching and biting. 

Brushtail possums, in a basket, or in the works of a 
refrigerator, feel safe. Below, a ringtail. 

The possum that you see on the last page was one the author had to rescue after it “nested” 

in a peg basket in the kindergarten over the road. 

The one on the right on the last page is a brushtail which had taken up residence inside 

the back of the refrigerator used to store the volunteers’ morning-tea milk. It was chewing 

into the wiring when we found it, so it was ejected with vigour, once we had turned the 

power off. Pro tip: a nervous possum calms down if a rescuer puts it in a bucket or basket. 

 

And here is a ringtail, taken in my garden: it’s a poor shot, but it is the best shot of the tail that I have of a live 
animal. On this occasion, I wanted to chase it away, so I used flash. 



 

Bandicoots 

 

Yes, we famously have those as well. They mainly come out at night, making photography 

harder (especially when you don’t use flash, which we don’t, because it just has to be bad for 

them!). 

The bandicoot shown here is a probable fox kill on the oval, east of the parade ground. 

At the time this was taken, there was a gourmet fox in the area that killed bandicoots, but 

only ate their tails. We did not like that fox! 

Restored mammals 
The Australian Wildlife Conservancy has reintroduced bush rats to the area, and is now hard 

at work getting a population of pygmy possums (and in 2022, antechinus) established. This 

link has more: https://www.australianwildlife.org/reintroductions-deliver-exciting-outcomes-

for-threatened-wildlife/ 

  

https://www.australianwildlife.org/reintroductions-deliver-exciting-outcomes-for-threatened-wildlife/
https://www.australianwildlife.org/reintroductions-deliver-exciting-outcomes-for-threatened-wildlife/


 

Feral mammals 

   

The rabbit you see here on the left was on a suburban street near Shelly Beach. Then we have two signs that you 
have rabbits: in the centre, a burrow near the old oval. This has since been blocked off, but most burrows link to a 

warren with multiple openings. On the right, rabbit droppings. 

We have far too many rabbits, and occasional foxes which are hunted, trapped, baited and 

shot. We don’t seem to have many feral cats or dogs, and one theory is that they are killed off 

by the Australian paralysis tick. 

The second sign, common near warren openings, is rabbit droppings, like those seen on 

the right above. We see far too many of them, sadly, and this is why we need rabbit-proof 

fencing around our control burn areas. 

  



 

North Head animals without bones 
Use these hot links to jump. 

Ticks 

Spiders 

Insects on North Head 

Snails 

Myriapods 

Flatworms 

Animals are divided into vertebrates that have a backbone and invertebrates that don’t. The 

usual reason for giving a name to any group is so we can link animals or plants that have 

something in common. 

A fruit fly, a nematode, an oyster and a sea urchin have hardly anything common in their 

biology, yet we call them all invertebrates. We name invertebrates for something they don’t 

have, which seems silly, but we are stuck with it. 

Ticks 
Arachnophilia is an enthusiasm for spiders, while arachnophobia is the fear of spiders. The 

words really mean the love and fear of arachnids, a group that also contains scorpions, ticks, 

mites and pseudoscorpions. Most arachnophobes are only frightened of spiders, and 

arachnophiliacs mostly like spiders more than any of the others. 

 

I discovered spiders in 1958, when I saw this picture of a wolf spider’s face in Keith 

McKeown’s Australian Spiders. I suppose the fact that I was reading that book says I was 

already interested, but the spider bore an uncanny resemblance to my Latin teacher. I decided 

that animals that can mimic Latin teachers are worthy of admiration, though I never told my 

Latin teacher about this. 



 

And I never did really take to ticks, though. Ticks are important, because the Australian 

paralysis tick, Ixodes holocyclus, is found on North Head. These can cause serious problems, but 

you are safe if you stay on the paths. If you find you have an itch, check it first. 

If there’s a red rash with a dark spot in the middle, it’s probably a tick. Under the 

microscope (below), you can see that the tick has a barbed stylet, and that is why you must 

not try to pull it out. 

    

Let me emphasise that: if it looks as though a tick has burrowed into your flesh, don’t pull it 
out with tweezers. Go onto the internet and look up freeze, don’t squeeze. If you think you 

know better, go to https://www.tiara.org.au/ and pay attention! Ticks are bloodsuckers, and 

I think we all know to be careful, but do we know enough? Management wisely decided we 

volunteers should know more, and set up a meeting for us with Professor Sheryl van Nunen. 

Here are the highlights. 

First up, when I was young, the standard habit was to use tweezers to pull a tick out. If 

you look closely at the inset on the left, you can see the stylet, the part that the tick drills in 

with, and you can even see the barbs there. I collected this specimen in 2009 on Barrenjoey. 

As was then the norm, I treated it with methylated spirits, and when it failed to let go, I got 

my wife to pull it out with tweezers. It hurt! She put it in a dish, and so I discovered the barbs 

when I put it under the microscope. 

There are some 70 species of tick in Australia: 16 of them may attack humans, and 95% 

of all the bites are from the Australian Paralysis Tick, Ixodes holocyclus, which is found east of 

the Great Dividing Range, wherever it is moist enough. The female lays several thousand 

eggs which come out as larvae, less than a millimetre across. While ticks are arachnids with 

eight legs, the larvae have just six, moving up to eight at the next stage, as nymphs. 

Between 1912 and 1989, there were twenty fatalities, mainly children, but the last death 

was in 1945. The tick most commonly lodges behind the ear and causes unsteadiness, a loss 

of coordination, lethargy and paralysis: the pupils dilate and the victim gets a headache. These 

are the alarm signs to watch for, and the tick needs to go, but it has to go in the right way, and the 

tick pictured above was not treated properly. 

Most mammals (except humans) have a sugar molecule in their blood. It is called alpha 

galactose (often shortened to alpha gal or alpha-gal), and this sugar triggers an allergic 

reaction later, when sensitised people eat meat that contains alpha galactose. That includes 

beef, pork, lamb, kangaroo, goat and venison. If you are a meat eater (and I am), that leaves 

you at risk of missing out on your favourite foods. 

https://www.tiara.org.au/


 

Because of those barbs, the tick’s body is always squeezed as you pull it, and some of the 

fluid it has taken out can be injected back into the victim. The blood the tick got from its last 

meal from most non-human mammals contains alpha gal, so squeezing the tick with tweezers 

is a Bad Idea, because when this foreign blood is injected into our blood, it sets us up for an 

allergic reaction to mammalian meats like lamb and beef. 

The author’s most recent tick, upper arm. 

That is why the advice now is summed up in a 

slogan: Freeze, don’t squeeze. If you get a tick, your 

pharmacist will be able to sell you a freezer spray like the 

ones used to freeze off warts, or even, since 2018, 

specially prepared tick freezer systems. Freeze the tick, 

killing it, and leave it there to drop off. This is an important 

message to get out there. 

Spiders 

  

Spiders are more fun. If you step through the gap in the wall on the Wall Track, Look up as 

you go in and out, especially during the warmer months, because for the past few years, there 

has always been a good display of orb weavers (Nephila sp.), high above you. 

On the right, above, you can see a tiny thieving spider called Argyrodes. If you are willing 

to get close to the web, you may spot one of these beasties, about 3 mm across, and looking 

like a silver cashew. They seem to do quite well in the webs of Nephila. 

By an odd chance, they are in the same family as our most dangerous spider, the redback, 

which can be found in sheltered corners in our plant nursery, and also in the watering points 

that we use on the “Oval”. Stay away from light blue lids in the ground! That said, I have 

been known to photograph these, using a moat, but I am trained, and I use protective gear. 

    

You can use a block of wood, surrounded by water in a dish, or a brick surrounded by water, 

or it can be something sitting on a block like that. In this case, I was photographing 



 

dangerously venomous redback spiders that needed to be returned to the wild, later. There 

are more shots in the Notes about North Head and afterthoughts. 

The paving brick is surrounded by a ‘moat’, but the redbacks release a silken thread that 

drifts in the wind, making a bridge that they will try to climb across. The fly swatter (in the 

shadow on the left in the third shot) is not to kill the spider. It is there to break that link, 

quickly and safely. The spider comes from its resting place in a chilled humidity jar, the gloves 

are for protection against bites, and the 50-cent coin (32 mm across) is for scale. When I 

work with risky animals, I wear thick gauntlets, I have fast reactions, I know how redbacks 

behave, I stay well out of reach, and my friends tell me that I am disposable, in any case. Still, 

cold slows all invertebrates down, giving me a better chance of avoiding a spider bite. 

I will come back to chilling methods later. Putting animals in the freezer will kill them, 

and I prefer not to kill specimens, but if you need to kill one (as I did, recently, to test a 

hypothesis about the effects of preservatives on dead redback spiders in the 1860s), freezing 

is a good and painless way for them to go. 

The Australian redback is very nearly the same species as the American Black Widow, and 

New Zealand’s Katipo, although the Katipo only lives close to the seashore, and the Black 

Widow lacks the red warning stripe of the redback. There is room for doubt about the 

spiders’ true home(s): some of the earliest trading vessels to visit Australia came from the 

United States, often via New Zealand, and the spider might have gone either way, either from 

Australia to America, or from America to Australia, especially as it often hides away in 

packing cases. In the late 1980s, redback spiders from Narrabri in New South Wales travelled 

all the way to the south Atlantic island of Tristan da Cunha, inside packing cases, and 

established a colony there. So respect your local redback: she may be a more experienced 

world traveller than you are. 

I have added some amusing historical research on these spiders, renowned in Australian 

mythology as The Redback on the Dunny Seat, which appears in the Notes about North 

Head and afterthoughts. 

  

Four of our more unusual spiders, Argiope, the St Andrew’s Cross spider on the left, Austracantha minax, then the 

oddly-named Backobourkia sp., and a crab spider (maybe Lehtinelagia multopunctata?), lurking in a paper daisy. The 

Austracantha was at the Third Quarantine Cemetery, the next two were on the old oval and the crab spider was just 

across the road from our nursery. 



 

Looking at webs 

One day, we had a rare sea fog on North Head, and because I knew what this meant, I 

rushed off outside with my camera. The first two shots below show raindrops caught in 

webs, the last two involve the sea fog. The good photographer is always an opportunist! I just 

needed to shoot, almost into the sun, as the mist began to rise, and the sun came through. 

    

Orb weavers’ webs with water on them. 

Other tricks that are worth trying include catching webs with raindrops on them, or using 

flash in the dark. Note that (aside from a mild trauma from the flash {maybe} for the spider, 

these do no harm to animals). Some photographers use a misting bottle on a web, and one 

day, I was watering plants in a nursery where I work as a volunteer, and I set the hose to 

‘mist’, and got some excellent shots of webs for my next book, or maybe the one after. 

People who hear of my interest in spiders always have one question: how do spiders avoid 

getting stuck in their own webs? When they ask this, when they say ‘spiders’, they mean ‘orb 

weavers’. There are two parts to my answer: orb weavers’ webs aren’t vertical. The picture on 

the next page shows that the webs slope, and the spider hangs off the lower side. That’s the 

first part. 

The second part needs a microscope. Spider web is fascinating, if you have a serious 

microscope. That said, you can look at some things with a hand lens or a clip-on as well. 

Even for those, I went out with a microscope slide, and collected a small part of a leaf-curling 

spider’s sticky web, after chasing it away. 

Some of the silk that spiders make, all of the web framework, isn’t sticky, which is the 

other part of why spiders don’t get caught in their web. The spiral of web that joins up the 

arms is different, because it has droplets of sticky ‘glue’ along it, and this is what I want you 

to see. 

  
The slide: I needed a bright lamp that reflected off the glass, to show the web. I cropped it for the close-up on the right. 

I pushed the slide into the web, snipped off the threads and took the slide inside. When I 

looked at this web under the clip-on, I could see hints of ‘glue’ and decided to look at it on a 

good monocular microscope. Note that these images were not taken through a cover slip. 

 



 

In this first image (above), taken with a clip-on, the sticky drops on the web don’t show 

clearly, but in the three images below, taken with a real microscope, they do. It is possible the 

first photo was of a thicker, non-sticky strand: 

 

So some of the web is sticky web, and spiders would need to avoid it, but the way they do so 

is remarkably simple, as these shots, taken in my Fairlight courtyard, reveal: 

 

Three views of the same orb weaver, with cardboard backdrops to show the web, and one from the side, showing 
how the spider hangs off its sloping web. Later, I decided to try seeing the web better, and started working with card 

sheets. As you can see from the first two shots above, not all cards are equal: the black card made the web much 
more visible. 

  



 

Insects on North Head 

 

I avoid technical names when I can, but they are useful when you are doing internet searches. 

If you search on <butterfly scales>, for example you may end up with hits for ‘Butterfly’ 

brand kitchen scales, but <Lepidoptera scales> will get you closer to what you want (unless 

you really did want to buy kitchen scales!). 

Some parts of insects will be given their technical names here, others won’t. Unless you 

need the terms, ignore them. Over time, you will get used to them, and you will notice that 

most of the names of the orders of insects end in -ptera, which means ‘wing’. You’ll pick up 

the rest as we go along. Above, there’s a quick run-down on the main bits of an insect’s body 

parts, using one of my cool (in several senses) bull ants as an example. 

Ants (Formicidae) 

According to a recent count, Australia has about 1275 species of ant, though there are 10,000 

wasps, 2000 bees and 176 sawfly species. North Head has lots of ants, and they make some 

neat anthills. 

Ants vary in size between the almost invisible, not much more than 1 mm long, to 

claimed lengths of up to 40 mm for bull ants, though 30 mm is more likely. In warm climates, 

there may be 150 species of ant per hectare, while in cooler climates, there may be 75 species 

in the same area. As far back as 1855, the bull ant was the most impressive member of its 

tribe: 

In Australia there is a species of ant about an inch long, called the “bull-dog” which stings with its tail as 
fiercely as a wasp. They are very tenacious of life, and the only way to kill them is to crush them to pieces. 
Speaking of them, Wm. Howitt says “as to killing them by cutting them to pieces, that is hopeless; cut them 
-in two, and the head will immediately seize the body, and gripe it fiercely with its nippers, and the tail will 
sting away at the head. They never trouble themselves to die.” 
— Scientific American, 1 December 1855, 94. 

Ants belong to the order Hymenoptera, a name that means ‘wedding wings’, which reminds 

us that the family have wings only during mating. In summer time, you will sometimes see 

worker ants swarming around, usually on a warm evening, and in among them, you will see 

some ants with wings. These are the drones (males) and the breeding females, setting off to 



 

establish new nests. She mates with one, storing the sperm that she will use for the rest of her 

life. 

Most flying ants are eaten by other animals, but occasionally a queen survives. She loses 

her wings and finds somewhere to start a nest. She has to raise the first brood herself, but 

after that, the wingless worker ants, all sterile females, care for the larvae. 

  

As with redback spiders, I photograph my bull ants after they have been chilled, and 

surrounded by cold water to keep them cool. Now, let’s look at the ant hills, and one of the 

easiest ways to do this safely is to look at the ones beneath the steel tracks. 

  

I pursue ants right across Australia: above, from Kati Thanda (Lake Eyre) and Swan River, Fremantle, three from 
North Head below. 

   

Notice the raised soil around each exit hole on these samples from Kati Thanda, the Swan 

River near Fremantle, and three from North Head. Yes, there are those who engage in anthill 

tourism! 

Water barriers may not be needed in sandy soil, but in flat clay soil, they are essential. 

While anthills are largely just dumps of sand, hauled out as the ants make tunnels 

underground, they also serve, in some cases, to keep water from flooding down into the nest. 



 

This is aeolian sand, blown in during the last Ice Age, best seen on the 
oval and parade ground. 

As you can see from the pictures here, the ants often 

bring soil and sand to the surface that is very unlike the 

material on the surface. 

So long as your anthills aren’t in a National Park or sanctuary, reach for your microscope, 

because here’s a ready project to try, but use a teaspoon to get the sand samples, so you don’t 

get stung! 

 

To the best of my knowledge, North Head lacks any of the big, nasty bull ants, something 

over 30 mm long, but if you see one of these, go the other way! 

 

If you can’t do that, a bull ant stings by first grabbing you with its nippers, but the sting is in 

the end of its tail (that’s its abdomen to scientists). So when you feel the pinch of the nippers, 

you have about one second to get rid of it. Don’t try to grab it, or it will probably sting your 

hand: hit it a glancing sideways blow that brushes it off, and then move safely away. 

Ant lions (Neuroptera) 

  

 



 

These are my favourites because they were the first insects I studied at the age of seven, and 

they make neat pits in sandy soil. You will often find them out in the open, like the Cape 

York shot on the left above, but they show up most easily when the pits are in litter-covered 

soil, like the last shot above, taken near Myall Lakes. An ant lion like the one at the top can 

be 6 mm long, but a quarter of its length was the nippers that it uses to seize its prey. 

 

The drawings above come from my long-out-of-print Exploring the Environment (Longman-Cheshire, 1986). 

 

Ant lions are the larvae of lacewings like the one above, alias Myrmeleontidae (Neuroptera). 

The name ‘lacewings’ describes the adults’ pretty wings quite well, but ‘ant lion’ is a good 

name for the larval stage. Instead of hunting like lions though, they dig pits in the sand and sit 

at the bottom, waiting for an ant to fall in. I once saw one of these animals capture a small 

weevil, but usually, they eat ants. 

Whatever the prey is, once the unlucky animal reaches the bottom, the ant lion seizes it in 

its pincers and sucks it dry. In the end, it flicks the empty husk of the prey out of the pit. Ant 

lions are neat, and the adults are pretty: 

To find these curious creatures in their juvenile form, look for a small conical pit, 1 to 3 

cm across in dry sandy soil. It digs a pit by backing into the sand and moving in a circle, 

flicking sand out with its head. Recent research on fossils in amber suggests these animals 

have made pits for 100 million years. 

Dry sand only piles up to a certain slope, called the angle of rest, and this is the slope of 

the sides of every pit. At this angle, the sand is unstable and ready to tumble down if a small 

animal walks near the edge. As soon as sand grains hit the bottom, the ant lion starts flicking 

sand up from the bottom of the pit. 



 

Some undermined sand falls down again, knocking its prey down the slope, but if the ant 

lion flicks enough sand out from underneath, the whole slope begins to slide down, carrying 

the food animal down with it. 

The angle of rest, dunes, cross bedding and ant lions 

When I’m working with youngsters, I’m a bit of a showman. A couple of years ago, I was out 

with some Manly Vale kids, and I stepped off the track, sat myself on a bit of rock with the 

jar you see here and declaimed “I am sitting on a 245-million-year-old fossil…” 

Well, I had them in the palm of my hand. So that was 

when I showed them how the oven-dried sand in my 

Vegemite jar behaved when I rotated the jar along its 

axis. There is a certain angle that cannot be exceeded, 

and if you try to increase it, the sand tumbles down. The 

pliers are there in the shot here to stop the jar rolling. 

Sand dunes and sand banks all show this characteristic angle of rest (or angle of repose). 

This is the steepest angle that loose dry particles can form, and it depends on local gravity, 

the attractive forces between the particles, the shape and size of the particles, and partly on 

the friction between the particles. These variables determine the angle of rest in a particular 

case. 

A slope at the angle of rest is unstable. If you dig a small hole at the base of a dune, or 

tread on it, a whole load of sand comes sliding down at you. People travelling in inland 

Australia on foot know that when you step onto a dune, the sand collapses beneath you, so 

climbing a 20-metre dune feels like climbing a hill three times as high, and it’s the same all 

over the world. 

Most undisturbed sand dunes lie at this angle, because sand is blown over the top of the 

dune. If the slope is less than the angle of rest, the sand grain stays at the top, if not, it rolls 

down the slope until it comes to rest. Wheat, gravel or sugar, all sorts of matter will develop 

their own unique maximum slope, and even scree slopes do the same. (This is what makes 

scree slopes dangerous.) 

And at the risk of flogging a dead gift horse of a different colour in midscream after the 

stable door has bolted, cross bedding stems from the same effect. You can see it here below 

at Old Man’s Hat, inner North Head. 

 



 

Keeping ant lions 

Please don’t take our ant lions! They like sandy soil, and they usually seem to prefer dry sand, 

so the best places to look are under buildings that sit up on piers, like demountable 

classrooms in a school, but they can also be found close to the trunks of large gum trees with 

sap that kills grass and also under overhanging rocks. 

Look at the pictures a few pages back, then search for cone-shaped pits near your home. 

Over a long life, I have shown these pits to hundreds of people, and the very few who had 

seen them before, or if they had, they assumed the pits were made by raindrops. 

As you can see from the picture at the start, the ant lions are in the sand, a bit deeper than 

the bottom of the pit, but at any sign of danger, they will dig further down into the sand. If 

you want to keep some ant lion pets, find some of their pits in sandy soil, and leave them 

there until you are ready. 

  

The black hole in the centre of the left-hand picture tells you this ‘pit’ is an ant nest: be 

careful! On the right, you can see two effective places to keep ant lions. They won’t escape 

from either of these, until they change to adults (when they can fly away). The white dish 

version is better for seeing and photography, but the moat (the water in the outer dish on the 

right) is good for stopping the food (ants) from getting away. 

Carefully and gently, sieve some sandy soil with a sieve jar, put the sand in an ice cream or 

similar container, and smooth the surface. You need about 5 cm of sand. Then use a plastic 

cup or a glass to catch your ant lions. Scoop quickly and deep, digging about 2 cm under the 

base of the pit in one quick motion to make sure you get the ant lion. Put the sand gently into 

a sieve, close the lid, turn the jar upside down over a tray and gently swirl the jar to get the 

sand out. 

An ant lion will play ‘dead’ when it is disturbed, so if you have sieved the sand, the ant 

lion will be a shrivelled greyish thing in one corner. When you put a new ant lion into fresh 

sand, it will ‘freeze’ for a while, giving you a chance to photograph it on the sand. It will stay 

still for some time, and then suddenly start to burrow backwards into the sand. 

Sometimes it may wait a day or two to make a complete pit, especially if it had a good 

feed just before you caught it. Once they start digging, the tray will be dotted with craters. 

You might fit about a dozen pits in one ice cream container, but no more, and half a dozen is 

better. 

Watch what happens when one ant lion throws sand out and it lands in another pit. With 

six ant lions around, any ant dropped into the container will be caught quite soon, once the 

lions are hungry. 



 

Watching them feed is the best part. For that, you need a supply of ants. Put out a sheet 

of paper with a sliver of steak or some honey, and leave it near an ant trail, and when there is 

a good crowd of ants, pick up the sheet and shake a few ants into a jar, and put a lid on. 

Let the lions go without food for a day or two, and then catch some ants. Drop a couple 

of ants in the middle of the tray, and watch. 

Ant lions only take live food, so you need to pick your ants up carefully (or avoid 

handling them altogether). One ant at a time is best, so you can observe the hunt in some 

detail. Don’t over-feed the ant lions, or they may stop catching food. You may be able to 

photograph or video an ant lion detecting its prey, and catching it. Clean, washed and dried 

sand gives better contrast, and better shots. Work with lighting from one side of the 

container only. See if you can film the ants’ exoskeletons being thrown out, and post that on 

the web. 

Ant lions grow up into beautiful lacewings that destroy aphids which are garden pests, so 

keep feeding them until they develop into adults, or release the ant lions where you found 

them. (To study the adults, you would need a fly wire cover over the container, but do you 

need to?) 

My ant lions sometimes didn’t like clean sand. Maybe the sand was too dry, but see what 

you can discover. Now I always keep a hole in one corner of the sand tray, and pour water in 

gently until the bottom 1 cm of a 5 cm layer of sand is damp. 

The ant lions seemed to be much happier with that. What sort of sand do they favour? 

Find out! However you see them, ant lions are amusing! 

Bees (Hymenoptera) 

Yes, we have ordinary honey bees, but we also have native bees. We’re not sure how many, 

but a lot of them are solitary bees that just need a small hole to ‘nest’ in. 

  

The name given to these items by enthusiasts is ‘bee hotels’. We are trying a few varieties, in the hope that one (or 
more) will work. (Right: a native bee.) 

That is why you may, in your wanderings, come across primitive collections of logs with 

holes in them like the one on the left above, which you may see near the path at the southern 

end of the oval, leading down past the tennis courts. The maker reports that they don’t seem 

to work. 



 

  

Bees on a Banksia and on a Xanthorrhoea. 

  

Honey bees on a Boronia and a Grevillea buxifolia (grey spider flower). 

We know there are native bees in the area, like the blue-banded bee, but we still need more 

information. They are hard to photograph: see the shots above, where the view of the inset is 

a more typical result: just watch and admire! Those shots were taken on Grevillea buxifolia on 

the old oval, late August. 

Beetles (Coleoptera) 

 
 

  



 

We also have quite a few varieties of beetle, but this first one is a ring-in, because the photo 

was taken in Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park. The Botany Bay Weevil, or Chrysolopus 

spectabilis is also called the diamond beetle, and it is found from Adelaide to near Townsville. 

It is a very special weevil because it was the first species of beetle ever collected in Australia, 

when James Cook and Joseph Banks visited Botany Bay in 1770. 

Weevils are delightfully different beetles. They don’t do anything much except to look 

weird, but quite a few of them have grubs that are crop pests. Their snout thing is called 

either a proboscis or a rostrum. When you see one of those, you know you are looking at a 

weevil—unless it has big ears, in which case it might be a small elephant. Run! 

Weevils can be very tiny, like the one lower left above, seen on a flannel flower: these 

flowers seem to attract a lot of insects. When you are looking at beetles, the interesting things 

are the antennae, the legs, the eyes and the protective elytra over their flying wings. A famous 

evolutionary scientist, J. B. S. Haldane was once asked on a radio program what he thought 

the Creator must be like. Haldane thought—or pretended to think for a bit—and said, “He 

must have an inordinate fondness for beetles”, referring to the huge number of known beetle 

species. There really are a lot of beetles, and I share the fondness of Haldane’s speculated 

deity, but I have little more to report. 

Bird of paradise flies (Hemiptera) 

Anybody who has ever looked at a trout fly knows those things are 

pure fantasy, but in winter, odd fantasies can be seen flying at the 

Third Quarantine Cemetery, and also near the southern entry to the 

Hanging Swamp Track. 

Our love affair with these curious joys began when some of my 

fellow Wednesday volunteers encountered strange floating white fluff 

at the cemetery in 2016, and they last seen in 2020, but keep an eye out. 

The flakes will land on a gloved hand, if you offer it to them, and if you look closely at 

the flying fluff, each flake is an insect. 

While they are called ‘bird of paradise flies’, and even seem to have two wings (like flies), 

these aren’t true flies at all. The males have four wings, but the hind wings are greatly 

reduced. The males (and only the males) have long waxy filaments on their abdomen, and the 

ones I have seen are about 20 mm long. 

These are true bugs, Hemiptera, members of the genus Callipappus. To gardeners, they are 

scale insects, beasties that suck sap from plants like Xanthorrhoea and Banksia. The adults 

emerge in the autumn, and should be visible until June. I am still searching for the females, 

which must be there: if you want to join the search, Google Callipappus and look for images. 



 

  

The first three shots above are some images taken with a bit of artifice because I don’t like 

killing things to look at them. I decided to use a simple kit to chill animals and photograph 

them with my phone and a clip-on lens, and because this method can be used for many 

insects, here’s a quick how-to-do-it. 

I put a 6 cm Petri dish, weighed down with a 50 cent coin, in a 10 cm Petri dish with 

water in it. This goes in the freezer, later the coin goes back in my pocket (it’s the same one 

you see in other shots as a scale) and the insect goes in the dish. So if you think you see snow 

at the Third Cemetery on a warm May day, look again, but these things are much too magical 

for anybody to feed them to trout! 

Small advertisement for myself: There are more methods like the insect chiller in my 

Looking at Small Things, which you can buy from Amazon or you can get it for free from this 

link: http://members.ozemail.com.au/~Macinnis/writing/bookshop.htm 

The same sort of chiller kit comes in handy when you are looking at ants, but before we 

leave scale insects behind, every time you go for a walk, you probably pass some. 

 

Two four-year-olds of my acquaintance were examining a Hardenbergia leaf (above) with a clip-on microscope, and we 

found this. The 50 cent coin shows you the size of the dot on the leaf. These insects don’t run away! 

Cicadas (Hemiptera) 

A few insects grow through a series of similar stages called instars. Other insects begin as 

eggs, hatch to a larva, then develop to a pupa that becomes an adult and lays more eggs if it 

is female. Just to confuse things, each moult of a larva is also called an instar. Two examples 

where the young are similar to adults are cockroaches and grasshoppers. Remember that the 

sloughed-off skins of invertebrates can be collected and photographed: spider and crab 

‘skins’ and cicada nymph shells are probably the easiest. 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~Macinnis/writing/bookshop.htm


 

   

Cicadas tell us when summer has really arrived, which is probably why they appear earlier in 

the more northerly parts of Australia. Around the start of summer, nothing is more magical 

than watching an adult cicada emerging from the nymph stage, leaving a shell like the one in 

the middle. 

Look closer and the nymph is an ugly-looking beast: the front legs look more like talons 

for ripping flesh, but they only use the legs for digging tunnels. Juvenile cicadas are rarely 

seen, except when the nymph digs its way out and climbs up a tree, where the adult emerges. 

While the cases are easy to photograph, you will have more fun capturing a complete 

sequence of the adult emerging from the nymph case. 

When an insect starts out as a larva (or a nymph), it has no wings. Logically, the larva, 

pupa or nymph can’t have wings, because at the first moult, when the outer case or 

exoskeleton (‘shell’, if you prefer) is sloughed off, so the wings would go as well. 

Instead, the wings remain inside, as mere buds. Before the adult emerges from the case of 

the pupa, the wings form inside as scrunched up membranes that are living. As the adult 

emerges, fluid is pumped into the wings, under pressure, a bit like those modern tents that 

take a complex shape, thanks to a few rods that are slipped inside. We call the channels that 

the fluid is pumped into “veins”, but they don’t carry blood. The wings take their final shape 

and after they have dried, they keep it. 

This wing-unfolding is the reason why you need large containers to raise butterflies, and 

why butterflies need perches where the new adult can hang, not touching the sides, while its 

wings harden. 

 

  



 

Two more hemipterans 

One of these, the spittle bug or spittlebug, was common on North Head in spring 2022, the 

other is an assassin bug, as yet unseen on North Head, but probably there. Some of them 

deliver a painful bite to humans! 

The spittlebug seems to 

make its foam to protect 

it from predators, but as 

the name suggests, the 

assassin bug is a 

predator. 

  

The spittlebugs you see here are between 5 and 9 mm long, the assassin bug on the next page is about 30 mm long. 

 

  



 

Cockroaches (Blattodea) 

As you have just read, a few insects grow through a series of 

similar stages called instars. 

Other insects begin as eggs, 

hatch to a larva, then develop to 

a pupa that becomes an adult 

and lays more eggs if it is female. 

Cockroaches frighten a lot of 

people, but most of these flat oval scavengers recycle dead 

material, so they are useful. Most people only know the 

few species that infest houses and drains, but there are more than 400 native cockroaches in 

Australia. They live in the bush and they are never pests in the house. 

The one on the right above was on the Memorial walk. The coin is always for scale, as a 

50-cent coin is 32 mm across. 

Grasshoppers and friends 

Like cockroaches, the Orthoptera (grasshoppers, crickets, locusts and 

katydids) have juvenile instars. The nymphs of the orthopterans have 

no wings. I know for certain that we have both grasshoppers and 

katydids on North Head. The 1747 Pharmacopoeia Universalis, or, a New 

Universal English Dispensatory claimed that “a dried wingless grasshopper 

[nymph] in wine”, was a good antidote to the poison of a scorpion, but as we don’t seem to 

have any scorpions on North Head, they aren’t good for much, other than as bird feed. Let’s 

move on. 

Stick insects  (Phasmatodea) 

While we often call them phasmids, they are divided into 

the leaf-like Phylliidae and the stick-like Phasmatidae. 

There are about 150 known species in Australia, and the 

biggest of them is 300 mm long. They all resemble plant 

parts, and even their eggs look like plant seeds! I was 

giving a talk at a local school once, and the day before, this 

one fell onto my balcony, so I borrowed it for the day. 

Phasmids can be almost anywhere, but you may not 

ever see one in the wild, even if you are close to it. 

You can see them in pet shops, and I twice found one 

clinging to a plant on a second-floor balcony, after they fell from a nearby Grevillea. They eat 

young vegetation, but it’s probably best to admire them and leave them in the wild—or 

examine dead ones. 



 

  

I kept mine for a day or two, before I took it back to the tree it must have come from. Over 

the next week, I showed it to quite a few neighbourhood children, before we lost track of it. 

  

On North Head, we mostly come across them when we are pruning trees that are becoming a 

fire hazard. They walk on us! 

Mantises (Mantodea) 

Out of 2000 species of praying mantises, or mantids, worldwide, 

160 are Australian, the longest being about 120 millimetres long. 

You will know you are looking 

at a mantid if it has a pair of 

large compound eyes on a 

triangular head, which can 

swivel around to look at you. 

They are carnivores with 

powerful chewing mouthparts 

and the two front legs that it holds up as if praying are 

actually used to seize its prey. Mantises are solitary animals 

and eat almost anything a bit smaller than they are, if it moves: mosquitoes and flies, wasps, 

moths, even lizards and other mantises. 

A female may well eat her young if she’s still there when they hatch. Worse, the young 

will eat each other. When I found these young mantises on my front screen door, I gathered 

them up, took two quick shots, then spread them out across the garden, before they had a 

chance to eat each other. 



 

Young mantids look like smaller versions of the adults, except that they don’t have wings. 

Praying mantises’ biggest defence against predators is their camouflage—they are usually 

green or brown like the plants they sit on. In all probability, you will miss them. I put these 

ones on contrasting backgrounds to photograph them. 

  

Flies (Diptera) 

All the flies have one pair of flying wings. They are grouped in an order called the Diptera, 

which means ‘two wings’. They once had four wings, like all the other insects, but two of the 

wings have shrunk down to traces called halteres. Mosquitoes and midges are also flies, and 

like the other flies, they have halteres. 

Flies use their halteres for balance when 

they are flying around. If you examine a 

large fly with a hand lens, you should be 

able to see the halteres, just behind the 

wings, in the position where the hind wings 

used to be. 

  



 

The best flies for seeing the haltere with the naked eye are the crane-flies, also known as 

‘daddy-long-legs’ or tipulids. 

The picture above is a ‘cheat’, because I used software to stitch together a whole bunch of 

pictures taken on different focal planes. The composite house fly image was stitched together 

from about eight different shots, all taken on low power. I held the fly in place by gluing it to 

cardboard and clamping the cardboard to the stage of the microscope. Slowly moving the 

objective lens, the bottom lens, down, taking a photo at each step requires both a steady hand 

and a good microscope, and I had both. 

Then I selected the focused parts of different levels out and joined them with an app 

called ImageJ that you can get from the (US) National Institutes of Health) at. Sadly, the 

original pictures were later lost, so you will just have to take my word for it that ImageJ is 

brilliant, and free! 

The robber flies, or Asilidae are tough, 

aggressive predators, powerfully built, with a short 

proboscis that they use to stab their prey (mainly 

other insects) with “saliva” containing neurotoxic 

and proteolytic enzymes. Around the world, there 

are probably 7000 species, making you wonder why 

they aren’t better known. The example here was 

found in Ku-ring-gai Chase, but I’m prepared to bet 

they are somewhere on North Head. 

Moths and caterpillars (Lepidoptera) 

The Lepidoptera, butterflies and moths, have two pairs of wings. They start out as eggs that 

hatch into wingless caterpillars that later form wingless pupae in cocoons before they emerge 

as adults. The people who study them call them Lepidoptera, and scientists call those people 

lepidopterologists. 

Once again, the -ptera part of the name comes from a Greek word meaning ‘wing’, and 

the Lepido- part of the name reminds us that moths and butterflies have wings covered in 

fine scales, which give the wings their colours. To study these scales, you need a microscope, 

but see what you can do with a hand lens, using the dead moths that are often found in light 

fittings. 

  



 

The scales may have evolved as something that made the moths and butterflies an 

unpleasant mouthful for predators, but this is just my speculation: can you come up with a 

better idea? Could the scales be useful in flight? Many caterpillars taste bad, or have bristles 

that choke anything eating them. The caterpillars with good defences are usually brightly 

coloured, the colours acting as a warning. 

This caterpillar on the left was near 

Bandicoot Heaven, the case moth on the 

right was near North Fort road. If you are 

wondering about the case moth’s 

background, I often get a friend, colleague or 

passer-by to hold blue cardboard behind whatever I am photographing. 

Caterpillars are the larval stage of butterflies and moths (Order: Lepidoptera), usually 

feeding on plants; but the name is occasionally also used for the larvae of sawflies (Order: 

Hymenoptera). They have two types of legs, true segmented thoracic legs, and unsegmented 

sucker-like false legs called prolegs, typically on the third to sixth and on the last abdominal 

segment. 

The ugly little grubs which eat our plants become beautiful butterflies, and should make 

us ask: what is beauty? Why are butterflies so ugly when you look at them closely under the 

microscope or hand lens? Ducking the question, in their own way, considered as tiny 

functioning individuals, caterpillars are beautiful as well. 

A caterpillar increases its weight by two or three thousand times from when it hatches to 

when it forms a pupa. This makes special problems for the caterpillar, which has to change its 

way of life as it grows, as well as changing its skin. 

Caterpillars also need to moult, if they are to grow. A very small caterpillar can actually get 

inside a leaf, and eat out the very rich plant cells which lie between the two layers of the leaf’s 

skin. These leaf miners, as they are called, have to move into the plant’s stem, or out of the 

leaf and onto its surface, as they grow larger. 

Bigger caterpillars are more exposed to attack from predators such as birds, ants, wasps 

and spiders. To protect themselves, the caterpillars have many different weapons. Some of 

them are covered in stinging hairs, others squirt poisonous juices, and some eat poisonous 

plants, storing the poisons (which do not affect them) so they become poisonous themselves. 

When a caterpillar has eaten and grown enough, some clock inside it says the time has 

come to form a pupa. This means weaving a cocoon, and settling down inside while the body 

changes and grows into the adult form. 

When it is ready, a moth or butterfly comes out of the cocoon, unfolds its wings, flattens 

them out, and then waits for the new wings to dry. Finally, it flies away to start a new 

generation of caterpillars. 

  



 

Bad news caterpillars 

In mid-April each year, processionary caterpillars (Ochrogaster lunifer) turn up across the 

headland. They feed mainly on wattles, and we need to discourage interested observers from 

touching these caterpillars which can cause a nasty rash, if they are handled. They travel along 

in a train or procession, head to tail, and each has a huge supply of barbed whiskers. 

Once a tree is stripped, one wanders off, leaving a silk thread behind, and others follow. 

They are often run over by cars or bikes, The first shot shows 2021 caterpillars on North 

Fort Road, the lower shot was Easter 2022 at North Fort, when they were headed for a road. 

  

Be warned: these caterpillars can be found almost anywhere in Australia. 

Good grub to eat 

Witchetty grubs are Australian wood-boring caterpillars of the grey cossid moth, Xyleutes, 

which live in the roots of wattles (Acacia) and gum trees (Eucalyptus). The witchetty grubs 

(also ‘witjuti grubs’) are rich in iron, and contain about 35% fat. The ‘cutworms’ which can be 

found in suburban gardens and compost heaps are really the grubs of scarab beetles, and do 

not taste anywhere near as good as the real thing. We certainly get grubs like that in the 

trunks of Acacia longifolia, for one, but I have no idea what they are. More research needed! 

  



 

Moth or butterfly? 

  

  

Above, you can see two butterflies seen on the Ferny Track, a moth in the plant nursery area 

and a moth hiding on a Persoonia. The distinction between moths and butterflies is not an 

exact one: like toads and frogs or toadstools and mushrooms, it is a matter of perception. All 

are members of the Lepidoptera, but moths are generally regarded as the members which do 

not fold their wings together when they perch, which fly at night, and do not have bright 

colours. 

Moths and butterflies have wings covered in fine scales, which give the wings their 

colours. 

Dragonflies (Odonata) 

These fascinating helicopter-like insects are surprisingly common on North Head. I say 

surprising, because the carnivorous larvae live in water, eating other insects, tadpoles, and 

even each other, but they must live in water. 

These two were found dead. 

  

The shots above show a dead dragonfly ‘borrowed’ from the hanging swamp to be 

photographed, and then returned for recycling. The shot below shows dragonflies mating 

along the Ferny Track, where there is water nearby, hidden beneath the ferns. That said, the 



 

service track behind Bandicoot Heaven always seems to have dragonflies cruising around, 

and there is rarely any surface water near there for them. More research needed! 

 

There was no water anywhere near this dragonfly: 

 

Wasps (Hymenoptera) 

These insects are best admired from a distance. They have two main ways of making visible 

nests: some of them use mud, others use ‘paper’, and we certainly have paper wasps on 

North Head. 



 

There are also digger wasps, now usually called sand wasps, which are probably here. The 

close-up shot below was taken by a nervous person with only a rough idea of admiring from 

a distance. I had a hand-held camera, so join the dots! 

 

Mud wasps are solitary and harmless, paper wasps make large nests with social groups, and 

they will sting painfully if they feel threatened (and yes, we have those on North Head). 

Polistes humilis is an Australian paper wasp, which preys on some pest caterpillars but there 

seems to be less information about some of the other introduced species of paper wasp. 

In most cases, the wasps are safe enough, 

unless they are defending their nest, so they 

are best left where they are, but I recently had 

to remove one that was attached to the back 

of our barbecue, and that gave me a chance to 

provide this photo. 

The inset shows the adult on the nest, an 

inverted cone made from saliva mixed with 

wood fragments, and the main shot shows the 

hexagonal cells that the larva grows in. The 

adults feed on nectar, but their larvae are fed 

with caterpillars. Once they emerge, the 

offspring extend the nest and lay eggs of their 

own. 

Spider wasps are also solitary and harmless (except to spiders). 

  

The male flower wasp shown here is a nectar feeder, but the females may sting, I am told. 

Always beware of brightly coloured animals, even if some of them are bluffing! The flower 

wasps are solitary, and the one above was encountered in the Third Quarantine Cemetery. 

There isn’t much else to say…  



 

Snails 
This snail turned up, one rainy day, as we 

walked along the Memorial walk. The walk has 

river pebbles along each side, and to reduce wear 

on the pavers, an old soldier sweeps the 

pebbles off, once a week, but in between my wife 

and I push the interloping pebbles away with our 

feet, gently and non-scrapingly. That was how 

we spotted this native snail, which I mistook at first for a pebble. 

This is the first native snail I have seen on North Head, but there are probably more land 

snails around. We definitely have a few tiny slugs, which are kind of homeless snails. 

Myriapods 
I have seen a centipede like the one below, once or twice, while gardening on North Head. I 

have seen a number of millipedes, and this is where I start getting pedantic. Centipedes and 

millipedes have different numbers of legs, both on total count, and also on each body 

segment. 

The main thing they have in common: neither has as many legs as their names suggest. 

Centipedes have two legs on each of between 15 and about 48 segments (so they never have 

a hundred legs). Millipedes have four legs on each of up to a hundred segments, so they 

never have a thousand legs. 

  

Centipedes (right, above) are carnivores with a venomous bite, but millipedes are vegetarians; 

centipedes are flat while millipedes are usually cylindrical; and only millipedes can roll 

themselves into a spiral. The easiest way to tell the difference is to count the number of legs 

on a single segment. Both can be found in leaf litter, or under logs and bark, but millipedes 

can also be found wandering on damp lawns. The millipede in the lower half of the 

composite image on the left was found near the Memorial walk, on a stone, and they are 

common in the Third Cemetery. 

The upper image shows how millipede legs work in waves: each asterisk marks a separate 

wave. Sadly, the one I found was in poor condition. Millipedes don’t bite, but I was burnt by 

a millipede once, when I was handling it. I looked it up in Grassé’s Traité de zoologie, and read 



 

that juliform diplopods (i.e., millipedes like this) secrete hydrocyanic acid, which I realised 

would be a good defence against predators. Over the years, I have cited this fact in classes 

and lectures. 

Always check your facts, because the work we call “Grassé” is a bit ancient, and when I 

was writing about a “dose of millipedes” for a book on quack medicine, I learned that the 

claim was only partly correct. The animals actually produce “a mix of hydrocyanic acid, along 

with quinones, alkaloids, ketones, terpenes, esters and phenols”. 

I really ought to look more closely into the topic of centipedes on North Head, but while 

I have seen two, I have no photos. My advice is to wave at anything with lots of legs and 

leave it alone. 

Oh, and that dose of millipedes? It was crushed-up slaters or woodlice, but not a good 

idea. See my Not Your Usual Treatments for more on this “medicine”. 

Flatworms 
This land planarian (right) was feeding on a millipede on a 

brick wall. There is no easy way to find these, but over the 

years, I have often come upon them by chance, usually in 

leaf litter in my garden. This one was at my home, but they 

are also on North Head. 

Scientists call them planarians, but they are just very 

small flat worms. They are more common in fresh water 

than you may think, but they are hard to find until you 

know where to look and what to look for. 

Land planarians can be up to 300 mm long. Those ones have a shovel-shaped head, and 

they travel on a layer of slime like a snail or a slug. The slime is amazing stuff, because it 

hardens, and if a land planarian goes over the edge of a drop, some species can lower 

themselves on a thread of hardened slime, like a spider dropping on a web. The body gets 

longer when it is stretched by gravity as it dangles over the edge. The greatest variety is seen 

in mainland Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand. But why are the flatworms flat? See my 

Australian Backyard Naturalist for more. 

  



 

The plants of North Head 
Use these hot links to jump. 

Bacteria 

Ferns 

Lichens 

Mosses and liverworts 

Fungi 

Flowering plants 

Flowers have their seasons, but over the past winter (2022), we have never seen less than 25 

species in bloom on any given day, and as this was written in late September 2022, there are 

60+ species on display. Of course, to spot these, you need to look carefully and walk around 

quite a bit… 

Notes 

The best places to see flowers on North Head: 

* The Inside Track from Xanthorrhoea Hill to the Third Cemetery; 

* The planted areas along North Fort road, near the Nursery; 

* The oval, which is about 70 metres east of the parade ground (the other side of the barracks); 

* The small steel track from the north-east corner of the small oval usually has 10 species in bloom. 

* All plant names are subject to revision, and I mainly stay at genus level. 

About the photomicrographs 

The blow-up shots you see scattered through here are all equivalent to what you will see with 

a good hand lens: the clever reader may well take this as a hint on what to carry. 

Bacteria 
These are hard to see when things are dry, 

but you may occasionally notice apparent oil 

seepage in swamp or drain waters on North 

Head, but there are no oil problems. 
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The stains are caused by bacteria in the water. The current wisdom is that these (admittedly 

alarming-looking) stains are caused by manganese-iron-depositing sheathed filamentous 

bacteria of the genus Leptothrix, germs which are sometimes referred to as “sewage fungus”. 

If you want to be technical, they are Gram-negative, obligate aerobes that divide by binary 

fission, and do not branch, but who wants to get technical when there are so many other 

‘nicer’ life forms to see? Just don’t get cranky (as more than one volunteer has in the past) at 

the oil pollution. 

Just remember, though, 

that the larger and ‘nicer’ 

organisms all rely on those 

wee beasties that we can’t see, 

and there’s magic in them: the 

material in this picture below 

is about 700 mm wide: 

Ferns 
Ferns start out very small, but 

some of them, like the tree 

ferns, can grow quite large. 

Ferns show up in the fossil 

record about 350 million years ago, but the fern families we know today are around 200–250 

million years old. Because they have survived for a long time, many ferns have ‘biologically 

active’ chemicals, meaning some of them are poisonous. 

The water fern nardoo (Marsilea), seen on the left, growing at Mount Annan Botanic 

Gardens, NSW, has defences that 

probably killed the badly-prepared 

explorers, Burke and Wills, and as 

noted earlier, bracken fern roots 

contains carcinogens. We have no 

Marsilea on North Head, but there 

are quite a few other ferns. 

  



 

Ferns have stems, leaves (called fronds), and roots. One of the 

most beautiful things about ferns is the way their new shoots 

unroll. Once you have seen one, you will understand why they 

are called fiddleheads. They repay close study, probably as a time 

series in a potted fern. 

Sex and ferns 

You don’t really need this, but you may possibly want it, so here 

it is. Skip it if you don’t care. I probably would have let it go, but I prepared the diagram on 

the next page for a book on home microscopy that came out in 2020. The message: ferns 

don’t need birds and bees. 

 

There are dots that show up on the back of some 

fern fronds. I am a botanist by original training, 

and I get people asking me if ferns with these dots 

on them are suffering some sort of disease, but the 

sporangia (to give the dots their correct name) are what ferns use to reproduce. You can see 

them here: 

Technical box 

Chromosomes are the packages of genetic material that make a cell part of a grouse, a mouse or a louse. When two 

cells fuse in reproduction, the cell they form has twice as many chromosomes as the cells that formed it. If this 

doubling kept on going, soon each cell would be crammed full of DNA, so there is a neat mechanism called meiosis 

that halves the number of chromosomes that end up in the sex cells. Biologists call those special cells haploid, while 

normal cells are diploid. Human sperm and ova have 23 chromosomes each, the haploid number, but all the rest of 

our cells contain 46 chromosomes, the diploid number. In biological shorthand, haploid and diploid are represented 

by (n) and (2n). And that’s enough: now, you are ready to look quickly at the life cycle of a fern, some parts of which 

can only be seen under a good microscope, while other bits show up under a hand lens. 

The simple version of fern breeding 

If it gets enough moisture, a spore starts to grow, and forms a heart-shaped flat green layer, 

between 3 and 8 mm across. This is called a prothallus, and it is like the flower of a flowering 

plant, because it forms both male and female cells, which combine to make a new adult plant, 

but only if water splashes on them, to carry the male cells to the egg cells. 



 

The main thing is that ferns reproduce from (usually) brownish spores that develop on 

the under-side of some of the fronds. These spores can blow around, taking ferns to new 

places, but a spore will only germinate in damp conditions. The stages of a fern’s life cycle: 

usually, we only see the sporophyte, the part that produces the spores. 

 

The technical version 

When they germinate, little green sheets form, which can be 2 mm across. Each of these is 

called a prothallus, and the prothalli develop male and female parts. The male antheridia 

produce sperm cells, while the female archegonia form eggs. 

Fertilisation only happens when the prothallus is wet enough for the sperm cells to swim 

to the archegonium. This is why ferns are so commonly found in damp places. I’m not too 

well versed on ferns, so I’ll leave it there. 

  



 

Lichens 
The first things to grow on a bare rock are lichens, though mosses come a close second. 

Lichens look a bit like scabs, and they grow on almost any surface that lasts: rocks, timber, 

trees, bricks and tiles among them. 

Lichens are an example of symbiosis, because each lichen is made of three organisms, two 

fungi and an alga. Until 2016, people thought it was just one fungus and one alga, but this 

now seems to be wrong, though only specialists need to worry about this change in the 

details. 

Lichens live in places where neither an alga nor a fungus could live by itself. If the two 

types are symbiotic, the alga makes food for them both and the fungi hold water to keep the 

alga alive, but some scientists think the relationship is more complicated. 

They call it helotism, from a Greek word for ‘slave’, helot. In the helotism theory, the alga 

is a prisoner or slave of the fungus (or fungi), and people who favour this idea say that 

lichens are just fungi that have discovered agriculture. 

There are three types of lichens: crustose lichens that form a flat crust on rocks, roof tiles, 

tar roads and sometimes tree barks, foliose lichens which look more leafy, but which grow on 

rocks and some trees, and fruticose lichens, which grow mainly on soil and a few tree trunks. 

A good lichen reference: https://www.anbg.gov.au/lichen/index.html 

Left and right, a crustose and a foliose lichen. 

 

Below, two fruticose lichens from overseas (there is such a thing as lichen tourism!). 

  

The right-hand fruticose is typical of the unusual yellow lichens that grow on rocky shores 

close to the sea, all over the world. I have seen them from Scotland to Italy to Pacific islands 

and Australia). 

https://www.anbg.gov.au/lichen/index.html


 

Some yellow lichens (like the one above, seen in British Columbia) contain vulpinic acid. 

Called wolfbane, it delivers a poison that was once used to kill wolves, so don’t eat yellow 

lichens (especially if you are a werewolf). 

Smooth-barked gum trees have no lichens on them because those trees shed their bark 

each year, but there are more than 3500 lichen species in Australia and its territories. In the 

1970s, some city lichens disappeared because air pollution killed them, but in many places, 

the lichens have come back. That, of course, raises the question: where did the lichens return 

from? 

Some lichens spread by fragmentation, but for a lichen to reproduce, the fungus and the 

alga must disperse together. Some lichens produce isidia, which look like tiny complete 

lichens, others form soredia, or a cluster of algal cells wrapped in fungal filaments. 

But on North Head, the pickings will be slim, at best, except on the tarred roads (see 

below, left). Don’t ask me why they grow on tar, but I have seen a very similar species that 

prefers tar in Picton, New Zealand. There’s a thesis topic there for somebody! 

   

You can also see lichens starting to settle in the cracks between the pavers on the Memorial 

walk, making me think that the general lack of lichens has more to do with a lack of habitat. 

I am still looking for more lichens on North Head, and on the day the first edition went 

to print, I found more lichens on the old sandstone and timber beams near the Defence of 

Sydney memorial and near the small oval. Above, right, is what to look for, though recent 

works may have moved it. 

Now here are some more lichens to seek out. 



 

 

  

  

  

Seek, and you will find… 

  



 

Mosses and liverworts 
Close behind the lichens come the mosses, spreading over sand and rock, clinging on and 

drilling in, establishing a layer in which “higher” plants can take root. Along track and road 

edges, moss mats help top stabilise loose sand. 

  

  

In my youth, I was quite a good shot with a rifle, but as a pacifist, I would only shoot things 

that didn’t scream, bleed or shoot back. While I may no longer have the skills to be a sniper, 

serious snipers need a spotter, and I don’t. Still, there are several people who act as spotters 

for my photographic activity. When one of them told me about a strange thing, just south of 

the ‘igloo’ in the plant nursery, I went to look. It appeared to be flowers poking up through a 

bed of moss, I was told. 

At ground level, it looked like a mob of miniature herons, but it was just mosses 

reproducing. Each ‘heron head’ is a capsule that releases spores when conditions are just 

right. Sometimes when you look closely at a moss, instead of a velvety green carpet, you can 

see little stalks poking up with what look like windsocks on the end. 



 

 

These herons or windsocks are called capsules (or sporangia), and they release spores. Most of 

the sporangia have a neat structure called the peristome teeth that push out spores when the 

air is damp and humid. These are visible to the microscopist who knows what to look for. Set 

around the opening, these triangular ‘teeth’ move in and out, depending on the humidity, so 

spores are released in dry conditions, when they can drift further. 

In the 19th century, mosses, ferns, algae and lichens were the principal members of the 

cryptogams, roughly meaning “hidden seeds”. We don’t use that word any more, mainly 

because we can see how the mosses reproduce, if we know how to look. In our nursery, you 

can often see something like the lower shots (above), poking out of small pots that contain 

plants we are raising. 

As the labelled photo (above right) shows, each capsule has two covers, and when the 

operculum comes off, there is an opening, called the peristome. The rest of the biology lesson is 

left to the reader, who now has all the best terms to look up. 

Looking at liverworts 

A good liverwort and moss reference: https://www.anbg.gov.au/bryophyte/index.html 

Liverworts are a rather specialised interest, and mine comes from a longstanding interest in 

peculiar and quack medicine, which you can find out about in my Not Your Usual Treatments. 

Among other things, this work looked at the strange doctrine of plant signatures. This 

touches more on the nature of a cure than on the nature of a cause. The signature of a plant 

was seen as the way it advertised what it was good for as a cure, and this quaint piece of 

superstition lives on for a few herbalists, even these days. 



 

 

The basis of this odd theory was that the Creator wanted to tell humans what plants to use 

against particular illnesses, but how would this sort of belief arise? Originally, the fancied 

similarity was probably a mnemonic, and so were the plant names, so liverwort was good for 

treating the liver, while toothwort (Dentaria) was good for tooth problems. At some stage, 

some excitable writer had a burst of religious fervour and created the legend of the subtle 

Creator who left signposts everywhere. 

The idea is that the flowers or leaves or roots somehow simulate the disease it cures. The 

figwort was called Scrophularia, apparently for its scrofulous appearance. The liver-shaped 

leaves of Hepatica, a liverwort, showed clearly what was expected of it. Until a better theory 

came along, any sort of guff would do. 

I have never seen liverworts in our area (except for leafy liverworts), but we get them in 

our nursery, possibly because they come in as spores in the potting mix we use. Just in case 

they escape, or really are a part of the North Head ecosystem, here’s a quick primer. 

These plants look like mosses, but the ‘leaves’ are much larger, and lie flat on the ground. 

They are hard to keep alive, but well-watered pots work for mosses and liverworts. They 

make an interesting study, but they may be hard to spot. Look at any ‘big mosses’ and you 

will probably have a liverwort. 

 

If you want to go looking for liverworts, try bogs, swamps, shady gullies and moist woods. 

You can also look under the tables in an old-established greenhouse. At least you will have an 

enjoyable fossick, and you are looking for something like what you see in these shots. 



 

In the picture on the previous page, you can see archegonia. To get the shot, I put a 

liverwort from our plant nursery on North Head on blue cardboard, and snapped it with the 

camera on my tablet. The inset shows the liverwort in a 5 cm-square nursery pot. It is 

probably Marchantia. 

  



 

Fungi 
The mushrooms and toadstools that we think of when we hear the word ‘fungi’ are just the 

above-ground part of large underground organisms made of tiny pale threads called hyphae. 

Mushrooms and toadstools are the fruiting bodies, the surface bits of the fungi that release 

spores into the air so they can blow around. Any spores that reach somewhere damp start to 

grow, and if the new thread finds food, it continues growing. 

  

  

The fungi break down dead stuff, mostly dead plant stuff, but some fungi can use dead 

animals as well. When they have taken enough food in, the fungus sends some threads to the 

surface, where they form fruiting bodies and release more spores. 

 

 

  



 

Fairy rings form when a fungus is living happily on the buried stump and roots of an old 

dead tree. Often you can’t see the ex-tree, but the fungus can find the wood in the ground, 

and each year, it will form a series of fruiting bodies at the outside of its range. 

 

The most obvious Australian fungi, mushrooms and toadstools, appear mostly between mid-

autumn and midwinter, but some are around into late spring. Bracket fungi (above) are visible 

all the year around, usually on fallen logs or dead trees. 

Soil fungi 

We have loads of mushroom-type fungi, but then there are the invisible ones. Many 

eucalypts, wattles and sheoaks depend critically on certain fungi, making them a primary 

factor in the survival and renewal of landscapes. In fact, CSIRO Forestry and Forest 

Products mycologist Dr Neale Bougher says, Australia faces difficulty repairing and 

revegetating our landscapes unless the soil fungi are in place to help the trees and shrubs to 

grow, and for nutrient cycling to re-establish. People working on restoration need to include 

them in ‘best practice’ restoration planning and operations. 

I have a partly-baked suspicion that one of our problems in cultivating the rare and 

endangered Eucalyptus camfieldii may stem from not having the appropriate fungi where the 

trees are growing. 

So far only about 10% of Australia’s native fungi are known to science, yet they are one 

of the most pervasive and important life forms on the continent. So who knows what else is 

out there, waiting to be found? Try these… 

Cellular slime moulds 

These strange things aren’t fungi, but when I was an undergraduate, we learned about them 

in the mycology (fungal) lab. Technically, they are independently motile, phagotrophic, 

uninucleate amoeba-like organisms which aggregate into a mass that transforms itself into a 

spore-producing fruiting body. 

Translation: the cells wander around on their own, then at some mysterious signal 

(called quorum sensing), they all come together to form a body that makes spores. 

Slime moulds are found as their fruiting (spore-making) messes on lawns, as you can see 

at the left, below. More distressingly for gardeners, the fruiting bodies often form on the 

stems of roses, where they do no harm at all. 



 

  

 

On North Head, the best place to see them is around the mulch piles on the oval: some of 

them are quite spectacular (see the second and third shots above). Depending on who you 

ask, the slime moulds may be seen as a phylum of Protoctista (Acrasiomycota), as a class of 

fungal slime moulds (Acrasiomycetes), or as a class of rhizopod protozoans (Acrasea). Ain’t 

science grand? 

Now about quorum sensing: I have many temporary obsessions, and quorum sensing is 

one of them, so here’s more than you wanted to know, but it will leave you saying Ain’t 

nature grand? I could have put this in the Notes about North Head and afterthoughts, 

but more than most of the notes, this one needs a context. 

Quorum sensing and biofilms: serious technical stuff. 

We need to start with the slime moulds, the Acrasiales, which have the characteristics of free-living 
cells, most of the time, but which group together on a signal to form ‘fruiting bodies’, which produce 
spores to make the next generation. They do this by the wandering, foraging cells producing a chemical 
signal which, at a certain level, makes all of the cells converge on a central location where the 
concentration is highest. In the language of today, the cells engage in quorum sensing, and this is the 
method used by the cells in a biofilm to communicate with each other. 

Leaving the slime moulds, a typical biofilm may contain a variety of bacteria or a single species. The 
bacteria interact with each other inside a matrix of sugar polymers known as exopolysaccharides. The 
sugars make up around 85% of the volume of the biofilm, and within this, the microorganisms need to 

be aware of each other and the availability of resources like oxygen and nutrients. 



 

Biofilms are literally everywhere. They form plaque on your teeth, they are the gunk in your drains 
that is so hard to shift, they are the slimy surfaces on slippery rocks in rivers and streams. Biofilms turn 
up in cooling systems, tooth decay, cystic fibrosis and even in bioreactors where antibiotics are 
produced. 

The films are not only a problem in living things: they can coat the insides of pipes, and may clog, 
or even corrode them. Biofilms also get into catheters, heart valves, artificial hips, they attack teeth and 
gums, and have been implicated in prostatitis. 

Bacteria produce quorum sensing molecules, releasing these to the outside of the cell and detecting 
them by receptors on their surfaces. Until the levels reach a threshold level, the cells do not react, but 
once the threshold is passed, a number of genes change their expression. That is to say, genes which 
were not operating before may be ‘switched on’ and others ‘switched off’. New proteins are formed, 
and new behaviours are seen. 

One delightful example of quorum sensing comes from species of marine bacteria that are 
bioluminescent. These species produce light, and some of them have developed interesting relationships 
with marine life such as fish, where the bacteria gain a home and food in exchange for their 
bioluminescence, which the fish then use in feeding and mating. If there were only a few bacteria, they 
could not produce enough light to attract the fishes’ potential prey or mates. 

Quorum sensing is used to make sure the energetically expensive process of light production is 
started only when it promises to be effective, when the bacteria are in sufficient numbers. 

In the same way, bacteria that produce toxins are believed to coordinate the production of those 
chemicals. If they start producing too soon, the host’s immune system may be able to react and avoid 
being overwhelmed. 

Perhaps the most fascinating case, though, is found in squid which have bioluminescent bacteria 
from the genus Vibrio a genus which includes the Vibrio cholerae, the cholera bacterium, though the 
bobtail squid (Euprymna scolopes) uses a less fearful bacterium, Vibrio fischeri. 

This squid spends its days buried in the sand in the shallows off Hawaii, and after dark, it comes out 
to hunt in the same shallows, but being a piece of free-floating succulent calamari is risky, and the squid 
needs to hide while hunting. 

On moonlit nights, when its shadow on the sand would be a giveaway, and when deeper predators 
would look up and see its dark shape, it uses the V. fischeri to generate exactly the amount of light to 
match the blocked moonlight, so it fades into the background. 

The squid acquires the bacteria from the water, but once inside its light organs, the bacteria should 
keep reproducing and increasing in numbers, generating too much light, but the subtle forces of 
evolution come into play at this point. The squid flushes out most of the bacteria each morning, leaving 
a few to grow during the day, and the remainder, come nightfall, use quorum sensing to manage light 
production, responding to signals from the squid. 

Our standard paradigm for bacteria, since they were found, has been of independent bacteria cells, 
wandering around as independent entities, doing their own thing, and looking out for themselves. 

Now we find ourselves faced with a far more complex system, where the bacteria have evolved 
means of communicating with each other. If the bacteria have evolved a system which requires them to 
waste energy on communication, the payoff must be significant, or the communicators would be 
swamped in the seething mass of prokaryotic life, but there is even more to the story. 



 

Amazingly, the communication is not just within species: some of the communications go across 
species as different bacteria combine to form something not unlike a tissue in a more complex life-
form. Some biofilms may contain a single species, but more commonly a biofilm will be made up of 
many species of bacteria, as well as fungi, algae, protozoa, debris and their corrosion products. 

Researchers estimate that biofilms are a thousand times more resistant to antibiotics, and originally 
they assumed that the biofilm stopped antibiotics diffusing in as far as the bacterial cells. This seems not 
to be the case, and it may be more a matter of genetic interchanges within the biofilm or pumps in the 
cell walls, which bale the antibiotics out of the cells faster than they can diffuse in. 

This protection is one of the reasons why urinary tract infections and middle-ear infections are so 
difficult to control. Up to 40% of the cell wall proteins of bacteria in biofilm bacteria may differ from 
those in their planktonic counterparts, and many antibiotics target the cell wall. 

This means that the targets they seek may well have suddenly disappeared. Add to that the ability of 
biofilm bacteria to survive without dividing, and you have eliminated any chance of using the antibiotics 
that target dividing cells. 

Biofilms also present a serious health threat in cystic fibrosis. There has to be a reason for fatal 
genes to be common, because in ordinary conditions, standard evolutionary pressures should soon 
sweep away dangerous genes, unless there is some advantage in having those genes around, an 
advantage that outweighs the disadvantage that comes with the gene. It may be that the gene for cystic 
fibrosis also gives the victim protection against typhoid fever bacteria. 

Each year, populations like that in the United States or Australia produce one child with cystic 
fibrosis for every hundred thousand in the population, or about 2500 children in the US, and 200 in 
Australia, each year. In the middle of the 20th century, most of these would have died at an age of 1 or 
2, now most of them will live to about the age of thirty. 

All of these people are homozygous for the gene: they have two faulty copies of the gene that 
encodes for a protein called the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR). 

The abnormal CFTR blocks the movement of chloride ions and water in the lungs, gastrointestinal 
tract, and other tissues and causes them to secrete large amounts of mucus. As mucus accumulates in 
their lungs, these children become increasingly at risk from life-threatening respiratory infections. 

Normal CFTR binds to Pseudomonas aeruginosa and clears it from the lungs, and children with cystic 
fibrosis, deprived of this protection, tend to have their lungs infected with P. aeruginosa. In those 
patients, the bacteria seem to be assembled into a biofilm. With normal CFTR, the biofilm would be 
disrupted and ejected. 

Depending on who is doing the estimating, something like 92%, 96% or 98% of the world’s 1030 
(that is a thousand billion billion billion) prokaryotic organisms cannot be cultured as pure cultures in 
normal laboratory glassware. 

Some advanced thinkers are now beginning to speculate that one reason for this is that many of the 
remainder require some form of community to live in, that they are no longer entirely independent. 

Then there is the question of the Archaea. Researchers at the University of New South Wales 
estimated at the start of this century that on average, there ought to be 35 pathogenic members of the 
Archaea, yet the medical textbooks reveal none. 

Either these pathogens do not exist, or they have yet to be detected, or perhaps, just perhaps, they 
are to be found playing a role in biofilms. Now, perhaps, you can see why quorum sensing is such a 

longstanding temporary obsession, and I didn’t even mention fire ants, which use a similar trick. 



 

Flowering plants 
Use these hot links to jump. 

Figs 

Sheoaks 

Myrtaceae 

Proteaceae 

Rutaceae 

Sundews (Droseraceae) 

Orchids 

Flannel flowers 

Hibbertia 

Epacrids 

Fabaceae 

Monocots 

Some ‘flowers’ are really inflorescences, whole collections of flowers. The daisy is a multiple 

flower, and the ‘petals’ are actually called bracts. Wattle is another multiple flower, so daisy 

flowers and wattle blossoms are inflorescences. 

 

Epacris longiflora, ‘the native fuchsia’, a wattle (Acacia sp.) and a bush pea: only experts can name all the Fabaceae! 

 

A flannel flower (Actinotus helianthi) with a weevil on board, Hibbertia scandens (we use it sometimes as ground cover) 
and a Leptospermum flower. 

 

Kunzea ambigua, one of the dominant plants in the ESBS), a Banksia, the common grey spider flower, Grevillea 
buxifolia, and a related Hakea, or needlebush. 



 

Figs 
For me, the fig always makes me think of James Cook, because our fig, Ficus macrophylla ssp 

macrophylla, the ‘Moreton Bay fig’, is a banyan. The name of James Cook, commonly known 

as ‘Captain Cook’, will forever be associated with the use of vitamin C foods against scurvy, 

in part because another James Cook published the notes on scurvy of John Hall, the 

physician son-in-law of William Shakespeare, in 1657. I say in part, because the noted seafarer 

did also play a part, which he describes in his journal for April 13, 1769, just after he arrived 

at Tahiti: 

“At this time we had but a very few men upon the Sick list and thes[e] had but slite complaints, the Ships 
compney had in general been very healthy owing in a great measure to the Sour Krout, Portable Soup and 
Malt; the first two were serve’d to the People, the one on Beef Days and the other on Banyan Days, Wort 
was made of the Malt and at the discrition of the Surgeon given to every man that had the least symptoms 
of Scurvy upon him…” 

To people (as opposed to “the People”, who are the ship’s crew) unused to naval language, 

this may be a little puzzling, for a banyan is a tree of the fig genus, either Ficus religiosa, or Ficus 

indica. Since the Banyan Days appear to be meat-free days, could it be that a Banyan diet is 

based on the leaves or fruit of these trees? 

While that might be an attractive derivation, it would be a wrong one. The word ‘banyan’ 

(or ‘banian’ as some sources prefer) is Portuguese, from the Arabic, from the Gujerati vaniyo, 

from the Sanskrit vanij, meaning “merchant”, among other things. The banyan tree gets its 

name from a specimen near Gombroon on the Persian Gulf, beneath which Banian settlers 

had erected a pagoda, which became known as “the Banian tree”. 

The Banyan tree sends out branches which drop roots, which become trunks, which send 

out branches, and so it goes. Big banyans occupy five acres (2 hectares) or more, and you will 

sometimes encounter claims that the largest living thing in the world is a banyan tree, though 

some fungi are close to the same mark, and if you regard colonies of animals like corals and 

ant nests as organisms, the banyan tree may have some serious competition to face. 

A Banyan, says the Oxford English Dictionary, which persists with the Banian spelling, is 

one of four things: a Hindu, a native broker in an Indian firm, a loose flannel shirt, jacket or 

gown, or lastly, a tree, but that is all — the OED has missed Cook’s usage altogether. 

Still, if anybody gives you figs in your Banyan diet, you needn’t be too fussy, and 

considering the other Banyans that might appear there, the figs might even prove to be a 

welcome offering, though that was not how Cook’s crew saw the Sour Krout he wanted to 

dose them with. But the wily Whitby sailor was ready for them, as he explained in the same 

entry in his journal: 

“The Sour Krout the Men at first would not eate untill I put in practice a Method I never once knew to fail 
with seamen, and this was to have some of it dress’d every Day for the Cabbin Table, and permitted all of 
the Officers without exception to make use of it and left it to the option of the Men either to take as much 
as they pleased or none at all; but this practice was not continued above a week before I found it necessary 
to put every one on board to an Allowance, for such are the tempers and dispossissions of Seamen in 
general that…the Moment they see their Superiors set a Value upon it, it becomes the finest stuff in the 
World, and the inventer a damn’d honest fellow.” 



 

Fig trees may seem boring, but a scientist at the Australian Museum once told me about a 

snail species he had found which only lived on a single isolated fig tree in a desert somewhere 

in Australia. There are more than 60,000 known species of snail around the world, but think 

about that desert snail: how easy would it be to miss seeing the whole species? And how 

much longer do you think the snail will survive, if that fig tree dies? 

All members of the fig family are pollinated by wasps, for example. As you are checking 

out the flowers in your garden, or in the bush, be prepared for a few surprises! 

There is also the Port Jackson fig, Ficus rubiginosa, with leaves 7 to 10 cm long, compared 

with the Moreton Bay fig, which has leaves far more suited to attaching to naked statues, 

since they are 10 to 25 cm long. 

Giant Figs of still greater magnitude assume almost fabulous dimensions. From the singular mode of 
growth of the trees last mentioned, it is indeed difficult to calculate their exact size, on account of the 
extension of rope-like branches downwards, which gradually embrace the parent stem, until the latter 
wholly disappears under the layers successively deposited, and becomes the centre of an enormous fluted 
column of irregular form, supported by huge buttresses, which extend to a great circumference at the base. 
The Fig, moreover, in Australia, is always conspicuous in the forest scenery from its enormous size, its 
rounded head, and dark foliage. 
— George Bennett, Gatherings of a Naturalist in Australasia, London, 1860. 

There are Port Jackson figs near Collins Beach, in 

Bower Street Reserve, and there appears to be one 

near the nursery in North Fort road. The buttress 

roots of Moreton Bay figs are always a marvel, but 

there is one near Bella Vista that always tempts 

me, because I have an honest face and I am the 

master of the deadpan delivery. 

The root shown above, I will sometimes advise 

the gullible, is the result of a Very Large Goanna 

crashing into the tree, and being absorbed by it. I 

sincerely hope that the readers of this work will not be taken in by that, and I really sincerely 

hope that they won’t be tempted to pull legs… 

Just a note about fig fruits and fig flowers: what appear to be the fruits may in fact be the 

flowers, which are invaginated, meaning they are inside-out. Pollination is performed by a 

tiny wasp, one species for each fig species. If you eat a fig, there will be the remnants of a 

dead wasp in there. 



 

 

I think I am fairly confident that this tree, near North Fort, is a Moreton Bay fig. From little 

figs, big figs grow! 

Sheoaks 
Sheoaks are found all over Australia, and in much of the south-west Pacific. If you look at the 

‘needles’ of a sheoak, you will find that each needle is really a branchlet with tiny leaves fused 

to it. Each of the things that look like joints show their true nature under the hand lens: each 

is a ring of leaf tips with the leaves starting one joint further down. 

Most older works (and even older people) call the sheoak Casuarina, but when Laurie 

Johnson examined the genus, he split it into two genera. The species that was first named 

Casuarina and its relatives kept their original name, but the “others” were given the name 

Allocasuarina, which simply means “other Casuarina”. To save squabbles, I’m just calling them 

sheoaks here, and I hope that everybody will just accept that. Just don’t call them “pines”, 

even if they are wind-pollinated! 

  

When you look at them closely, the ‘needles’ which should really be called branchlets, look a 

bit like bamboo, but just as they aren’t pines, the sheoaks aren’t bamboos either. Bamboos 

are giant grasses while sheoaks are trees. 

Some species, like Allocasuarina distyla have male and female flowers on separate plants. 

Those are female flowers you see on the left, and male flowers on the right. 



 

  

On the left, a branchlet of Allocasuarina distyla, with leaf scales. You can see this with a good 

hand lens (hint, hint!) Sometimes there are surprises in sheoaks in the bush or in your garden, 

because some of the fruits look very different. The sheoak on the right above was attacked by 

a gall midge, which laid an egg inside the bud that was going to be a fruit. 

The midge takes control of the fruit and turns it into a home. If you find one of these in 

your garden, you can slice it open (though if you are young, it’s a good idea to ask for some 

help): the fruits are tough and woody, and it’s hard to get the grub out, without either slicing 

it-or you! 

Use pliers to hold the fruit, and cut away from you. There is a curious relationship 

between the number of leaflets around the stem, and the number of seed places around the 

‘cone’, but you’ll have to find that out for yourself. 

  



 

Myrtaceae 
This family can be shrubs, mallees or trees. They are common in South America and 

Australia. The stamens are usually prominent, though the petals may be reduced. 

Darwinia 

  

Now I know what you’re thinking: named after Charles Darwin, right? No such luck: he was 

only seven when the genus was named, and it celebrated Charles’ grandfather. Erasmus 

Darwin. There are three Darwinia species on North Head, one of them rare. I think the one 

on the left above is Darwinia fascicularis, but I won’t put money on it. 

Melaleuca 

  

Paperbarks, honey myrtles or tea trees (not to be confused with ti-trees (Leptospermum). Above 

left, paperbark, M. hypericifolia, (inset shows trunk and bark), right, M. nodosa, ball honey 

myrtle. Melaleucas are an important food source for nectar-eating insects, birds, and 

mammals. They are often used to make “tea-tree oil”, and when you look at the leaves, they 

often have distinct oil glands dotted in the leaves. This makes the leaves aromatic, especially 

when they are crushed. Australia has about 300 species of Melaleuca. There are four Melaleuca 

shrubs and one tree (M. quinquinervia) recorded on North Head. 

Callistemon 

Bottlebrushes 



 

  

There are three Callistemon species on North Head, and many more in gardens. Both of the 

ones here are probably cultivars. They are useful food sources for honeyeaters. 

Kunzea 

  

There are two Kunzea species on North Head, though one of my friends thinks we also have 

Kunzea parvifolia. The two certainties are Kunzea ambigua or Tick bush (left), and Kunzea capitata 

or Bachelor’s buttons (right). According to Geoff, K. capitata is more common on North 

Head and has the brighter flowers, but is less prolific with its flowers than its drabber cousin. 

K. capitata also has larger leaves. As we keep saying, K. ambigua is one of the dominating 

species in the ESBS. 

Eucalyptus 

  

There are seven Eucalyptus species on North Head. These are what Australians call the gum 

tree. One of them in particular, E. camfieldii, is rare and endangered. One specimen is to be 

found beside the Memorial walk, and there is another on the eastern side of the oval. 

Some of the Eucalyptus flowers can be quite spectacular, and the fruits (‘gumnuts’ in 

colloquial Australian) can be spectacular, but until you know what to look for, it can be hard 

to distinguish the ‘nut’ from those of the related Angophora. The Angophora fruits have ridges, 

while the Eucalyptus fruits have no ridges. 



 

Angophora 

  

There are two Angophora species on North Head, A. costata and A. hispida, otherwise the 

smooth-barked apple (left) and the dwarf apple (right). In the middle of summer, A. costata 

sheds its bark, revealing a new suit of rusty orange bark beneath it. At about the same time, 

A. hispida is in full flower, producing large amounts of nectar that attracts many insects. The 

insects, in their turn, attract some amazingly camouflaged ‘flower spiders’. These are well 

worth looking out for. 

Leptospermum 

   

There are at least 86 species of Leptospermum known, and there are six Leptospermum species on 

North Head, but one of these, Leptospermum laevigatum or ti-tree, dominates the ESBS if it is 

not cut back or burnt in control burns, and this dominance is assisted by Kunzea ambigua. 

  

The observant visitor may notice a lot of logs being used on steep slopes. The first shot above shows work 
undertaken in mid-2020, near the tennis courts, east of the parade ground. The second shot, taken in September 

2021, shows how the logs are hidden by the vegetation that we plant, behind the logs. 

Most of the logs are the trunks of dead Leptospermum laevigatum, removed from surrounding 

bush. Our reasoning is as follows: 

* the logs serve to prevent erosion; 

* if they are left standing, the logs increase the fuel load; and 

* on the slopes, the logs slowly decay. 



 

Proteaceae 
This family is most often found in Australia and southern Africa, and it takes its name from 

the first described genus, Protea. They typically have a compound flower head (that’s an 

inflorescence if you are talking to botanists), involving many small flowers packed into a 

compact head. 

  

Ku-ring-gai Chase waratahs: on the left, a bud, Bairne Track mid-August 2020, right, a flower 

from September 2017, near the end of the Waratah Track. Another of the plants in this 

family that you won’t see on North Head is the Macadamia, found in the top right corner of 

NSW and the lower right corner of Queensland. They may be grown as a cash drop in other 

countries, but they are indigenous to Australia. The following genera all have common 

names, so I choose to use them. 

Mountain devils 

     

There is one Lambertia species on North Head, L. formosa. This was the first species collected 

by the botanists on board HMB Endeavour in April-May 1770, this gets its common name 

from the dog-like fruit (centre, above). In the early part of the 20th century. 

(The earliest date I have found for them is March, 1926), a common souvenir of a holiday 

in or tour to the Blue Mountains was a “devil” made from pipe cleaners, holding a pitchfork 

made with pipe cleaners (above right). The head was a dried Lambertia fruit, and the whole 

thing was sold as a “mountain devil”. 

Conesticks 

There are two Petrophile species on North Head. 



 

  

Drumsticks 

There is one Isopogon species on North Head, I. anethifolius. 

   

Banksias 

   

   

There are seven Banksia species on North Head. Here are some examples of the Banksia 

inflorescence. Note the bee in the second shot. This genus is all over North Head. 

Why? Well, the vegetation is called the Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub… 



 

Smoke bush 

  

There are four Conospermum species on North Head. These plants are sometimes called 

smokebush (a name better justified when applied to the West Australian species). The second 

shot is a photomicrograph. 

In the 1990s, these plants were thought at one time to have promise as a potential 

treatment for HIV/AIDS. That fell flat, but there are some biologically active molecules 

hanging around there. I just hope that information doesn’t set some quack off trying to flog it 

as a nostrum for the latest illness. 

Geebungs 

  

There are five Persoonia species on North Head. The Cribbs say that while the ripe fruits are 

edible, it’s a bit like nibbling sweet cotton wool. 

The name Geebung was that used by one Indigenous tribe to Persoonia media, and now the 

gubbahs apply the name to any Persoonia. What’s a gubbah? If you need to ask, you probably 

are a gubbah. Yes, that’s a hint… 



 

Needlebush 

  

There are four Hakea species on North Head. Walk into one of them, and you will know 

where they get their name. The pictures show a needlebush in flower, and a fruit which has 

fully opened after ten days, dropping seeds. After a bushfire, the fruits open even sooner. 

Spider flowers 

There are five Grevillea species on North Head. By far the most common is the grey spider 

flower, Grevillea buxifolia, which flowers for much of the year. At the time when I was writing 

this, I was messing around with microscopy, and here you can see the anther and the stamens 

of the flower. You can see all of this with a hand lens. The last two are other examples of 

Grevillea. 

   

  



 

Rutaceae 

Boronia 

  

There are three Boronia species on North Head. 

Philotheca 

 

There is one Philotheca species on North Head. This is probably Philotheca buxifolia, which was 

Eriostemon when I were a lad (Paul Wilson changed the name). Botanists are like that… 

  



 

Sundews (Droseraceae) 

    

There are four or five Drosera species on North Head. Left, Drosera spatulata, centre, D. 

pygmaea, right, unknown. 

Some leaves trap and digest animals. We call those plants 

insectivorous, which means ‘insect-eating’. (You probably 

know ‘herbivore’ and ‘carnivore’ as they apply to dinosaurs. 

Well, my favourite plants, the sundews or members of the 

genus Drosera, are insectivores that eat insects.) 

There are three other genera in the family Droseraceae: the Drosophyllum of the western 

Mediterranean, Dionaea, from the Carolinas (USA) and Aldrovanda, which is “widespread in 

the Old World”. Sundews are found in swamps and marshes in much of Australia. Their 

leaves have sticky hairs (you can see them on the right, above) that hold drops of protein-

dissolving enzymes. 

When an insect sticks to a leaf, the enzymes break the insect’s protein down to amino 

acids, and this stimulates the leaf to curl over, slowly, bringing more hairs into contact with 

the insect, holding it better and dissolving it faster. The process generally takes several hours, 

so this would be a good subject for time-lapse studies. 

You can try feeding a sundew on tiny bits of cheese or meat, but if you are growing a 

sundew in a pot, you need to 

use very pure sand, and never 

add any fertiliser, because these 

plants won’t produce the sticky 

‘dew’ if they can get enough 

nitrogen and phosphorus from 

the soil. Don’t feed them too 

much. 

Drosera, probably D. spatulata (which is more correct than D. spathulata). Three good places to 

see sundews: 

* On the eastern side of Soggy Bottom; 

* On the hanging swamp track, on the western side, 30 metres north of where a short steel branch track goes 

east; and 

* When you are on the western perimeter fire trail, just after a steel track comes in from the east, look at the 

damp ground on the eastern side. 
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Orchids 
There are at least nine orchid species on North Head. 

Apart from what you see in the Third Cemetery, there isn’t a lot to be said 

for the plants and animals on the western fire trail, but clever eyes will 

always see more, like the donkey orchid (right) and greenhood orchids that 

appear in the area in early winter. As you are walking along the fire trail, 

when a steel track comes in from the north (your left), the Third cemetery 

is on your right… 

  

Left and centre, Caladenia sp. (which is not a flying duck orchid!), right, greenhood, Pterostylis sp. 

    

Left two views of a climbing orchid, north end of the Hanging Swamp track, right, flying duck orchids. 

   

Left. Bearded Orchid, centre and right, two Thelymitra flowers. 

Flannel flowers 

   



 

There are two Actinotus species on North Head, Actinotus helianthi and Actinotus minor. Actinotus 

helianthi, supposedly flowers spring and summer, but we seem to have a few, all the year 

around. A. minor, that supposedly flowers in winter is equally given to breaching the botanical 

regulations. Still, to see the Third Quarantine Cemetery like the shot on the left above, you 

need a good year, and you need to be there in mid-September. 

So why is it called a “flannel flower”? Well, if you feel one petal, gently, you will soon 

know why. Or, you can look in the middle above to see what A. minor looks like under the 

hand lens. What else can you do with them? I’m teaching my granddaughters this song to an 

old Scots tune: 

 

Then once you’ve been through that a couple of times, go and have a look at the flannel 

flowers to see what you can find making a home in the flowers. If there aren’t many flowers 

actually out, look for buds like these, left, below, seen in late August. While 2022 saw some 

out for most of the year, the mass outbreak was in September-October, but the right-hand 

shot below shows it in later November. 

  

Hibbertia 

  

One beautiful shrub grows on some of the low rocks, which I have not observed elsewhere: the leaves are 
large, and not unlike those of a Camellia; the flower, in form, size, and colour, resembles a fine single yellow 
rose. 
— Louisa Ann Meredith (Mrs Charles Meredith), Notes and Sketches of New South Wales. 1844, 40. 



 

There are seven Hibbertia species on North Head, and from her description, I think Mrs 

Meredith was referring to one of these. The one shown above is H. scandens, a likely 

candidate. The right-hand one below is H. diffusa. 

 

  



 

Epacrids 
What we used to call the Epacridaceae are now the Subfamily Epacridoideae in the Family 

Ericaceae, but I’m going to pretend I haven’t heard that. Old habits die hard. 

Epacris 

  

There are five Epacris species on North Head. These are E. longiflora, the Native Fuchsia and 

E. microphylla. 

Woollsia 

There is one Woollsia species on North Head. This plant 

commemorates a little-known colonial botanist, the Reverend 

William Woolls. The species was originally Epacris pungens, but 

Ferdinand Muller changed it in 1875. It is around for much of the 

year, starting in May. 

Leucopogon 

  

There are five Leucopogon species on North Head. The common name is bearded heath, and it 

has tiny five-pointed stars for its flowers. The first shot is a photomicrograph. 

Monotoca 

  



 

There are two Monotoca species on North Head. I have to confess that I had been a botanist 

for more than fifty years, without ever noticing this plant. The flowers are tiny, but Monotoca 

(broom-heath) is one of the defining members of the Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub. The 

left-hand (‘habit’) shot above may help you to spot the flowers better. 

Styphelia 

 

This is one of the five varieties of ‘Five Corners’ to be found on North Head, almost 

certainly Pink Five Corners, or Styphelia triflora. It emerges in early September. Above left, 

buds in mid-August, right, flowers in September. 

  



 

Fabaceae 
There are more than 60 Fabaceae species on North Head, because this family includes 20 

species of wattle and also all the peas. We will begin with the wattles, of which there are 

twenty on North Head. 

Wattles 

  

Acacia longifolia, Sydney Golden Wattle, flowers from late June into August. The second shot 

above is a photomicrograph of the flower. Our early regenerators planted a lot of this species 

in recovery areas, because it was quick and easy, but it tends to take over, so now we plant it 

less often, and we prune the ones that are there. Luckily, it’s quite good at self-seeding. 

  

Acacia suaveolens, Sweet Scented Wattle, flowers autumn and winter. The second shot is a 

photomicrograph. During the pandemic winter lockdown, this was one of the more obvious 

bush flowers. 

The real peas 

   

  



 

A standard pea flower is made up of five petals: a standard petal, two wing petals and two 

keel petals, fused at the bottom. From sweet peas to clover to bush peas, this pattern is 

always there. 

After the diagram, we see a creeper, Hardenbergia violacea (a pea) with Acacia suaveolens. 

Hardenbergia is mainly in planted areas. Then there are three more North Head bush peas, a 

Bossiaea on the right then a Dillwynia floribunda, with the red Kennedya to finish. The Bossiaea is 

interesting, because the leaves are reduced almost to scales, and the stem is flattened to make 

a phyllode, and that is the part of the plant that carries out photosynthesis. 

  



 

Monocots 

Lomandra 

  

This hardy plant is a member of the Dasypogonaceae. Every book I write must, by law, 

contain one piece of useless information, and this is it. Also known among gardeners as ‘mat 

rush’, Lomandra is an easy filler of gaps. 

Fringe lilies 

  

Thysanotus tuberosus turns up in early October. It has an edible tuber, but please don’t dig it up 

to eat! 

Patersonia 

   

There are three Patersonia species on North Head. 

Above is Patersonia glabrata, a native iris, though the smaller Patersonia fragilis can be seen 

on Xanthorrhoea Hill in mid-September. Patersonia flowers for a single day but does so on a 

number of days in ‘spring’, which means from July onwards. The best place to see these is on 

the Inside Track as you approach Soggy Bottom, and on Lookout Hill. They are also 

common in the Third Cemetery. Here is an observation which needs checking: each Patersonia 

flower seems to point to the sun, throughout the day. 

There’s a neat thesis topic there… 



 

Dianella 

  

There are two Dianella species on North Head. 

Grasses 

There are more than 60 grass species on North Head. Here’s one that interests me. 

The grass south of the nursery and on the road east of us (and in other places) is blady 

grass, Imperata cylindrica. The Imperata part celebrates Ferrante Imperato, a Neapolitan botanist, 

and cylindrica refers to the shape of the seed head. Apparently people either loathe it as a weed 

or grow it in their gardens, and there are ornamental varieties. It is native to all states in 

Australia, but it is also found in Asia, Africa, Micronesia and Melanesia. Old PNG hands (like 

me, I’m a taim bipo) know it as kunai. The plant has underground rhizomes. It is fire-adapted 

and in pastures, sustains grass fires. 

  

The plant is used in some Indigenous cultures as bush tucker, but do some research first, 

because the leaves are edged with silica hairs which give it another common name, cutty 

grass: you can see these hairs with a good hand lens, or you can carefully feel them. Some 

parts will not be good to eat! 

By the time the settlement at Sydney Cove started to expand, blady grass had a new use, 

described below by Peter Cunningham, who was not the famous botanist (Allan), but a 

humane and careful ship’s surgeon who made a number of trips on convict ships, keeping his 

charges alive. He also knew a bit about getting a farm going. The emphasis here is mine: 

Houses on the first establishment are either formed of wattle and plaster, or of split timber and plaster,—
the roof being composed of sheets of bark, or thatched with blady grass which proves by far the coolest 
roof in hot weather and the warmest in cold weather, thatch being such a bad conductor of heat. The great 
objection to its use arises from its susceptibility to take fire. 
—Peter Cunningham, Two Years In New South Wales, vol. 2, 3rd ed., 1828, 161 – 2. 

Leaving its thatching use out of it, kangaroos, emus and other wildlife eat blady grass seeds, 

so my planting in our street garden helps to prepare Sydney Road for future wildlife arrivals. 

(Don’t laugh: a fully-grown kangaroo was found by two English girls on Sydney Road 

near Waratah St in 1966. It was an escaped pet, wearing a collar, but all the same…) My 

planting will be sternly curated, to avoid too many roos in the top paddock. 



 

Xanthorrhoea 

There are three Xanthorrhoea species on North Head, X. arborea, X. concava and X. 

media/resinifera. The plants all feature long flower stalks, with inflorescences at the top, large 

collections of flowers. The first shot shows the flower stalk after the last seeds have gone, the 

second shows the plant, 

  

  

These two shots show the flower stalks. In 1788, David Collins listed an interesting form of 

roofing: “The roofs were generally thatched with the grass of the gum-rush…”, which 

sounds like our grass-tree. In 1829, The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser 

mentioned “a dilly (a luggage bag which the females carry), this is formed of the leaves of a 

species of Xanthorhea [sic], strong enough to hold any thing…” 

Louisa Meredith outlined some other uses in 1844: 

“A resinous gum exudes from the grass-tree, said to resemble in great measure the “dragon’s blood” 
prepared from the Pterocarpus and Calamus. Boiled with oil, it has, I believe, been successfully used for 
covering the bottom of vessels, instead of pitch. I have also heard that the natives cut out the pith of the 
trunk to eat.” 

Interestingly, one of the few reports of Indigenous fire-making involves Xanthorrhoea stems, 

and it came up in a small piece on what we could now call bushcraft: some skills the invaders 

were learning from the Australians. 

“The best mode is this. Cut a piece of the dried stalk of the grass tree in two; point one half, and hollow out 
in a cup shape one end of the other half, so that the pointed part may fit as nearly as possible the hollowed 
part; put the hollowed piece between the knees and inserting the point of the other, which is held between 
the palms of the hands, twirl it rapidly and regularly round by moving the hands backwards and forwards. If 
this is dexterously managed the friction will soon produce fire.” 
—The Sydney Morning Herald, Saturday 13 September 1851, 4. 



 

The Weeds of North Head 

  

On the left, whisky grass, on the right, Paspalum and rabbit droppings. 

Jimson weed 

   

  

One day, while wandering, I found a large dead weed on North Fort road. It was covered in 

seed pods that were spilling black seeds from the dried spiky cases. Somebody had uprooted 

it and dropped it, which was, I could see, a Bad Thing. Not knowing what the plant was, I 

took all the seed capsules away for disposal. I assumed it was a lone specimen, but this was 

wrong. 

Two or three weeks later, I found another plant, still alive, but also spilling seed all over 

the place, so I bagged that, and this time, we tried for an ID over morning tea, because it was 

spilling a lot of seed. We concluded that it was/is Datura stramonium, and I was correct to 

judge this particular book by its ugly cover. One of the Deadly Nightshade tribe, it is not 

good to add to your salad plate, even though the only place in NSW where it is a declared 

noxious weed seems to be Lord Howe Island. 



 

The source is somewhere near North Fort: two other volunteers said they had been 

getting them out of the lawn for quite a while. It seems to like open sunny areas, so it is easy 

to spot. One thing is certain: you can’t just pull them up and leave them to die: my first find 

shows that the dying plants can still drop seed. 

More to the point, as my last habit shot, lower right, previous page shows, this plant 

manages to either send down a new root, or it maintained a tenuous contact, and it was 

thriving. I have now taken out dozens, and bagged the lot. We seem to be on top of this 

one… 

Whisky grass 

    

Sugar cane is a member of the grass family, Poaceae. In botanical language sugar cane is 

Saccharum officinarum, a name given to it by Linnaeus himself, Carl von Linné, the inventor of 

our modern classification system. Saccharum is in the Andropogoneae tribe, along with 

sorghum and maize. 

Like the other grasses, sugar cane has jointed stems and sheathing leaf bases, with the 

leaves, shoots and roots all coming from the stem joints. The name Andropogoneae basically 

means “like Andropogon”, and a moment’s checking reveals that there is only one member of 

the tribe that we like: Themeda, or kangaroo grass. 

Regrettably, we also have an Andropogon on North Head, it is something of a pest — and 

it doesn’t yield sugar, either! Andropogon virginicus is better known by the name ‘Whisky grass’. 

This name, according to legend, comes from it allegedly being used, during World War II as 

packing around bottles of American whisky. 

This one is such a nasty invasive that my files hold lots of mugshots. When you see it at a 

distance, the effect is of a bunch of straws, a bit like those in a straw broom, standing up to a 

metre high, and much more upright than Themeda. Because it is so dry, it can make a patch of 

bush more flammable, and it is fire-resistant, growing back fast after a fire. 

A quick scurry around the web reveals that it is also called beard grass, broom sedge 

bluestem, broomstraw, whiskey grass and yellow bluestem. Under any name, it’s a weed of 

disturbed areas and roadsides, and because it produces very light seeds, it seems to be carried 

along by the wind, including, no doubt, the wind of passing cars. It has a summer flowering 

period. Our usual practice is to take and bag the flowering/seed heads first, and then cut out 

the rest of the plant with a gardener’s knife, just below ground level to remove the crown. It’s 

a pleasure, but a bit of a back-breaking one. 



 

Pampas grass 
We have very little of this still living, but it keeps coming back. 

The specimen seen here is visible from the north-facing lookout 

on Lookout Hill, and it is northwest, close to the west side fire 

trail. I’ll get to it one day. 

Cortaderia elloana is a very tall, clumpy grass with fluffy 

flower heads that produce far too many seeds. One plume can 

hold up to 100,000 seeds. It is a fire hazard, and it is now an 

offence to grow, sell or buy pampas grass in New South Wales, 

and doing so can cost you $10,000. One of my references 

asserts that you need a back hoe to get a clump out, but in my 

experience, undercutting with a spade and levering up, preferably with two spades, does the 

trick. 

Paspalum 

   

The right-hand shot is of a large Paspalum taken out in November 2022. Note the spade handle. 

Paspalum is a common street weed, so even the non-botanical non-gardener will recognise the 

flower head on the left. There are three, or maybe four species of Paspalum in the area, and 

they are all treated as weeds. The one in the middle is not on our official list, but it’s there. 
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The Scotch Thistle: a personal note 
The Scots revere the thistle, because in legend, a Norseman, part of a sneak attack, once 

yelled out in pain when he walked into a thistle. The Scots woke and won the fight. If it 

prickles a Viking, it’s a thistle. Macinnis is a Scots surname, but I disagree with my ancestors 

about the thistle, and all over North Head, I kill it. On the left below, North Head’s 

persistent (some say obsessive) vanquisher of thistles with armaments and prey underfoot. 

  

  

Back when homesick Australian Scots dreamed of bonnie braes and haggis and neeps, the 

thistle was an essential adornment for St Andrew’s Day, Hogmanay and Burns’ Night. As 

early as 1817, one James Chisholm kept a house called the ‘Crown and Thistle’ in Sydney, and 

in the 1930s, my father played in the Sydney Thistle Pipe Band, seen above. 

In 1823, Donald M’Lean was publican at the ‘Scotch Thistle’ in Hobart. Now a word on 

terms: professional Scots are hardy pedants: they say one can scotch a snake not kill it (that’s 

from the Scottish Play). By tradition, one drinks Scotch whisky, and they allow Scotch tape 

because it is a registered trade mark, but otherwise, they say, the correct adjective is “Scots”. 

Well Onopordum acanthium, usually taken to be THE Scotch thistle, is always called Scotch. 

Mind you, the common name is often given to Silybum marianum, and laymen in colonial times 

often called it Carduus. 

Certainly, the earliest recorded importation was Mr. Gordon of Forcett in Tasmania, who 

in 1827, received “a few seeds of a magnificent variety of the real Scotch thistle”, taken from 

inside the railing around the grave of Scots poet Robbie Burns. The seeds did well, said the 

Hobart Town Courier: 

On the 1st of June last, which is scarcely half the growing season in England, the leaves were upwards of a 
yard in length. 
— The Hobart Town Courier, Saturday 8 March 1828, 3. 

Still, the celebration of St Andrew in Hobart in 1829 (at the Macquarie Hotel), lacked real 

thistles. By 1832, the Scotch thistle was a pest in Hobart, thanks, not to a Scot, but to that 

carousing clergyman and magistrate, Robert Knopwood, who was born in Norfolk: 



 

A few years ago when the Rev. Mr. Knopwood lived at Cottage Green, he happened to have a Scotch 
thistle in his garden; the seeds of which disseminated themselves along the shore at the Battery, and the 
plants springing from them were admired and religiously protected by emigrating patriots of old Scotia who 
approached them. 
— The Hobart Town Courier, 28 January 1832, 2. 

In just four years, thistles were so common in Tasmania that the Geelong Advertiser and 

Squatters’ Advocate newspaper asked “… those who have any interest in fields or gardens to 

use some diligence in destroying them.” To explain the urgency, an 1846 Victorian comment 

is worth looking at here: 

Another species of thistle … produces about 100 heads, each containing from 300 to 400 seeds. Suppose 
we say that these thistles produce at a medium only 80 heads; and that each contains only 300 seeds, the 
first crop from, these would amount to 24,000. Let these be sown, and their produce will amount to 546 
millions. Sow these, and their produce, will be 13,824,000,000,000 … and a single crop from these, which is 
only the third years’ growth, would amount to 331,776,000,000,000,000; … the fourth years’ growth will 
amount 7,962,624,000,000,000,000 … more than sufficient to stock not only the surface of the whole earth, 
but all the planets in the solar system, so that no other plant or vegetable could grow, allowing but the space 
of one square foot for each plant. 
— Geelong Advertiser and Squatters’ Advocate, 25 April 1846, 4. 

In March 1832, a correspondent to the Hobart Town Courier called for urgent action. The 

government had to set as many convicts as were needed to wipe the weed out. 

It is not as yet in seed, and close attention for 2 or 3 years in this manner, would, I trust, save the whole 
island from certain evil, the extent and injury of which is scarcely to be calculated. 
—The Hobart Town Courier, 3 March 1832, 2. 

Well, that didn’t happen, and in 1841, the Hobart Town Advertiser suggested a new tool to its 

readers — and one wonders if the inventor of the tool was the same Mr Gordon who sowed 

the first thistle seeds. 

… the kind of hoe or spud used by Mr. Gordon, and well adapted for the purpose, as it serves also as a 
walking stick. It is about three inches wide, made strong, and with a staff made conveniently heavy. It is a 
good weapon also for snakes, or rather against these intruding reptiles. 
— Quoted in The Courier (Hobart), 8 January 1841, 2. 

By 1846, somebody in Geelong, probably James Harrison, the Scots-born newspaper owner, 

was worried that there were thistles running amok, just across the Bass Strait: 

There is scarce a doubt, if the thistle is allowed to spread as it has done, that in the space of a few years it 
will completely destroy the pasturage, and then farewell to our wool growing prosperity. In the interior on 
the rich soils, the thistle grows much more vigorously than on the strong hills in the vicinity of the 
metropolis…  
— Geelong Advertiser and Squatters’ Advocate, 25 April 1846, 4. 

Nothing happened, and in 1848, the first plants were reported in Geelong. Again, there was 

no action and in 1849, the paper returned to the attack: 

The thistle was probably imported in the shipments of hay once so frequent from Van Diemen’s Land, and 
made its appearance first in the neighbourhood of the flag-staff hill, Melbourne, from whence it soon 
spread to Keilor, but may now be found so far up as the Wardy Yallock …  
— Geelong Advertiser, 12 July 1849, 2. 

The Argus had a different view of how the thistle arrived in Victoria, and published this a few 

days later: 



 

This is certainly not the true origin of the introduction of the thistle, for we well recollect it first grew on 
the green knoll, a little to the south of Liardet’s Inn, on the Beach, about where the residence of the 
Custom’s Officer is now built, and it has gradually radiated from that centre with the course of the 
prevailing winds. 
— The Argus, 16 July 1849, 2. 

The Argus told of a Scotsman, who scattered the seeds along the road from the top of the 

stage coach from Hobart Town to Launceston. The Geelong Advertiser reported thistles north-

west of Melbourne, blaming the Scots: 

The Introduction of the Scotch Thistle into the Devils’ River district was by a Scotch gentleman, who, 
before the dissolution of the Company, superintended the stations of the Messrs Watson and Hunter, and 
who it would appear, enamoured of every or anything from the ‘land o’ cakes,’ no matter how pungent or 
repellant, in the full bloom of his patriotism transplanted the emblem of Caledonia into the very heart of 
Australia Felix… 
— Geelong Advertiser, 9 August 1849, 1. 

The guilt of the Scots in this matter seems sealed, but in 1886, J. A, Froude described another 

way that weeds could spread, after a discussion with Captain (later Professor) Ellery at the 

Melbourne Observatory: 

The Observatory was but a quarter of a mile distant, but in the forenoon, and under a Victorian sun, we 
had a mauvais quart d’heure in getting there. On the way, amidst some coarse grass, I beheld a scarlet 
pimpernel, the veritable ‘poor man’s weatherglass’ of northern Europe, basking wide open in the rays. If I 
had been studying the language of the New Hebrides, and had found imbedded in it a Greek verb, perfect 
in all its inflexions, I could not have been more surprised. How in the wide world came a highly organised 
plant of this kind to be growing wild in Australia? Had the seed been brought by some ship’s crew, or in a 
bird’s stomach, or been wafted over in the chambers of the air? To what far-off connection did it point of 
Australia with the old world? I gathered my marvel, and carried it to Mr. Ellery to be explained. How idly 
we let our imagination wander! He laughed as he said, ‘Many weeds and wild flowers from the old country 
make their first appearance in this garden. Our instruments are sent out packed in hay.’ 
—J. A. Froude, Oceana, 1886, 107. 

That’s as may be: at the end of the 19th century, an Irish-Australian politician was sure he 

knew which race was responsible: 

A Scot introduced their charming thistle, and we will have to put a sum on the estimates to extirpate it. 
Edward Wilson introduced the sparrow, and the sparrow is playing havoc with our vineyards. Some 
busybody introduced the rabbit, and the income of Ballarat would not save us from the consequences. 
— Sir Charles Gavan Duffy, My Life in Two Hemispheres, 1898. 



 

Lantana 

 

The shrub lantana, Lantana camara, grows into a tangle of cane-like stems with thorns. It was 

introduced from Brazil, and is classed as Nox W2, meaning it is to be “fully and continuously 

suppressed and destroyed”. The plant has no saving graces, adding fuel to fires and being 

poisonous to stock (not an issue on North Head, as it is in rural areas). Please call it in when 

you see it, so we can deal with it before it forms impenetrable thickets. 

There is an alternative view that it offers one of the few safe refuges for small birds, 

providing places where they can nest, safe from attack by cats, but as cats don’t survive on 

North Head, this weed is greeted with ferocity. And why are there so few cats? The answer 

may be that they succumb to ticks: in nature, even the meanest organism plays its part! 
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A history of kookaburras 
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Egg-laying mammals 

The Redback on the Dunny Seat 

Extremes on North Head 

 

A history of kookaburras 

  

This bit of digging began when my American mate Luke sent me a link to a laughing bird, 

asking if it was a kookaburra. I’m not a birder, but it was pretty obvious what this was, so I 

said yes. Then I added: 

You rarely get a single kookaburra calling, but they do so in small gangs, often from several sites at once. 
I’m not sure if the calling is from one gang staking a claim, or two gangs “beating the bounds”. One of my 
incomplete studies is on introduced species in Australia, and colonists praised the kookaburras for killing 
snakes, and exported them to the island colony of Tasmania and to Western Australia. 

The research is all done: I might just do that this afternoon. One surprise: it took us 80+ years to stop 
calling them “laughing jackasses”. 

So here’s the lowdown on what my granddaughters call “kookas”. The white invaders first 

noticed one of these birds in April 1788, when surgeon John White travelled with the 

governor, several officers, three soldiers and two seamen, to Manly Cove,. They headed 

north, their path was blocked by swamps and thick bush, probably where Manly Golf Club is 

now. Going along the coast they went north to a “small salt-water lagoon, about two miles [3 

km] away”, where they saw black swans. This was Curl Curl Lagoon, now called Queenscliff 

Lagoon. Then they saw a kookaburra which White correctly recognised as a kingfisher: note 

the caption on the painting above. But what did the Indigenous Australians call the bird? The 

earliest hint comes in 1829: 



 

In the valley beneath on the other side is a large verandah cottage with dormer windows, and a row of 
Norfolk Island pines, each exactly tapering as if cut to resemble a pyramid and in front, is the little bay, 
called by the blacks Woolamoola. The aboriginal language is certainly beautiful and highly expressive, much, 
more so, we conceive, than an European tongue. Where did they get it? Gogaga is their name of the bird 
we call the Laughing Jackass, and Gogaga repeated quick is part of the chuckling notes, which distinguish 
that ludicrous forester. Here we have several public buildings close at hand. The Prisoners’ Barracks, called 
by courtesy Hyde-Park Barracks, a neat brick building, in which are lodged and fed five and six hundred 
men, and in Macquarie’s time double that number. 
— The Sydney Monitor, 9/3/1829, 2. 

George Bennett was for many years Sydney’s leading naturalist, and he encountered the bird 

in the 1830s: 

The natives at Yas called the bird ‘‘Gogera,’’ or ‘‘Gogobera,’’ probably from its peculiar note, which has 
some resemblance to the sound of the word. It is said that one seldom laughs without being accompanied 
by a second, forming a very harmonious duet. 

This bird, from its devouring mice and venomous reptiles, deserves protection…A gentleman told me that 
he was perfectly aware of the birds destroying snakes, as he had often seen them carry the reptiles to a tree, 
and break their heads to pieces with their strong sharp beaks; he also said that he had known them destroy 
chickens… 
— George Bennett, Wanderings in New South Wales, vol. 1, 1834, 222. 

Around 1860, Bennett was calling it the “laughing kingfisher”. His ‘Mountain Pheasant’ is 

what we now call a lyre-bird. 

The Mountain Pheasant is a good mocking-bird, for it imitates the notes of the more pleasing songsters, as 
well as the loud gurgling laugh of the Dacelo, or Laughing Kingfisher. The elegant tail-feathers, detached in 
their complete form, are sought after by collectors, and are sold in the shops; the natives also use the 
feathers, as well as those of the Emeu, as ornaments in their hair. 
— George Bennett, Gatherings of a Naturalist in Australasia, 179 – 80. 

The “kangaroo feathers” worn in the hats of the Australian light horse were, in fact emu 

feathers. The practice and term “kangaroo feathers” date back to the Boer War, but that’s 

another story. It was only some years later, around 1871 that we began calling our national 

bird a kookaburra. 

Around Australia, only a few local species were thought worth shifting. Snake-killing 

kookaburras were sent to both Tasmania and WA, where they took the hollow trees used by 

other birds. Kookaburras may have killed some snakes, they also preyed on small mammals 

and lizards. It seems that the idea of introducing kookaburras to Tasmania is older than 

people realise, going back at least to 1848: 

SNAKE KILLERS.—Can you inform me, Sir, if there are any birds or animals in this country which have 
the habit of killing snakes. I suppose eagles may kill a few, but should think not many; besides them, I 
cannot think of anything else, and I should like if anybody could inform me whether the Sydney laughing 
jackass would be likely to live in this colony, for they kill snakes commonly, and are very amusing, —A 
COLONIST.  
—Launceston Examiner, 2 February 1848, 5. 

The Launceston Examiner responded that there would be few more welcome visitors than 

“…the veritable laughing jackass, who is a universal favorite in the sister colony.” The paper 

hoped some naturalist would take the matter up. It would take half a century, soon after 

kookaburras were introduced into Western Australia, going on this 1902 report: 



 

By arrangement with Mr. D. Le Souef, director of the Melbourne Zoological Gardens, a shipment of 40 
laughing jackasses has been obtained for introduction in Tasmania. Last year 50 of these useful reptile-
destroyers were liberated in various parts of the island, with results so satisfactory that the “new 
importations are in great request, and applications have been sent in for a bird or two from so far afield as 
the Straits Islands. The curator of the City Park Gardens has charge of the birds, which it is proposed to sell 
at a cost calculated to defray expenses. 

— The Advertiser (Adelaide), 10 December 1902, 6. 

Now back to the Western Australian introduction: in the 1860s, luminaries like Ferdinand 

von Mueller, George Bennett and Edward Wilson were collecting kookaburras for 

introduction into Britain, but nothing seems to have come of this scheme. Then in 1897, with 

Western Australia oozing with gold wealth, a new plan emerged. 

Mr W. E. Learoyd, was commissioned by the Acclimatisation Committee of Western 

Australia to proceed to the Eastern colonies to obtain a supply of oysters for laying down at 

Albany, and also some birds. He headed for Victoria, hoping to get birds, but a bird catcher 

there told him they were protected. Checking with the chief clerk in the Colonial Secretary’s 

office, he learned that an Act of Parliament held the birds absolutely protected until 1899, 

and that a permit could not be given in the face of the Act. The helpful chief clerk suggested 

that he apply to the authorities in Sydney, where he could probably get 100 or 200 birds. 

In the end, he got 40, 16 old ones and 24 young ones, but only three of the young ones 

survived. “On the other hand, the old ones carry well under the most trying circumstances”, 

Learoyd reported in 1897. In May 1898, the steamer Rockton delivered thirty kookaburras 

from Victoria to Fremantle, from there they were sent to settle in at the Zoological Gardens 

at South Perth. Eighteen months later, they were doing well: 

The committee intend introducing more of these interesting and useful birds, which not only relieve the 
monotony of the bush silence by their laughing note, but are also good friends to the agriculturist as they 
devour, besides snakes, numbers of noxious insects. 
— The West Australian (Perth), 2 December 1899, 60. 

In 1901, came a request to the citizens of Guildford that they stop shooting these “useful and 

interesting birds”. In 1910, the West Australian offered a detailed report on the work of the 

Acclimatisation Committee in “correcting Western Australia’s deficiency”. We need a bit 

more about Bennett, though. In July 1860, he attended a council meeting in London of the 

Society for the Acclimatisation of Animals in the United Kingdom, where he was elected as a 

corresponding member. He then 

… promised to present to the society a cage which he had invented for the transmission of birds across sea, 
and also to bring to the next council meeting some specimens of the “laughing jackass” in his possession. 
—The Argus, Tuesday 9 October 1860, 5. 

There is no trace of those British kookaburras today, but Bennett returned home, inspired 

and ready to work again in December. I’ll come back to Bennett some other time. He now 

rates as one of my slightly expired temporary obsessions, but I still have all the notes, and in 

covid times, they help the sanity. 



 

Sands aren’t always made of sand 

 

A sand grain rolling on the bottom of a river gets rounder. It loses 10 million molecules each 

time it rolls over, but over many hundreds of millions of years it only loses 10% of its weight 

by abrasion. In 1959, a Dutch geologist estimated that every second, for the past 4.3 billion 

years, there have been one billion new sand grains added to the supply, every second. 

Sand particles are between 0.0625mm and 2mm in diameter, but what are they made of? 

During June 2020, Associate Professor Ana Vila-Concejo of Sydney University made the 

news with her comparisons of Sydney beach sands. She said Northern Beaches sand sticks to 

you because it is a “carbonate sand”, which contains more shell bits, CaCO3 to the chemists. 

Narrabeen beach sand may be up to 70% calcium carbonate. 

The geologists call the less sticky Bondi sand “siliclastic”, and they tell lay people that this 

is sand made from broken rock. The sand you see above, from Congwong beach near 

Laperouse is a siliclastic sand. Most of the books I write are based on a Temporary 

Obsession, but I have no T.O. of longer duration than squeaky sand. I can recall insisting, in 

1947, on digging on Perth’s Cottesloe beach to find the squeaking animals that called to me 

as I walked. 

To get squeaks, the physicists say, we probably need well-sorted, well-dried high-silica 

sand with well-rounded grains that are between 0.1 and 0.5 mm in diameter. Congwong 

beach has squeaky sands, so I grabbed a sample and looked at it under a USB magnifier that 

cost less than $30, and the grains are fairly rounded, fairly uniform, and of about the right 

size. 

Because I obsess over sand, I saw the different sands of North Head, and looked more 

closely. I took sand from one of the white sandhills on the oval; from the eastern boundary 

fire trail; from a sandy track running down from the Memorial walk; and from near the north-

facing lookout on the steel track from the Nursery to the Third Cemetery. Take a look: which 

sands do you think would be squeaky? 

Please use beach sand, not North Head sand if you try this: my sample pinches of sand were examined on 
site, and restored to their companion grains. 



 

  

   

All you need is some black cardboard (or blue, if you are looking at ‘black sands’) and a 

variety of sand samples. When I am working on beaches, I collect mine in 8 mm x 50 mm 

specimen tubes, but not when I am in protected areas, even though you only need a tiny 

pinch of sand, because there is a principle involved. 

You could write a book about this. Oh, hang on, I just did, twice. Details of Australian 

Backyard Earth Scientist and Mistaken for Granite will be found at the end. 

The Rules of Naming Things 
Because I was often in the company of anthropologists in my teens, I cannot but see these 

rules as the arcana of a primitive tribe. This introduction skips over a few aspects. 

There is a basic rule about naming things: you don’t name things after yourself. Bass Strait 

was named by Flinders and Flinders Island was named by Bass, somebody else named 

Brown’s River in Tasmania, Banks collected the first Banksia but it was baptised by Linnaeus’ 

son, Woollsia pungens was named by Ferdinand von Mueller and Bauera was named by Banks. 

It’s just not done to apply your own name to localities, laws or living things. 

The rules decide how a species should be named, associated with a type specimen, so 

others can later refer back to the original, how the description should be laid out, how it 

should be published, so other scholars in the field can read it. The codes of nomenclature 

also set out rules for dealing with clashes, and required that a new name should not be used 

until it had been associated with a specimen. Biologists have one basic rule for naming: if a 

name is validly given, and has not been used before, it is to be recognised. When a genus 

name is changed for valid scientific reasons, the rest of the name remains, so the clam that 

was once Abra cadabra is now Theora cadabra. 

Fossils are typically found in hot dry places. They occur everywhere, but the best 

exposures are in places that are undeveloped, not covered by concrete or pastures. So people 

who go looking for fossils often find themselves in places where the local flies regard them as 

a Heaven-sent source of liquids. That can make the pursuit of fossils a wearing experience, 

especially when coupled with the heat, the thirst, the hard work and all of the other travails. 



 

On the other hand, being happy humans, bent on discovery, palaeontologists are not 

given to bouts of depression and misery. They are, however, given to a degree of warped 

humour which tends to emerge in the names of the fossils. This is why we find fossils with 

names like Montypythonoides and Thingodonta. At least names like that are unlikely to have been 

used before. There is less excuse for other biologists, but if you can get a name like Humbrella 

hydra (“in honour of Professor Humm”) accepted for a parasol-shaped alga, why not? Lou 

Eldredge named Didemnum ginantonicum after his preferred tipple, and two people called Miller 

and Wheeler named five fungus beetles Gelae baen, Gelae belae, Gelae donut, Gelae fish and Gelae 

rol. 

The code of zoological nomenclature, the set of rules says how specimens may, and may 

not, be named. For example, the Australian platypus was named Platypus anatinus in 1799, and 

then later named Ornithorhynchus paradoxus in 1800. Each name was given with a description, 

but there was a small problem — the name Platypus had already been given to a beetle in 

1793! 

That meant the name could not later be given to the monotreme from Australia. You can 

have a plant and an animal with the same genus name, but never two plants or two animals 

with the same genus name. 

(This is one reason why names, once coined from Latin or Greek, are now often taken 

from the language of the area where a new specimen is found, or from an unusual place like 

tiny Coopernook in Australia, which gave its name to Coopernookia, a member of the 

Goodeniaceae.) Under the circumstances, the first legitimate genus name given to Australia’s 

swimming, egg-laying mammal was Ornithorhynchus, but even if the genus had to change, the 

first legitimate species name given was anatinus, and so the curious and shy mammal is now 

properly called Ornithorhynchus anatinus. 

Australia’s other monotreme, which we call the echidna was dubbed Myrmecophaga in 

1792. That was the name of a South American placental ant-eater, and would never do for 

the unrelated Australian monotreme. The French scientist, Georges Cuvier suggested Echidna, 

the name of a monster in Greek mythology. Sadly, this name had been given twenty years 

earlier to a moray eel, and so the animal ended up as Tachyglossus, except to Australians, who 

had adopted ‘echidna’ and ‘platypus’ as common names, and stayed with them. But there’s 

more… 

Taxonomy 
The technical name for classification is taxonomy, and a scientist who works on classifying 

living things is called a taxonomist. Most professional taxonomists will be reasonably familiar 

with the whole of the phylum they specialise in, though some may cover a number of phyla, 

having decided to specialise in whole ecosystems. 

In the information that follows, the important thing to remember is that classification 

systems are mainly designed to help people store, sort and retrieve information. They are 

artificial classifications that are convenient for a purpose. There is no single correct answer to 



 

how many kingdoms there are, just opinions. That being said, some opinions are better than 

others, and a classification which includes a kingdom consisting of “small furry things with 

lots of teeth and a bad attitude” would be fairly useless. 

The largest grouping is the kingdom, and the most traditional listing sees two kingdoms 

(animals and plants) to five kingdoms: animals, plants, Monera, Protoctista and fungi. There 

is just one problem: some of the Protoctists, the single-celled group we generally call the 

protists, carry out photosynthesis, just like plants, while other almost identical protists engulf 

and eat “prey” like animals. And then there are the protists that have chloroplasts at certain 

times, but lose them sometimes, and the slime moulds, and… 

Other taxonomists argue that the fungi are an unnatural grouping, and split them up 

among the other kingdoms, while creating other new kingdoms out of the leftover pieces. At 

the next level, we have the phylum. All vertebrates are in the same phylum, but they also have 

to make room in the phylum Chordata for the tunicates, or hemichordates. 

Insects, crustaceans, arachnids (spiders, ticks, scorpions etc.) make up the phylum 

Arthropoda, and the earthworms and their relatives make up the Annelida. Note that while 

we write here about the “phylum Annelida” and so on, practising zoologists will usually talk 

about the “annelids”, “chordates”, and “arthropods”. The fancy names are reserved for 

serious scientific writing. At the next level, we have slightly more comfortable groupings 

called classes. Mammals are a class, birds are a class, reptiles are a class, and so on. Of course, 

if you read up on monotremes, or consider the argument that birds are just modern 

dinosaurs, you may feel the need to query whether things are quite that comfortable in the 

taxonomists’ little world. 

Each class is divided into a number of orders, and the insects are a class of the 

arthropods, divided into a number of orders. This class is large enough to have a special 

name for the people who study its members: they are entomologists, just as the spider 

specialists are called arachnologists. 

The fact that there are special names for taxonomic groupings (like “ornithologist” and 

“mammalogist” or “ichthyologist”) tells us that the group in question is small enough for 

specialists to be able to identify most specimens down a couple of levels from the position 

indicated by the name. 

Among the insects, the beetle order or Coleoptera has many families as does the 

butterfly-moth order or Lepidoptera. These orders are large enough to support 

coleopterologists and lepidopterologists, just as the fly order (Diptera) is large enough to 

support people who are called dipterologists. 

Among the plants, families make common sense, with all of the peas being gathered 

together into a single family, as are all of the daisies—at least, they are usually gathered into a 

single family, but some experts will always argue for splitting such apparently obvious natural 

groups. 



 

Below the family, comes the genus, and after the genus comes the species, but 

enthusiastic taxonomists will often fill in the gaps between the steps we have traced. 

Superfamilies, sub-families, super-orders and sub-orders, sub-species, and other extras can be 

found all over the classification tree. So the obvious question is: why do people bother? 

Simple: classification is information. 

Taxonomists put animals together in a group because the animals all have common 

features. The group all have some things the same, like their number of legs, or all having 

feathers, or warm blood. Once you have defined ‘a mammal’, you can then say things like ‘all 

mammals look after their young’, and expect people to understand what that means. 

This is faster than saying ‘humans look after their young, chimps look after their young, gorillas look 

after their young … (on and on and on) … and echidnas look after their young’. One well-planned label 

(mammals) saves us a great deal of time. Looking after their young is something all mammals 

have in common, so we can just say it once about the whole lot of them. 

We might also say ‘all mammals have a skeleton”, or even ‘all mammals have bones’, but 

usually we don’t bother. Having bones and a backbone is something we can say about all 

vertebrates (except sharks, which have cartilage skeletons), not just about mammals. So as 

soon as we say mammals are vertebrates, people know they have bones and skeletons. And 

when we say birds are vertebrates, people know birds have skeletons as well. 

So a well-designed classification system holds a lot of information, buried in it. So long as 

you ask the correct questions, you can get that information back out again. So long as you 

understand that you need to look for the information, you can learn a great deal, very quickly. 

At its base, classification is about differences. 

In some ways, all animals are like us. All animals eat food, ‘burn’ food for energy, grow in 

size, excrete waste material, reproduce, react to stimuli, and move. As well, most (if not all) 

animals evolve over time and can catch different diseases. So when we classify animals, when 

we divide them up into groups, we leave out things like that from our system. We concentrate 

instead on the things that only some of them have, things that can be used to divide them up 

into some sort of sensible division. 

Asking questions about whether or not animals reproduce or eat will tell us nothing. On 

the other hand, asking what they eat, or how they reproduce, that is a different matter. There 

are important differences in those things, and scientists always concentrate on differences. 

There would be no sense in talking about all dinosaurs having bones as a classification point. 

All dinosaurs are vertebrates, so they must have bones. If they did not have bones, they would 

not be called vertebrates. So any system to classify and identify dinosaurs will ignore the fact 

that dinosaurs have bones. 

But classification systems can very easily look at the types of bones. For example, there are 

two kinds of dinosaur, the Ornithischia and the Saurischia. The bones of the pelvis (the hips) 

in the two kinds of dinosaurs are very different, and the differences are used in classifying the 

dinosaurs. 



 

Classification keys 

A key is a set of questions, designed to help us identify something as quickly as possible. We 

build a key by thinking of questions which divide the choices into two groups. It works like 

this: suppose you have four animals (we will call them A, B, C and D). The first question 

divides these animals into two groups: A and B in one group (when the answer is ‘yes’), and 

C and D in the second group (when the answer is ‘no’). The second question is used when we 

answer ‘yes’ to the first question, and our answer 

to this next question lets us decide whether we 

have A or B. Here’s an example: 

The third question is used if we answered ‘no’ to 

the first question, and the answer to this question 

lets us tell C from D. So to decide whether we 

have A, B, C or D, we ask the first question, and then either the second question or the third 

question. 

As a general rule, you will always have n–1 questions where there are n items, but the 

number of questions you actually have to answer to identify a specimen should be as small as 

possible. As a general rule, with a well-designed key to somewhere between 2n–1 and 2n 

organisms, you should never need to answer more than n questions. The trouble is, very 

good design is usually hard to achieve, as living things have not evolved with the interests of 

taxonomists at heart. 

Then there is the molecular evidence, which is raw and not really open to being cooked, 

finessed or explained. This is evidence used in taxonomy and evolutionary studies, based on 

detailed biochemical analysis of key compounds in organisms. 

Biologists who specialise in taxonomy can always be persuaded to argue about the best 

way to place animals into a family tree. Some prefer to use body shapes and fossil evidence, 

while others will tell you that most fossils have no descendants anyhow, and that the 

chemicals you find in blood and other cells are descended from ancestors that survived and 

reproduced. In the end, all biologists are forced to join either the morphological evidence 

camp, or the “molecular evidence” camp. 

But even if you feel that present-day anatomy is the key issue, which part of the anatomy 

do you look at? An Australian koala has an arrangement of its teeth very like that of an 

Australian possum, but the female koala, being a marsupial, has a pouch for its young, and 

that pouch points backwards, like the pouch of a wombat. 

A backward-facing pouch may make sense for a wombat, which digs burrows, but it 

makes little sense in a tree-climbing koala. So, say the molecular evidence camp, is the koala a 

wombat-up-a-tree, or is it a fat possum? As far as they are concerned, there is no problem: 

blood sera studies say that the koala and the wombat are close relatives, while the possum is 

but a distant cousin. 



 

The problem is that people assume a feature is unlikely to evolve independently on more 

than one line, so a common characteristic ought to indicate a relationship, but features like 

the arrangement of the teeth only have a few lines to move along, so the “dental formula,” 

the pattern of teeth in the skull, is probably less important than the arrangement of the 

pouch. So why do biologists worry about teeth so much? The answer lies in the fossils, where 

we can never see soft parts such as the pouches, but we can often see the teeth, and how they 

lie in the skull or the jaw. And this is where the molecular evidence camp likes to point out 

that most of the fossils have no descendants, while all of the chemicals have ancestors… 

Based on molecular evidence, the animal kingdom divides into three primary lines of 

descent that first diverged from a common ancestor at least 540 million years ago, and which 

gave rise to most animals (other than the jellyfish and sponges) which are still living today. 

The evidence comes from examining the Hox genes (as homeotic genes are called in 

vertebrates) in three distinct kinds of animals: a priapulid, an unsegmented marine worm 

related to the insects; an unusual and ancient marine brachiopod (shellfish) called a lamp 

shell; and a polychaete, a segmented worm related to earthworms and leeches. The Hox 

genes are a generalized toolbox, operating in the development of animals, helping to organize 

cells into the different body parts and determining such things as number and placement of 

legs, wings, and other appendages. 

The information collected was then compared with earlier data from mice, fruit flies, 

leeches, and sea urchins, to show that the animal kingdom divides neatly into three 

evolutionary lines. If the same Hox gene is found in two animals, no matter how different 

they appear to be, it is likely that they once had a common ancestor, which also possessed 

that gene. 

Now, animals with backbones are on the same family tree as the starfish and their 

relatives — a relationship which has long been argued on the evidence of embryology and 

development. The second branch is more revolutionary, holding all the animals which moult, 

such as crustaceans, insects, roundworms, and priapulids. 

The third branch holds brachiopods, earthworms, polychaetes, molluscs, and flatworms, 

each of which either has a feathery feeding structure or a special larval stage. The findings tell 

us that the pre-Cambrian ancestor must have had more Hox genes than we might have 

expected and that it was a fairly sophisticated animal. We may have no fossils of this animal, 

but now, at least, we know something about its genes. 

Charles Wilkes and the US Exploring Expedition 
This story went to air on the ABC in late 1989, close to the sesquicentenary of Wilkes’ arrival 

in Sydney. Preparing for it involved reading, among other things, the facsimile of Wilkes’ 

rather contentious 500+ page autobiography, never published in print, but reproduced as a 

facsimile. He was, shall we say, an interesting case. 

It was a dark and moonless night, the night of November 29th, 1839, a hundred and fifty 

years ago last week. The place was the Heads, at the entrance to Sydney Harbour, and it was 



 

just after sunset. Unseen by the watchers on South Head, who were paid to notice such 

things, two alien warships slipped quietly into Port Jackson. 

It wasn’t really all that hard for them to sail in: Macquarie Light shone bravely out on 

South Head showing the way, and they had sailing directions and an accurate chart of the 

harbour, prepared by Phillip Parker King, about twenty years earlier. Since that time, a new 

light had been placed on the only dangerous reef, the Sow and Pigs, but the chart and sailing 

directions were otherwise complete and accurate. In any case, there were scattered lights 

along the southern shore, to guide the ships as they sailed in. It wasn’t really a great 

navigational feat, the way the foreign captain later claimed. 

The two ships sailed quietly down the harbour to Sydney Cove and dropped anchor, and 

the United States Exploring Expedition had started to reach Sydney. Next morning, 

according to the Americans, the whole town was shocked and horrified to discover that two 

foreign warships could approach in this way, all unseen, mind you, to a position where they 

might have destroyed Sydney, had they so wished. So what were they doing here, these 

Americans? The Exploring Expedition, consisting of the two warships, and two other ships 

which followed a day or so afterwards, was on the way to explore the Antarctic, to go where 

no man had gone before, to discover new realms. 

I suppose it was pretty inevitable that I’d one day turn to the study of Antarctic 

exploration. After all, Charles Laseron who wrote South With Mawson used to live in a house 

that backed on to ours, and my first science teacher, the man we called “Penguin” Watson, 

was another of those fabulous south-gangers. And yet it was a completely different line of 

enquiry that brought me to the United States Exploring Expedition. You see, one of those 

who visited Sydney with the American fleet was James Dwight Dana, the man who gave us 

that classic of geology that we still know, even in its most recent editions, as Dana’s Mineralogy. 

But what was a geologist doing, sailing around the world in a flotilla of US naval craft, I 

wondered? I mean, sailors usually prefer to steer clear of rocks, don’t they? You’d think the 

pickings for a ship-board geologist would be slim, limited to what you could dredge up from 

a great depth, or find stuck to the anchor. 

Maybe, I thought, it was something to do with his distant relative, Richard Dana, who 

dropped out of legal studies to travel around Cape Horn, a trip that Richard later celebrated 

in the famous book Two Years Before the Mast. 

But no, geologist James was on the maritime kick first, for he’d been a sea-borne tutor in 

mathematics to midshipmen in 1833, well before Richard’s trip. In those days, midshipmen 

were sent to sea in training ships, and taught practical skills as they went. So off he sailed, 

going round the Mediterranean for sixteen months. 

James Dana made the trip mainly so he could examine famous geological features in the 

breaks between his mathematics classes. Then, when that cruise was over, he returned to 

America as a junior assistant in a college, and just a few years after, published his System of 

Mineralogy at the ripe old age of 24, in 1837. The seventh edition of Dana’s Mineralogy, by 

the way, was completed in 1962, so you can see that the book is something of a perennial. 



 

And that was how the US Navy came to import this bright young man, already blooded in 

a sixteen-months cruise, when they headed off into the Pacific in 1838. There were going to 

be lots of rocks to be seen, and I suspect that there might just have been the odd Imperialist 

glint in the eyes of those who wrote Wilkes’ orders in Washington. 

The US authorities even admitted to grubby commercial considerations as the prime 

concern of the expedition, and if the Americans did have any colonial ambitions, it would be 

handy to have somebody along who could recognise valuable minerals when they turned up. 

At that time, whale fishing alone accounted for ten per cent of all US ships on the seas, and 

the national annual loss of ships on uncharted reefs and islands was about as much as the 

total anticipated cost of the expedition. But if that was all they had in mind, just the charting 

of new reefs and islands, there was no need of a geologist: a navigator was what they really 

wanted. 

And so we come to Wilkes, an expert navigator. Lieutenant Charles Wilkes, as he was 

then, though he was a Rear-Admiral before he died, and rather lucky as well. He was 

incredibly lucky, in fact. Exploring Polar seas is best done by experienced people in strong 

vessels: Charles Wilkes went into the howling Antarctic gales, totally inexperienced, in four 

veritable cockle-shells, and yet he came out with all his ships intact. The crew were scurvy-

ridden, but he brought them back. 

Then again, being court-martialled and found guilty is usually enough to ruin any naval 

officer’s career. Wilkes was court-martialled twice, and found guilty twice, the second time for 

almost provoking war with England, and yet he still ended up as a Rear Admiral. When I 

learned this, I decided that maybe Wilkes was an interesting character who ought to be 

further investigated. Well after all, he left his name on the Antarctic continent, in Wilkes’ 

Land, didn’t he? In the end, I was right and I was wrong. 

Because he was a navigation specialist, Wilkes sailed to England in 1836 to purchase 

books and instruments for the expedition. While there, he met with James Clark Ross, soon 

to command a British expedition to find the South Magnetic Pole, and their paths were to 

cross again, rather disastrously for Wilkes, in southern waters. 

But back to Wilkes. After fitting out, he led his motley flotilla of six ships out to sea in 

August 1838. The largest was a 780 ton sloop, Vincennes, and the rest were all even smaller, 

down to a couple of hundred-ton tenders, Flying Fish and Sea Gull. By the time they reached 

Sydney in 1839, a stores ship had been sent back to America, and Sea Gull had been lost with 

all hands, so the fleetlet was down to four ships when they arrived in Sydney. 

Many writers have been critical of the structural weakness and small size of Wilkes’ ships, 

given that they were to sail in Antarctic waters. Indeed, the people of Sydney were 

unimpressed by the fleet as suitable vessels for tackling the icy wastes, but this was only one 

of the Americans’ aims, just a small part a four-year cruise around the Pacific, and around the 

world. 



 

A little pilot boat like Flying Fish was ideal for surveying and charting in close to coral 

reefs. Yet while they were suited to exploring the ice-free waters further north, the vessels 

lacked sufficient strengthening, and they were poorly insulated. 

In fairness, we should note that Wilkes had tried reinforced ships: in his autobiography, 

he records that these ships handled appallingly. On top of that, they couldn’t carry enough 

gear, and so Wilkes was forced to accept something rather second-best, a compromise. 

From a scientific view-point, his trip to the ice was most disappointing. All of the 

scientists remained behind in Sydney, ostensibly because they would be a “worse than a 

useless appendage”. 

Symmes was an American military gentleman, who had a novel idea about the planet’s 

structure. It was hollow, he said. Those Magellanic clouds in the southern sky weren’t really 

collections of stellar matter, way out in space: they were reflections of other worlds, inside the 

earth, accessible only by holes that opened out near the poles. 

Symmes almost got congressional support to mount an expedition to find these holes in 

the 1820s, and the idea was still about in the late 1830s, though nobody of any sense believed 

the yarn. But if there was any hope in anybody’s mind about finding Symmes’ Hole in the 

Antarctic, it would make good sense to keep the whole business secret from the scientists, 

just in case you failed. Still, whatever the reason, Dana and the other scientists all stayed in 

Sydney. 

This enforced stay in Sydney gave Dana time to contemplate, to think things over. He’d 

already been studying coral islands, and had some glimmerings of an idea as to how they were 

formed. While he was in Sydney, Dana read a short newspaper account of Charles Darwin’s 

ideas on coral islands: these were in accord with Dana’s own ideas, and he was spurred on to 

gather even more information to support their joint theory. 

Meanwhile, some distance to the south, Wilkes had found no holes leading into the 

interior, and no land either, apart from Adelie Land, discovered by Dumont D’urville, just 

seven days earlier. At anchor in the Bay of Islands in New Zealand, Wilkes had dashed off a 

quick letter and a sketch map for his friend Ross, to save Ross time in his own search. As it 

happened, though, Ross was more interested in magnetic variations, and so he sailed over the 

same area. And where Wilkes recorded land at 65º40’ South, 165º East, Ross could find no 

bottom with a six-hundred-fathom line. Wilkes’ alleged coast-line was at least a kilometre 

under water! 

Wilkes had been wrong. Either he’d misinterpreted cloud as land, which is easy to do, or 

he’d made an error in navigation. Whatever the cause, he was wrong. Ross tried to make this 

error known to Wilkes on the quiet. Sadly, Ross used an intermediary by the name of Aulick, 

another American naval officer who was in the Pacific, and who claimed to be a friend of 

Wilkes’. He wasn’t. 

Aulick took great pleasure in spreading the word far and wide around the Pacific that 

Wilkes had got it all wrong, that there was no land there at all, that the English had proved 



 

this. Aulick’s pleasure may have been related to the fact that he had tried to talk Wilkes into 

giving up the command. 

Wilkes lacked experience, he suggested. Quite obviously, Aulick felt that he would have 

been better choice, and Wilkes did not endear himself to the older man when he clicked his 

fingers under Aulick’s nose before walking off. And so Aulick took his gleeful revenge on 

Wilkes. 

This meant Wilkes was not only denied his discovery of new land, he was made to look 

universally foolish, both in the Pacific, and back in America. Ah, you may say though, what 

about Wilkes Land in Antarctica? He must have discovered that, surely? Well, I’ll let Sir 

Douglas Mawson answer that question for us. After all, it was Sir Douglas who discovered 

what we now call Wilkes’ Land. 

To this country, which had never before been seen, was given the name of Wilkes’s Land, to commemorate 
that great American Exploring Expedition. 

Though Wilkes fixed such names as Knox Land, North’s High Land etc., to coasts reported 

to have been seen by him, it has been left for us to commemorate his own name in like 

manner by attaching it to this new stretch of coast. So in the end, what did Wilkes achieve? 

Well, the expedition collected much useful information, and many useful plants, all round the 

Pacific, ranging from near Antarctica, all the way up to Japan, and he circumnavigated the 

world. 

James Dana gained the time to mature his scientific thinking, and Dana, Louis Agassiz 

and Asa Gray all worked on the expedition’s collections, describing and detailing them, and 

the abridged version of the report became a minor classic of the 19th century. Wilkes has also 

given rise to a rather interesting display at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington. 

But Wilkes didn’t find Symmes’ Hole, he didn’t discover new lands in Antarctic waters, 

and I don’t think he really frightened the burghers of Sydney by rudely landing, 

unannounced, in their midst. 

You see, I’ve read the local papers for the whole of the period of his visit, and hardly a 

reference to the expedition could I find, and certainly no breath of scandal about enemy 

warships sneaking in. 

I suspect that tale was all the fabrication of a cranky old man, rather careless of the truth 

at the best of times, scrawling out his autobiography in his declining days. One thing is sure: 

Wilkes says he sailed ten miles up the harbour to anchor at Sydney Cove, and that’s 

impossible. 

Or at least I think it is. I live in Manly, and I’m checking the records to see if any strange 

keel marks were found, running down the Corso, late in 1839. For unless he sailed over dry 

land, there can be no way that he travelled ten miles down the harbour to Sydney Cove. 

But it was a dark and moonless night: my colleague at the time, Nick Lomb at Sydney 

Observatory checked it for me in his tables—they’re rather good at that sort of thing up at 

the Observatory—and the moon rose rather late, around midnight. So that part of the story is 



 

indeed confirmed as true, unless of course Wilkes sailed in later than he told us: after all, 

nobody actually saw him, did they? 

And something that Wilkes doesn’t tell us, and maybe didn’t even know himself, is 

equally true: Wilkes seems to have been, at least in part, the model on whom Herman 

Melville based his character, Captain Ahab. You know, Captain Ahab as in Moby Dick. And 

that’s got to be better than terrifying a few burghers of Sydney, surely? Post scriptum: Some 

two months after this went to air, I read Anthony Trollope’s account of his travels in 

Australia, (and his description of the huge fortifications around Sydney Harbour). 

Trollope makes it very clear that the major worry for Sydney-siders around 1871 was the 

Americans. Look, the folk of Sydney said, at the Alabama case and the Trent case, and the 

Trent case was the incident which led to Wilkes’ second court-martial. So maybe Wilkes was 

telling the truth after all! 

I feel certain that his exploits led, in the long run, to artillery being located on North 

Head, if only to defend us from the Yankees! 

Egg-laying mammals 

 

In 1883, a young Scotsman came to Sydney to solve a puzzle which had been solved, almost 

70 years before: the question of whether monotremes laid eggs. He declared that he also 

planned to unravel the mysteries of the lungfish, and solve the puzzle of how marsupials like 

the kangaroo reproduced. 

Any one of these would have been enough to make a scientist famous, yet William Hay 

Caldwell achieved all three, though two of them attracted little interest in Australia. He 

showed in 1884 that monotremes laid eggs, and people just nodded and said that yes, 

Aborigines had been telling them that for ages. 

Some Australians might have asserted for 70 years that platypuses laid eggs, but no British 

scientist had studied and approved what other Australians still dismissed as a bush yarn like 

the bunyip. So imagine Australia’s excitement when they heard that a clever Briton had come 

to sort out the issue! 

MR. WILLIAM HAY CALDWELL, B.A. and Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, has 
recently arrived in Sydney, with the object of studying the fauna peculiar to Australia. Mr. Caldwell was a 
pupil of the late Professor Balfour, of Cambridge, and during the last year has been lecturing on Animal 
Morphology in the University of Cambridge. He has resigned his post of Demonstrator of Zoology in that 
University, in order to be free to remain in Australia as long as may be necessary for the work he has laid 



 

out for himself here; but he will still retain his connection with Cambridge… 
— Sydney Morning Herald, Saturday 13 October 1883, 11. 

The article went on to explain that the scholarship would fund travel and research, and that 

Caldwell was keen to investigate “the reproduction and early stages of the monotremes, 

marsupials and the Queensland fish ceratodus”. 

The assistance of country people was sought to help identify places where the platypus or 

echidna abounded. No details were offered of Caldwell’s plan, which was basically to 

slaughter monotremes, discard the males, dissect the females, and if unsuccessful, go out and 

slaughter some more. It was brutal and bloody, but in the end, it was effective. 

Most Australian students of zoology know of Caldwell’s famous but masterfully frugal 

telegram, which trumpeted his success in four words. It read “monotremes oviparous, ovum 

meroblastic”. In plain English, this meant monotremes lay eggs like those of reptiles, not 

those of mammals. To the layman, the monotremes were tagged as “missing links”. 

Caldwell actually sent his telegram to Professor Liversidge of the University of Sydney, 

but he either asked Liversidge to pass it on, or Liversidge just knew what to do. He sent the 

news to Montreal in Canada, which might seem an odd choice, but in 1884, the BA, the 

British Association for the Advancement of Science, was meeting outside of Britain, and the 

cream of British Empire scientists were gathered at the first “colonial meeting”. 

By all accounts, those who understood the brief message erupted with excitement, and 

the rest joined in when it was explained to them. It wasn’t the egg-laying part: even those 

who didn’t believe it were aware of allegations that these odd mammals laid eggs. It was the 

meroblastic bit, because that had implications for understanding how mammals evolved. 

In Sydney, Liversidge kept silent. In Montreal, a correspondent cabled the news to The 

Times and a correspondent in London cabled a report to Sydney. In the past, most people 

either didn’t know, or have been too polite to say that The Times made a mess of it, but the 

message was garbled in London: the italics in the next paragraph are mine: 

Section D: Biology: The President, Professor Moseley, read a telegram from Professor Liversidge, of 
Sydney, New South Wales, stating that Mr. Caldwell finds the Monotremes to be viviparous with mesoblastic 
ovum. Professor Moseley said that this contained the most important scientific news that had been 
communicated to the present meeting of the Association. 
— ‘The British Association’, The Times Thursday, 4 September, 1884; pg. 6. 

The Times repeated the error on September 18, and never corrected it. Those two reports are 

the only two instances of “mesoblastic” in the paper’s pages between 1785 and 1985. The 

other detectable instance of “meroblastic” is unrelated. No scientist would have been excited 

if Caldwell had shown the monotremes to bear their young alive, which is what “viviparous” 

means. Nobody would have cared about a “mesoblastic” ovum because the term is 

meaningless. Australian newspapers repeated the garbled version on the Friday, but by 

Saturday, the record was being set straight. 

Professor Mosley thinks the discovery indicates the descent of man from a reptilian form of life. A fuller 
communication from Mr. Caldwell on the subject will be looked for with great interest. The message would 
have been more interesting if it had been somewhat more explicit. It will be seen by our Adelaide telegrams 
that Dr. Haacke thinks that probably “oviparous” was meant, as so far as regards the echidna the accepted 



 

theory has always been that it was viviparous. 
— Sydney Morning Herald, Saturday 6 September 1884, 13. 

On the following Monday, the Sydney Morning Herald said the excitement in Montreal made it 

clear that Caldwell’s message had reached Canada correctly. All the same, quite a few people 

were unsurprised, because the egg itself wasn’t news, and this is where we need to jump back 

in time. 

Everard Home in Britain had wondered in the early 1800s if the platypus might lay eggs, 

because he could see no sign of a uterus in female echidnas. Sir John Jamison, a medical man 

with Swedish and British knighthoods, was known back then as “the hospitable Knight of 

Regentville.” He had travelled to Bathurst in 1815 in the Governor’s party with John Lewin, 

and suggested that monotremes laid eggs in 1817. In 1825, the claim appeared in print, 

probably from the hand of Barron Field: 

But this is New Holland . . . where the mole (ornithorhynchus paradoxus) lays eggs, and has a duck’s bill; 
where there is a bird (meliphaga) with a broom in its mouth instead of a tongue… 
— Barron Field (ed.), Geographical Memoirs on New South Wales, pp. 461 – 462, 1825. 

(People notice Field’s name, which always provokes the question: what were his parents 

thinking? The answer is simple: they were thinking of his mother’s maiden name: she was 

born Esther Barron. Let us move on.) 

In 1829, Geoffroy St. Hilaire apparently reported that the eggs were regular oblong 

spheroids, one and 3/8” long and 3/4” in breadth. Gerard Krefft certainly believed in 

platypus eggs, and used to offer a £50 reward for one. When the Sydney Morning Herald 

suggested on the Monday after Caldwell’s news that Bennett had long believed that the 

platypus was viviparous, the doctor was furious. 

From my discovery of ova in the uterus of the platypus in 1832, and published in 1834, and having very 
recently found ova in similar stage of development in the uterus of the echidna, I, with others, concluded 
that these animals would eventually be proved to be ova-viviparous, that is, when the egg is hatched within 
the body, and the young one is excluded alive; and it is more than probable that the rupture of the egg takes 
place during parturition, which is the case in some fishes and reptiles as sharks and vipers. 
—Sydney Morning Herald, Tuesday 9 September 1884, 4. 

Bennett said he would await the details, and the newspaper published a letter from Caldwell 

on the following Saturday. He gave the egg’s measurements as “about three-fourths of an 

inch in the long axis, and half an inch in the short”, close enough to St. Hilaire’s 1829 figures. 

He had more data to offer, saying that the platypus lays two eggs, while the echidna lays one, 

which was new. But the energetic Scot wasn’t finished, and he was already moving to the next 

phase: 

I take this opportunity of asking your readers to help me to get a larger number of the embryo of marsupial 
animals than I at present possess. Since my arrival last October I have collected many embryos of several 
marsupial genera, including native bears and opossums, and some kangaroo and wallabies. I must get many 
more before I shall have enough to work out all the problems of the development. I shall be deeply 
indebted to anyone who will inform me in time of an approaching kangaroo drive. It matters not to me 
whether the drive be in New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, or South Australia, so long as the place be 
fairly accessible. A drive where the kangaroos are yarded would be preferable. An answer, giving an estimate 
of the number of animals likely to be obtained, addressed to my headquarters, Board of Health Office, 
Sydney, will reach me. Yours, &c , W. H. CALDWELL. In camp, Burnett River, Queensland. 
— Sydney Morning Herald, Saturday 13 September 1884, 11. 



 

George Bennett might have been upset that the newcomer had beaten him to the answer, and 

was most probably annoyed that the newspapers in Australia only heard of it after a telegram 

had been read out at a meeting in Canada and reported in The Times in London, but science 

was like that. The medical and scientific men of Melbourne were quick to reply, consciously 

or otherwise revealing their training in their language and technical arguments. To the north, 

a medical man regretted a missed opportunity to win fame: 

On August 16th last I shot a female platypus in the Lachlan, near Cowra, and, on dissecting it, found in the 
right oviduct two small eggs, the large being about the size of a small pea, and the second a trifle smaller, 
weighing, I should say, about four and three grains respectively. They were spherical in shape, of a pale 
straw colour, soft, and opaque. In structure, each consisted of a thin membranous covering, containing the 
yolk, a pale yellow, oily substance of creamy consistence. The left oviduct was empty. These facts may be of 
interest now that this old and much-discussed question is again receiving attention. I am, &c., FELIX P. 
BARTLETT, L.R.C.P., Lond., M.R.C.S. Cowra, Sept. 9. 
— Sydney Morning Herald, Saturday 13 September 1884, 11. 

But if Dr Bartlett missed out, spare a thought for Dr Wilhelm Haacke, director of the South 

Australian Museum in Adelaide, he who was quoted in the Sydney Morning Herald the morning 

after Caldwell’s telegram was published. In reporting his comments, nobody mentioned that 

he had announced and shown monotreme eggs on the evening of September 4, in Adelaide. 

Caldwell’s telegram was read out on the morning of the 4th in Montreal, but allowing for 

time zones. Haacke was first by some hours, when he displayed an echidna egg from 

Kangaroo Island in Adelaide. While his contribution was less complete, it was, nonetheless a 

contribution, and it was definitely a first. 

Dr. Haacke laid a number of specimens on the table, including an egg found in the pouch of a female 
echidna, in support of the theory that the echidna, although a milk-giving animal, lays eggs, which are 
hatched in the pouch. 
— South Australian Register, Friday 5 September 1884, 7. 

Caldwell confirmed what Gerard Krefft said about the lungfish and added some extra detail, 

but nobody minded that. His other finding, his explanation of how marsupials reproduced, 

upset people a great deal. He said a baby kangaroo was born as a tiny embryo and made its 

way to the mother’s pouch. Then it attached itself to the teat and grew there, but the 

bushmen were outraged. The joey began as a bud on the teat, they said. The medical men 

disagreed with that, and in the end, we believed them, not the bushmen. 

The sage bush chaps of Melbourne, those who read The Argus at least, took strong 

exception to some of the upstart Scot’s views. Peter Beveridge affirmed that his Aboriginal 

informants, all keen observers, all agreed that the female platypus “makes a small chamber, 

where her young are brought forth alive, like unto any other mammal with which we are 

acquainted, or, in terse aboriginal phraseology, ngooly wirangin (like a dog).” The echidna was 

also ngooly wirangin, though in a burrow like a rabbit’s, lined with soft grass. 

More people weighed in about marsupial reproduction. The babies began as warts on the 

teat and grew, they claimed. It quickly became a classic sterling/currency clash, with the 

largely British-trained scientists and medical men referring to Richard Owen’s work or 

Darwin’s work and other evidence. To help the reader understand this debate, here is a 

summary of marsupial reproduction as we know it now. 



 

The key point is that the internal organ-arrangement in a female marsupial makes it 

impossible for her to give birth to young of any real size. The foetus usually develops for less 

than a fortnight in the uterus before it is born. A fertilised ovum may be held in suspension: 

the limitation is on the degree of development in the uterus, not the length of stay. 

Blind, little more than a head with front limbs on an afterthought of a body, the foetus 

hauls itself up from the vagina to the pouch, with a bit of help from the mother who licks her 

fur to mark a path. Once in the pouch, it clamps on a teat, and to the casual observer, 

appears to be part of it, explaining why most bushmen claimed that the young marsupials all 

began as buds on the end of their mother’s teats! Even Peter Beveridge had a view about 

marsupials: 

The young of the marsupial, on the other hand, grows on the point of the nipple, at first it is like a globule 
of gum that has exuded from the lacteal duct, where it grows until in the fulness of days it assumes form 
and shape, gradually acquiring fur. Just before it is quite covered with fur it drops off the teat for the first 
time. Of course, the nipple being in a deep pouch, the embryo does not fall to the ground when it drops of, 
it merely falls to the bottom of the pouch, when it coils itself up until it is hungry, when nature teaches it to 
seize again the teat by which it has been upheld and nourished heretofore. I have seen an embryo in a 
kangaroo’s pouch not larger than a haricot bean, looking exactly like a wart attached to the point of the 
nipple, not possessing even rudimentary limbs of any kind, and without the least power of volition , in 
short, not any more so than a veritable wart would have. On pulling this embryo from the teat, the point 
thereof, or the umbilical as I term it, was ruptured, and bled freely; the doe, of course. had only been dead a 
few minutes. 
— The Argus, Saturday 13 September 1884, 13. 

An anonymous correspondent, writing as “Darwinian” dismissed Beveridge’s gummy globule 

as without precedent and without evidence. There were certain accepted theories of descent, 

and this just made no sense. John Bodkin (shown incorrectly as Boakin in the newspaper), 

poured ridicule in the letter below that of “Darwinian”, asking that Beveridge provide 

evidence. 

The bushmen cared for neither evidence nor logic. They had seen things, and that ought 

to be enough for Bodkin, “Darwinian”, Thomas Shearman Ralph, M.R.C.S. and their ilk, 

according to “Old Colonist of Sixty Years”, William Murrell, whose qualification was that he 

had shot many kangaroos, and H. N. Wollaston, who knew the facts because he had eaten 

many kangaroos. On the other hand, Charles D. Barber explained that the birth of a 

kangaroo had never been witnessed because the doe normally went into a secluded place, but 

he had come close to witnessing the event. Bodkin began by stating that in a free country, a 

man could hold whatever opinion he wished, but the bushmen were, nonetheless, still wrong. 

In conclusion, I may point out that the several facts of having shot kangaroos in the Otway ranges, or of 
having slaughtered them by dozens in West Australia, or having fed dogs on kangaroos, or of having been 
born in the country, though no doubt very estimable facts in themselves constitute no proof that the young 
marsupial grows on the nipple of its dam or “exudes from her lacteal duct.” As well might a man argue that 
kangaroos increase in number by spontaneous fission, and that he knew it was so because he had often 
eaten kangaroo-tail soup. Yours, &c., JOHN BODKIN The George Hotel, St. Kilda, Sept. 18. 
— The Argus, Saturday 20 September 1884, 6. 

The Argus called this sarcastic, saying the bushmen had been right to say monotremes laid 

eggs, but in the end, the science was clear. This was roughly the line Caldwell took, when he 



 

described his work to the Royal Society of NSW in December. The Sydney Morning Herald was 

there: 

Within the last few weeks he had received several letters from people denying that the platypus had an egg, 
and they wanted him to argue about it. That was impossible. He stated a fact; it was possible to disbelieve it; 
but, being a fact, it could not be argued. The interpretation of these facts he was not prepared to add, as he 
had come there with the simple intention of exhibiting a few specimens, and not with the intention of 
entering into any theoretical consideration derived from these facts. 
— Sydney Morning Herald, Thursday 18 December 1884, 3. 

Still, Krefft’s mudfish, the ceratodus, remained undiscussed. This peculiar fish just wasn’t 

newsworthy enough, but occasionally it peeped from the columns of the newspaper. In The 

Argus, “Darwinian” tried, but the bait was left alone. Caldwell’s work on the fish merited a 

few lines in the Sydney Morning Herald, but it fell to The Argus to engage in some really creative 

journalism, tying together the chestnut about ceratodus walking across country and the 

scandal of Blandowski’s fish, a quarter of a century earlier. They inferred that Krefft might 

have been playing a similar game, and implying (incorrectly) that Caldwell had reported seeing 

one walking on land. 

The Ceratodus Forsteri is, we learn, a mud fish, but it can boast with a just pride of high connexions, for it 
claims alliance with the reptile tribe It has lungs instead of an air bladder When one mud hole is dried up, 
then, instead of expiring like a common fish, the ceratodus travels across land in order to find another… 

In our early days the Royal Society of Victoria (then in the embryo of a Philosophical Association) was 
brought to the edge of disruption by the perils of nomenclature. After a fierce contention, one philosopher 
had to fly the place, retiring in disgrace to India… 

The first finder of the ceratodus must have also exercised his wits. After much cogitation, doubtless, he hit 
upon the right idea, and named the new creature after Mr WM. FORSTER, one of the most prominent 
politicians of his time. Nothing personal would be intended, and yet who does not recognise many 
politicians in the description of “a mud fish, who, when one mud hole is dried up, finds another.” 
— The Argus, Saturday 20 September 1884, 8. 

Caldwell had observed and outlined the stages of development in the eggs, but now he was 

ready to return to Sydney, leaving behind an aquarium in which there were many young 

ceratodus, and a few would be bottled and sent on to Sydney each day. As well, he planned to 

take eggs back to Sydney and try to rear them, but meanwhile, he was gathering stocks of 

material, telling Liversidge “I have more than 30 blacks with me now; they have found over 

600 Echidna in the last six weeks”. 

The times were changing. Nine years later, Baldwin Spencer, British-born and trained, but 

very much an Australian teacher and researcher in his attitudes would declare the 

impossibility of a walking or clambering ceratodus. Those reporting seeing the lungfish 

sunning themselves on logs had probably seen water dragons, Physignathus lesueurii (now 

Intellagama lesueurii) instead. 

So what did our clever Scot gain from all this? When he died in 1941, the abstract of his 

obituary made no mention of his Australian work at all, and so I started to dig. After all, by 

rights, he should have had a marvellous career in front of him. It turned out to be a curious 

tale. Just as the fuss over marsupial reproduction died away in the pages of The Argus, that 

newspaper published an editorial that was either curiously prophetic, or remarkably well-

informed: 



 

Australia has been visited in turn by prince, peer, and peasant, but it may be said that no one has made a 
greater stir in the community than Mr. W. H. CALDWELL, the travelling bachelor with a commission 
from Cambridge. Not even an unmarried cricketer with a title has attracted more attention. As if aware of 
the dangers of his position, our visitor has shrunk from society. The platypus is to be picked up on the 
Yarra, and the echidna in the adjacent ranges, but Mr. CALDWELL has wisely planted himself in the 
Queensland bush remote from man, and from woman also. 
— The Argus, Saturday 20 September 1884, 8. 

The young scholar appears to have slipped out of Sydney at the end of 1884, but he would be 

back quietly, some two years later, as this January 1887 notice indicates: 

CALDWELL-WATT.—January 27, at All Saints, Woollahra, by the Rev. H. Wallace Mort, William Hay 
Caldwell, M.A., follow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, to Margaret Gilchrist, oldest daughter of 
the Hon. John B. Watt, of Sydney. 
—‘Marriages’, Sydney Morning Herald, Friday 28 January 1887, 1. 

Novelist and biologist Nick Drayson has written a delightful novel based on the Caldwell 

story, and while trying to track him down, I found a radio talk where he mentioned being 

contacted by the great-grandson of the scientist. Since I couldn’t locate Drayson, I went 

hunting the relative, and found him. 

David Shaw Stewart was good enough to quiz his father and other family members on my 

behalf. Drayson had said that Caldwell and his brother inherited an uncle’s paper mill, but it 

seems Margaret Caldwell was an heiress, the daughter of a rich Sydney merchant (on his 

death, Watt left an estate of some £250,000), and Caldwell’s brother married her sister. It was 

the father-in-law who set them up with a paper mill in Scotland. To be fair to Drayson, the 

error was not his, but that of the writer of Caldwell’s obituary in Nature. 

This, it seemed, was why I had trouble finding any published research by him after a 

flurry of writing-up of his Australian research. He was, however, a Fellow of Caius College, 

so he still had the right connections, while having what was needed to live a pleasant life, 

indulging selected curiosities and temporary obsessions. Caldwell became a gentleman-

inventor. He had a patent on a machine for making thin (biological) sections before he was 

married, and he continued taking out patents in both the US and Britain for various 

inventions, involving things as basic as paper-making and as unexpected as colour 

photography, diesel engines, “Torbet Lactic Oats”, and more. In the 1930s, he spent time at 

Naples investigating sharks. I wondered what became of the 1300 pickled echidnas that he 

took back. I may have found part of the answer in a news article in Science, offering news of 

Caldwell’s soirée in London where he described his work before he came back to Australia to 

be married: 

He will also be able to supply Prof. W. K. Parker with the specimens necessary for investigating the 
development of the skull in Ceratodus, Echidna, and many marsupials. 
— Science VII (176), 544-6, 18 June, 1886. 

So maybe the animals did not die entirely in vain after all. 

Keep an eye out for my rather more technical book on echidnas, some time in 2023: this is being pitched to 

publishers, just as this one is released, in July 2022. 



 

The Redback on the Dunny Seat 
The Australian redback spider, Latrodectus mactans hasselti, is a close relative of the US black 

widow spider. Its bite can be extremely painful, but not usually lethal. In Australia, we have 

legends about redbacks on dunny seats biting people on their nether regions, and I chose to 

look into it. 

First up, the dunny seat is Australian vernacular for a toilet seat, the word ‘dunny’ 

probably coming from Scots dialect. The spider shown on the left below is a huntsman, or as 

they called it in colonial times, a triantelope. They are harmless, but people thought they were 

tarantulas (hence the name, a corruption of ‘tarantula’), and when you look at them closely 

(right), you can see why people were and still are terrified of them. It is, however, a misplaced 

fear. 

  

That right-hand shot is a genuine Amazonian tarantula that I came across a year or two back 

while blatting around the headwaters of the Amazon River. I am fairly sure that the 

‘specimen’ was a pet that our guide had planted there for me to find, but I won’t tell if he 

won’t :-) 

Back in Australia and the 19th century, settlers and colonists were well aware of the 

existence of poisonous spiders in other parts of the world, so they regarded Australian 

spiders with suspicion, even the harmless huntsman, as Louisa Ann Meredith knew in the 

1840s: 

The tarantula is not quite so great a favourite with me, as I have strong suspicions of its bite being 
venomous. At first I understood them to be harmless, although servants and ignorant people hold them in 
great abhorrence, and, unless too frightened to approach, always kill them when discovered. Certainly the 
appearance of a full-sized tarantula is by no means prepossessing… 

When disturbed they scramble along at a rapid rate, and are very frequent residents behind pictures or 
furniture against the wall, often causing terrific screams from one’s housemaid, which are somewhat 
alarming, until, on inquiry, the dreadful words “A Triantelope, Ma’am!” are gasped out, and the tragedy 
ends in the death, or, as I usually arrange it, the careful expulsion of the intruder… 

Several persons of education and intelligence have assured me of their dangerous nature, but I have never 
yet witnessed an instance of it, and they are such patient and industrious fly-catchers, that so long as they 
confine their perambulations to the ceiling, or the upper portion of the walls of a room, I never disturb 
them. 
— Louisa Ann Meredith (Mrs Charles Meredith), Notes and Sketches of New South Wales. 1844, 147 – 8. 



 

Given these fears of spiders, I thought there must be some basis for it, so I started looking 

for early reports of spider bites occasioning death. I found plenty of deaths and escapes from 

snake bite, though no spider bites, but then I found three in a row, and as I will reveal, I 

think I now know why it happened this way. The first victim was a Bendigo chemist named 

Phillips was bitten while in “…the closet at the rear of his present residence”. You can read 

the full news report here: The Age, 27 December 1862, 7. By chance, a doctor named King 

was in the house and he hurried out with a candle to find a small black spider on the seat. It 

had a flat body, with a red mark on its back, making it, without a doubt, a redback spider. 

Phillips’ symptoms included strong pains in the abdomen, the bowels, pain in the spine 

and muscles, spasms, convulsions, delirium, shivering and sleeplessness. He was treated with 

cloths dipped in turpentine and applications of liquid ammonia before being calmed with 

ether, opium and brandy. He later recovered. 

The next two cases happened at Talbot, about 80 km south-west of the Bendigo and just 

a few months later. Carr’s first spider seems to match a redback in form, if not in colour. 

The discrepancy in colour from the standard textbook redback may indicate that his 

specimen was a juvenile, or possibly the spider was preserved in some fluid that bleached it 

(which is why, to write this, I needed to kill one and try preserving it in methylated spirits and 

vinegar). Or it may be a matter of age: 

  

The redback on the left is a juvenile, the one on the right is more mature: notice the differences in colour. The coin 
in each case is an Australian 50 cents, 32 mm across. 

Anyhow, here is the story, drawn from a news report in The Age: 

Bites by Venomous Spiders. — In the current number of the Australian Medical Journal, Mr Robert Carr, 
of Talbot, details two cases in which most severe and constitutional disturbance was caused by the bites of 
venomous spiders. The tarantula is the only class of spider generally supposed to be poisonous; but it 
would appear that there is a brown spider, with a yellow streak down the back, the head being of a similar 
color, which produces, under certain circumstances or in particular constitutions, alarming symptoms, 
proving the absorption of a most virulent poison by those who happen to be so bitten. 
— The Age (Melbourne), 17 April 1863, 5, http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/154965599 

His first of Carr’s two cases was a miner named O’Connor, bitten on the scrotum at 6 am on 

16 February 1863 “while sitting in a water-closet”. He felt the sting and complained of a 

tingling sensation, and only called for medical assistance at noon, when Carr found him in 

agony. 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/154965599


 

The scrotum, where stung, was red and indurated, but not much swollen, the penis was much enlarged, the 
prepuce œdematous containing a large quantity of white serous fluid, the organ presenting the appearance 
in fact of one affected with virulent gonorrhœa… 

O’Connor had problems breathing, he was dizzy and he suffered loss of sight. Worse, he 

could not sleep, so he was dosed with opiates, camphor, ginger and laxatives. These, or the 

passing of time finally improved his situation. 

This class of remedies I resorted to from having used them under like circumstances successfully in India, 
where all kinds of venomous insects abound. In two hours the breathing was relieved, and having 
persevered in the remedies for twenty-four hours, the patient finally recovered, and all bad symptoms 
disappeared by six p.m. the following evening. The legs, however, continued very weak, and there was a 
painful tingling sensation in both feet… 

Carr’s second case was a Mrs Lithgow, whom he called “very corpulent”. She was bitten 

under similar circumstances at 5 pm on 23 February, just 400 metres from the O’Connor 

residence. Bitten close to the groin on the inner right thigh, she had similar symptoms, and 

was in a critical condition by 11 pm. 

I prescribed similar remedies to those stated in the first case, with like results. She sweated profusely. The 
breathing was relieved in four hours, the irregularity of the heart in eight hours. She dozed a good deal, but 
never slept till the evening of the second day, after which she quite recovered, the feet, as in the other case, 
being the last parts affected.” 

So if you were wondering, yes, redbacks do sometimes lurk on dunny seats, and yes they can 

bite you, and yes, you may well wish you were dead, but no, you probably won’t die, not 

unless you are weakened by some other medical condition. And yes, the specimens shown 

here came from North Head, and were released back there. 

PS concerning the timing: after some digging, the redbacks were once found only in South Australia’s 
arid zone, but they are intrepid stow-aways. I think they spread in drays and carts going to and from the 
goldfields, and later to the rest of Australia. After they reached the goldfields, tales of redbacks on dunny 
seats spread even faster, though. 

  



 

Extremes on North Head 

Tornados 

In November 2013, Sydney had a small 

tornado, and the records show it hitting 

Hornsby, but before that, it demolished a small 

building on North Head, lifted a dinghy from 

the water at Little Manly and knocked over two 

trees at Fairlight. Here is the demolished 

building. 

Bushfires 

Seven years later, a badly-managed control 

burn got away, and the landscape was devastated, 15 months after that, the bush was claiming 

its ground once more. 

  

Tsunamis 

There is a ratbag theory (and that 

is putting it kindly) to the effect 

that the sand which overlies 

North Head was deposited by a 

tsunami. The tsunamis that meet 

North Head are far more gentle: 

this one in January 2022 went 

entirely unnoticed by the people 

on Little Manly beach, but your author was looking for it, and had his camera ready. This 

pattern of gentle ebb and flow went on for an hour or more. 

  



 

Upside down waterfalls 

In a storm, winds hitting the cliffs are forced up, and water pouring over the edge is pushed 

up. This shot was taken in July 2020. 

 

  



 

Other recent books by Peter Macinnis: 
I have recently taken back the rights to my out-of-print books, revised, updated, amended and reissued them, 

through Amazon. The most reliable source for which of my books are in print is 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~macinnis/writing/bookshop.htm 

Survivor Kids: Get Ready for Wild Australia, National Library of Australia, 2020, ISBN 9780642279514. 

Australian Backyard Naturalist, ISBN 9780642277428, National Library of Australia, 2012. Now on Amazon. 

Australian Backyard Earth Scientist. ISBN 9780642279347, National Library of Australia, 2019. 

Mistaken for Granite: earth science for rock watchers. 2020 Kindle e-book ASIN B085BGM95Z; B0858W4YSK (POD), 

ISBN 9798620093632. 

Curious Minds, (Australian naturalists and nature artists), National Library of Australia, 2012, ISBN 9780642277541. 

Now on Amazon, this has the story of Blandowski’s fish. 

The Big Book of Australian History, National Library of Australia, four editions, 2013, 2015, 2017, 2019. ISBN 

9780642279491 (fourth edition, released in mid-2019, fifth edition in planning). 

Looking at Small Things: 2020 Kindle e-book ASIN B0876HWR6Y, Amazon paperback as well. 

Playwiths: STEAM explorations for the curious and the young-at-heart: 2020 Kindle e-book ASIN B086BRJCMT; Amazon 

paperback ISBN 9798630095190 

Not Your Usual Treatments Kindle e-book ASIN B06XWJQ2RV; Amazon Print-on-Demand paperback ISBN 

9781973560531, 2017. 

You Missed a Bit (untold Australian History): 2020 Kindle e-book ASIN B08KHH8LQ1; Amazon paperback ASIN 

B08LNMSNB8. 

(As clever observers can see, during the covid lockdown, I have been “cleaning out”.) 

  

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~macinnis/writing/bookshop.htm


 

References, footnotes, sources and things to read 

Some of the comments on Australian language in the Notes have been expanded here: 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~macinnis/writing/early-language.htm 

Charles Wilkes and the US Exploring Expedition first appeared on ABC Radio National in an Ockham’s Razor 

program. You can track it down if you wish. 

The section on Egg-laying mammals is drawn from the author’s Curious Minds, (National Library of Australia, now 

back in print, Amazon Kindle). 

Some of the natural history stuff was taken from the author’s Australian Backyard Naturalist (National Library of 

Australia, now Amazon Kindle) and Looking at Small Things (Amazon Kindle). 

Some of the weed entries and Sands aren’t necessarily made of sand were originally in the newsletters of the 

North Head Sanctuary Foundation, and may be found at 

https://www.northheadsanctuaryfoundation.org.au/newsletters/index.htm. 

Quorum sensing and biofilms originally appeared in a modified form in Websterworld, but as they never paid me 

for it, I took it back. 

The Great North Head Calamity first appeared in my blog, Old Writer on the Block. 

Quite late in the piece, I deleted the story of Blandowski’s fish, which means there’s an empty reference in Egg-

laying mammals. If you don’t know about this hilarious late-1850s Melbourne scandal, you can read about it here: 

https://oldblockwriter.blogspot.com/2012/02/slap-in-face-with-dead-fish.html 

There is more about the Kokoda campaign in Kokoda Track: 101 Days (Walker Books, now republished through 

Amazon). 

 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~macinnis/writing/early-language.htm
https://www.northheadsanctuaryfoundation.org.au/newsletters/index.htm
https://oldblockwriter.blogspot.com/2012/02/slap-in-face-with-dead-fish.html

